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Executive Summary
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

In 2019, the Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation embarked on a master planning process to 
envision the future potential for the Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital and 34-acre campus to 
serve the Kaua‘i Community into the future. The purpose of the project is two-fold: (1) to assess 
the current state of the hospital and ancillary facilities with respect to improvements needed 
for addressing current and future health service needs, and determine those improvements 
needed to support the level of service desired for the facility; and (2) to determine options for 
better use of this State property to provide needed affordable housing, community services, 
and other uses, including those with revenue-generating potential, that would complement 
the modernization for the existing hospital facilities and enhance the hospital’s position as a 
regional provider of affordable, accessible, and integrated health care services. This Master 
Plan for the Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital (SMMH) campus provides a long-term vision 
for a mixed-use community that integrates the redevelopment of existing medical and ancillary 
facilities with the development of affordable housing and other community-serving uses on-
site.

BACKGROUND AND EXISTING CONDITIONS

Built in 1917, the original SMMH facility was one of the first and now the oldest operating 
hospital on Kaua‘i.  The current SMMH was built in 1951. Other buildings on the 34-acre 
campus include a private residence, SMMH staff housing, Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i – Kaua‘i 
Community Health Center, and a Kaua‘i Police Activities League (KPAL) facility. The hospital 
has strong ties with the neighboring community, holding events such as bon dances and an 
annual Christmas tree lighting, for example. The hospital became part of the Kaua‘i Region of 
Hawai‘i Health Systems (HHSC) Corporation in 1996.

The original 120 acres of the SMMH property were ceded lands in Kapa‘a, set aside by the 
terrirotial legislature for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a County Farm and 
Sanatorium for the treatment and care of persons afflicted with tuberculosis. Ceded lands 
are the lands that were previously Crown Lands or Government Lands during the Kingdom 
of Hawai‘i. Under Governor George Ariyoshi in 1987, further subdivision of the ceded lands 
occurred so that 60 acres of Kapa‘a were set aside to the Department of Health for the Samuel 
Mahelona Hospital. In 1998 the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) deeded the 
current 34 acres that make up the SMMH Campus to HHSC. The remaining portions were 
returned to BLNR’s land inventory, and eventually dispersed to other State agencies.

The SMMH property is designated Urban State Land Use, and R-1 Residential / ST-P Special 
Treatment District - Public Facilities under the County of Kaua‘i Comprehensive Zoning 
Ordinance. The 2018 Kaua‘i Kākou General Plan designates the area as Residential Community. 
Although planned, there is currently no East Kaua‘i Community Plan to make an analysis of 
SMMH plans specific to the neighborhood. Although identified as a Smart Growth or Transit-
Oriented Development (TOD) project in the 2017 TOD Council’s State Strategic Plan for Transit-
Oriented Development, there is no TOD overlay for this site. A Project Development (PD) 
permit allows variation from the underlying zoning (uses, heights and densities) if approved by 
the Planning Director. 

SMMH is a federally designated Critical Access Hospital with Emergency services, Imaging 
(Digital X-ray), Rehabilitation Therapies (Occupational, Physical, Respiratory and Recreational), 
and Skilled Nursing, Intermediate, Long Term and Acute Care. Other services include Pharmacy, 
Laboratory, Inpatient Adult Behavioral Health (the only one on Island), and Social Services. 
SMMH is licensed by the State of Hawai‘i as a hospital for 14 beds and is licensed as a Skilled 
Nursing facility for 66 beds for a total of 80 licensed beds. Due to renovations, the current 
facility is operating with 54 Long Term beds (skilled nursing), nine Acute Care Psychiatric beds, 
and five Acute Care beds. Portrait of the late Samuel Mahelona
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SMMH is comprised of three interconnected buildings totaling almost 84,000 SF, with the 
primary facility being the Main Hospital. The other two SMMH facilities are an Occupational 
Therapy Clinic (OT Clinic) and a Warehouse. Service buildings associated with SMMH include a 
facility maintenance building and greenhouse.  A Property Condition Report (PCR) comprising 
of a facility and building systems evaluation was conducted for SMMH as part of the Master 
Plan (submitted as a separate report). The findings conclude that there do not appear to be 
any zoning non-conformities. The buildings did conform to the current zoning codes at the 
time of construction, therefore are grandfathered for present codes. 

Within the facility, much of the Patient Care areas remain outdated. Capital Improvements 
are needed for renovations to the patient care environment to meet current building code, 
guidelines, and standards. The overall facility appears to be in fair condition given its age, but 
with a substantial amount of deferred maintenance.  Currently the hospital doesn't have any 
issue with their on-site sewer and water systems. Both systems connect to the County systems. 
Costs to address repair and maintenance were estimated at $12.3M in 2019, excluding 
interior alterations.

Entry Porte Cochere

Front Parking Area

View towards Kawaihau Road

Existing Campus Location Map

View towards SMMH Rear Yard

0 1,000
Feet

500
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MASTER PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING

As opposed to a conventional master plan that provides a single solution to immediate needs, 
this Conceptual Master Plan is a strategic decision-making tool that has the flexibility to address 
the evolving and continual nature of the SMMH Campus redevelopment work. While focusing 
on the core programs that are functionally essential to SMMH, the Conceptual Master Plan 
also recognizes that the need to diversify funding sources will involve collaboration with other 
partners and is structured to allow for such opportunities. As such, the Conceptual Master 
Plan provides information that will allow HHSC to make strategic decisions regarding current 
and future growth on the SMMH campus for the next 20± years, and provides the framework 
for continual redevelopment of the campus into the future. The Conceptual Master Plan is 
a vehicle through which SMMH is able to assess and illustrate a vision for the future of the 
campus. 

The vision for SMMH is to become an active multi-generational community-engaged 
campus that provides a continuum of quality care serving both behavioral health and 
long term care needs of Kaua‘i residents. Providing this continuum of care caters to the 
whole needs of a patient, increasing efficiency and reducing overall healthcare costs. Medical 
providers and operators would benefit and are drawn to a coordinated campus that provides 
multiple care benefits, and would see themselves as one member of the larger continuum of 
the healthcare network. The balance of the land area of the campus would be available for 
development with compatible and complementary uses. 

In determining what is required to support such a vision, the Conceptual Master Plan addresses 
the following: 

1. Better use of this State property. 

2. Potential of future growth on the SMMH property.

3. Future healthcare trends with relationship to future market needs with a focus on Behavioral 
Health and Long Term Care.

4. Community engagement in creation of a Healthcare Wellness Village connected to culture, 
utilizing sustainable practices and providing for community resiliency.

5. Existing issues such as adequacy of aging facilities and building system upgrades.

6. State and County Initiatives such as TOD, Affordable Housing, and Preschool Education.

7. Multi-modal transportation, parking and traffic control to manage impacts and improve 
campus accessibility.

8. Infrastructure planning to meet future development and maintain resiliency.

9. Sequencing of redevelopment.

10. Strategy for implementation including development partnerships.

Plans for redevelopment of the campus as a mixed-use Healthcare Wellness Village have 
been developed in collaboration with leaders in the medical field, State and County agencies, 
community groups and neighbors, and supported by research in population and health care 
forecasts for the Island of Kaua‘i. The planning process engaged the community to arrive a 
shared vision through small group interviews, email and phone correspondence, and two public 
meetings. A third public meeting to meet specifically with immediate neighbors was canceled 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. These meetings and gathered information created a basis 
for the objectives and assumptions that guided the Conceptual Master Plan (see SIDEBAR). 
Fully realized, this plan aims to be a model for other communities to provide the integration of 
healthcare into a multi-use campus that benefits the community through a focus on wellness.

OBJECTIVES & ASSUMPTIONS

• Community feedback will inform the master plan. 

• Continue and improve upon SMMH major 
business lines.

• Increase capacity for Long Term Care/Skilled 
Nursing Facility and Acute Adult Psychiatric Care.

• Growth need identified for demographic 
served is Senior Health and Behavioral Health.

• Create a Continuum of Care for Seniors 
by introducing facilities for Adult DayCare, 
Senior Center and Assisted Living to 
include Dementia/Memory Care.

• Create a Continuum of Care for Behavioral 
Health by introducing facilities for Dual Diagnosis 
Residential Treatment and Outpatient Physician 
/ Counselor office space. Expand hospital 
services to include Inpatient Detox.

• Create a model campus for a multi-generational,  
multi-use Healthcare Wellness Village.

• Create a resilient and sustainable campus, 
building upon the culture and legacy of place.

• Integrate transit service improvements.

• Promote complementary relationships 
with adjacent state lands, such as schools 
and public housing.

• Support other state initiatives such as a 
preschool and library relocation.

• Provide affordable workforce housing.

• Increase density and connectivity to 
provide for transit-oriented development.

• Plan for income-generation to sustain 
SMMH enhancements / operations.

• Form Development / Operational Partnerships 
with private, county and state organizations.

• Provide amenities for the community.

• A police substation is  planned on campus.

• Current staff housing can be removed. 

• Ho‘ola Lahui & KPAL can move to new facilities on 
campus in order to increase property utilization.

Word Cloud above is a graphical representation of word frequency from Visioning 
Session for uses on campus held during Community Meeting 1
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The SMMH Healthcare Wellness Village represents an ideology shift from illness to wellness 
embracing other modalities of care and supportive communities. Development will be guided 
by resiliency, sustainability, and cultural awareness principles.

Inpatient Care

1. Long Term Care (LTC): A new two-level patient wing will expand the Skilled Nursing 
Facility (SNF) to 75 private beds.  Two new units of 24 private beds each with centralized 
dayrooms will be located with makai views. The first level will align with the existing 
hospital for connection of shared services. The raised building will have tuck under parking 
and mechanical spaces below. The existing SNF unit will be renovated to provide for 27 
private beds. 

2. Swing/LTC High Care: Expanding the capacity of SMMH's psychiatric beds would allow for 
use as geriatric psychiatric care. This use complements SMMH's skilled nursing care. These 
additional 9 beds could swing between behavioral health and skilled nursing. 

3. Acute Medical: The existing 5 medical/surgical acute care beds are ample for accommodating 
future needs. Although not increasing the number of acute beds, SMMH is currently expanding 
their acute services to handle pneumonia and other needed services. 

4. Inpatient Detox: Acute Care will expand to add 4 inpatient detox beds. These beds could 
be utilized as acute inpatient and/or SNF beds providing flexibility.

5. Acute Psychiatry: The current Acute Psychiatric Unit will move to a new wing and expand 
to 18 beds.  The location is adjacent to the existing unit and allows for vehicular drop off. A 
secured outdoor area is protected space between the existing hospital wing and the new.

6. Emergency Department (ED): The ED will be renovated to right-size 5 bays. The X-Ray and 
CT Scanner will be located adjacent to the ED within an expanded Imaging Area.

7. Administration, Support, Storage and Service: Suppport facilities will be relocated and/or 
right-sized to support this hospital expansion.

Other Healthcare - Outpatient Care, Residential Care, Support Services

8. Senior Center/Senior Daycare: The hospital’s entry will be modernized with a new entry 
building and porte cochere. The new entry building will house the Senior Center/Adult 
Daycare space on the ground level and the SMMH administration will move to the second 
floor along with expanded meeting areas. The second floor will provide multi-directional 
views across the campus. Renovation of previous administration space for lease by 
American Medical Response (AMR) providing ambulance service.

9. Community Cafe: A Cafe will be located near the entrance to the hospital, adjacent to the 
hospital’s kitchen. The expanded dining room will allow the hospital to engage with the 
community. This location will allow for an outdoor seating area at the front of the hospital.

10. Physicians - Behavioral Health (BH): Buildings fronting Kawaihau Road will be Commercial 
Buildings primarily for Outpatient Services, and will include physician office space for 
outpatient behavioral health services. 

11. BH Specialized Treatment: Located across the roadway from the SMMH Emergency 
Department, a Behavioral Health Residential Treatment Center will provide 20 to 30 beds.  
The facility will provide dual diagnosis treatment for patients in residence at the facility 
from 3 to 6 months. Development would include shared communal kitchen/dining/living, 
outdoor gathering and parking.

Community Facilities

12. Buildings will be configured to have commercial use storefronts along Kawaihau Road and 
healthcare entries accessible from the shielded parking area.

a. The SMMH Thrift Store will be relocated here for easier access and visibility. 

b. Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i will relocate; the new space will allow Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i to add 
needed dental services.

c. Convenience retail will be available for community-requested retail needs such as a 
convenience store or barber shop. 

13. While outside of the planning of this document, the Kapa‘a Police Substation is planned 
for relocation to the SMMH campus fronting Iwaena Road. 

14. A commercial building closest to the planned Kapa‘a Police Substation will allow for a 
fitness center, relocation of KPAL, a small grocery and/or additional retail space. The 
parking area provides convenience parking for this type of facility.  

15. The Kapa‘a Library may be relocated from its current location in a flood zone to a new 
Community Civic building which will also include a community meeting space. A public 
plaza between the commercial building and the Library would be activated by community 
events such as farmer’s markets, craft fairs, and other community gatherings. This location 
affords easy access for the community via the bus. Sidewalks along Kawaihau Road would 
provide a safe walking route for the students at neighborhood schools. 

16. A proposed Preschool with 4 classrooms would be located on land adjacent to the 
Kapa‘a Elementary School. It is envisioned that the Preschool can utilize functions of the 
Elementary School such as their commercial kitchen. The Preschool site includes secured 
outdoor playspace and surface parking.

17. A Greenspace will be at the heart of the Healthcare Wellness Village, providing landscaped 
open space and connecting the campus with paved, accessible walkways and a parcourse-
type fitness trail. 

Housing

18. The makai side of the property will have a Senior Assisted Living Facility to accommodate 
155 residents, with 30 beds dedicated for Memory Care patients. These will be primarily 
a mix of studio and one-bedroom with a few two-bedroom units. Development would 
include shared dining, community rooms, and landscape grounds with walking paths and 
community gardens. Parking could be both surface and tuck under. 

19. Affordable Housing Garden Apartments are also planned with 147 units available for 
rent. These will be primarily a mix of one- and two-bedroom with a few three-bedroom 
units.  Development would include a community building, surface parking and landscape 
grounds with walking paths. Anticipated residents include independent seniors and those 
who work at the hospital or nearby schools; however, the affordable units will be available 
to all who income-qualify. 

Surface parking areas will be expanded with multiple lots located close to entry points and 
shielded from Kawaihau Road. Photovoltaic (PV) systems will be integrated into surface 
parking areas and roofs. As envisioned in the master plan, this multi-generational, multi-use 
Healthcare Wellness Village will provide one location for a continuum of behavioral and long-
term care (from outpatient, inpatient, day care to acute care), supporting the community with 
preventative health measures, affordable and senior residences and desired neighborhood 
services.

DGSF Target
Description Qty (avg) Description Qty GSF Description Qty GSF Description Qty Unit Mix

Long Term Care 75 37,500 Senior/Adult Daycare 20 persons 1,800
Ho'ola Lahui Hawaii 
(+ dental)

existing + 
1 provider 6,000

Assisted Living 
(incl 30 memory care) 155

memory care studios, mostly 1 
bdrms, a few 2 bdrms & studios

Swing /LTC High Care 9 4,500 Senior Center target 6,500
Community Civic 
(includes KPAL @ 3,500) allowance 9,000

Affordable Workforce 
Rental  > 100

equal mix 1 bdrms and 2 bdrms, 
a few 3 bdrms

Acute Medical 5 2,900 Community Café 200 seats 3,600 Community Commercial allowance 9,000

Inpatient Detox 4 2,320 Physicians - Behavioral Health 2 providers 2,000 Regional Library
HSPLS

program 9,000

Acute Psychiatry 18 9,000 OT Clinic existing 13,726 PreSchool 4 classrms 7,000

ED Bays 5 4,500 BH Specialized Treatment 20-30 persons 30,000

X-Ray 1 1,300

CT Scan 1 1,800
Administration, Support, 
Storage, Service sized to support program

Other Healthcare Community Facilities HousingInpatient Care
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Conceptual Master Plan
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PHASING AND COMPONENTS

The SMMH Master Plan will be implemented in three phases over a span of 20+ years. Phase 
1 - Short-Term, Phase 2 - Mid-Term and Phase 3 - Long-Term. 

Phase 1 - Short-Term (5 Years) development begins to effectively right-size and expand the 
immediate needs of the continuum of care for behavioral health. This first phase will also 
serve the community by expanding the SMMH Cafe to the public and provide open space 
to become an integrated community design, with pleasant walking spaces. Phase 1 includes:

1. Expansion of the hospital for the new Acute Psychiatric Unit.

2. Development of the Behavioral Health Residential Treatment Center. 

3. Expansion of the indoor dining room to include an SMMH Cafe with outdoor seating.

4. Parcourse and walking paths extending from Kawaihau elevated boardwalk. 

5. Campus Roadway extension to Nunu Road, no off site roadway improvements triggered. 

6. On-site water and sewer extend to new developments, below ground drainage collection 
added. No off-site water or sewer improvements triggered. Note that the County expansion 
of water capacity is currently in construction and assumed complete for Phase 1, status of 
project to be confirmed in next planning phases. 

7. Development of the planned Kapa‘a Police Substation, while outside of the planning of 
this document is noted here as possibly coinciding with Phase 1.   

Phase 2 - Mid-Term (10 Years) is the largest phase of development. It can be broken down into 
development components as each would be independently developed. At the completion of 
Phase 2, the Healthcare Wellness Village will be realized; a village complete with residences, 
healthcare facilities, integrated walking paths, and community amenities. Components will include:

1. The hospital expansion and renovation of the Skilled Nursing Facility to provide private 
beds. Acute Care will expand to add detox beds. The Emergency Department will be 
renovated and expanded to right size for services provided.  

2. New Hospital entry building -  Senior Center and Senior/Adult Daycare will be located on 
the ground floor, and the SMMH administration will move to the second floor. AMR will 
occupy renovated administration space.

3. The makai side of the property will have a new Senior Assisted Living Facility, with beds 
dedicated for Memory Care patients. 

4. Affordable Garden Apartments available for rent will complete the residential neighborhood. 

5. Street frontside buildings will include a commercial building for Community Healthcare 
outpatient services for behavioral health and other County services. Both Ho‘ola Lahui 
Hawai‘i and the SMMH Thrift Store will be relocated here. Retail store frontage space 
would be available for neighborhood convenience services. 

6. Supporting parking areas, roadways, sidewalks and greenspace will be developed. The 
Entry drive will be widened to allow for a left turn exit lane. Off site road improvements are 
not projected but require additional study to confirm.

7. Proposed Preschool to include parking and secured yard.

8. On-site water and sewer extend to new developments, below ground drainage collection 
added. Adjacent State lands to be studied in next planning phase for above ground 
detention for development affordability. No off-site water or sewer improvements 
triggered. See Phase 1 assumption.  

Phase 3 - Long-Term (20 Years) completes the Healthcare Wellness Village. The last parcel 
developed will expand the community and commercial components. 

1. Kapa‘a Regional Public Library is a preferred use fronting Kawaihau Road. Should the 
Hawai‘i State Public Library System (HSPLS) not choose this site, another commercial 
building would be an appropriate facility. Space for community meeting should be 
considered. 

2. Commercial building to provide the community with meeting space, a fitness space, and/or 
shared with KPAL. Should the library not be developed, a small grocery to be considered.

3. The parking lot behind the library would be shared by the two facilities. In coordination 
with the County’s transit plan, develop a mobility hub integrated into the parking lot and 
pedestrian plaza. Off site road improvements are not projected but require additional 
study to confirm.

4. On-site water and sewer extended to new developments, below ground drainage collection 
added.  No off-site water or sewer improvements triggered.  See Phase 1 assumption.

Components of Phase 3

3

1
2

4
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

PROJECT SCHEDULE

It is anticipated that SMMH and their partners will complete the projects over the next 20 
years. The Master Plan projects will be implemented following a program of prioritized actions 
and budgeting by the Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation, Kaua‘i Region Board of Directors. 
See SIDEBAR for milestones of each phase.

PARTNERSHIPS AND FUNDING

Many of the proposed projects on the SMMH campus will require State, County and private 
partnerships to complete. Partnering with other public and private partners allows for a more 
creative, cost-effective result. The project site will remain owned by HHSC and leased to 
developers and/or tenants. The following are some initial possible partnerships and funding 
strategies that will bring the project to fruition.

Funding in the amount of $500,000 for the EIS has been approved by the Hawai‘i State 
Legislature for the FY 2021 Executive Supplemental Budget for the Department of Health – 
Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation Capital Improvements Budget. 

Phase 1 HHSC Partnerships

Repair and maintenance will be coordinated with planned improvement projects, with 
execution to be prioritized by need as identified in the Property Condition Report, and are 
anticipated to be phased over a five year period. 

New Hospital projects: State, Kaiser, public/private partnerships, federal funds such as 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), and County residential 
drug funds.

Behavioral Health Residential Treatment Center: Department of Health, Adult Mental Health 
Division. 

Police Substation: County of Kaua‘i Department of Public Works and the Kaua‘i Police 
Department. 

Phase 2 HHSC Partnerships

Hospital projects: Same as Phase 1 plus a lease of the Senior Center and Senior / Adult Daycare 
to an outside Operator.

Senior Assisted Living Facility: Long term lease agreement with a private developer / operator 
selected through a Request for Proposals (RFP) process. It is the intent of this development to 
generate revenue to sustain SMMH enhancements and operations.

Affordable Housing: Long term lease agreement with a private developer / operator selected 
through an RFP. Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC) is planned 
to lead the RFP in order to manage and financially structure the project development.

Commercial Buildings: Private Developer / Builder selected through an RFP. The Department 
of Accounting and General Services (DAGS) would most likely provide the RFP. DAGS could 
also be a potential financing avenue. Lease agreement with Operators would be sought for 
the Outpatient Services and Convenience Retail/Services. 

Preschool: To be developed by the Affordable Access to Childhood Pilot Program Kaua‘i. This 
is conceptual with more program development anticipated in the next few years.  

Phase 3 HHSC Partnerships

The Library space will be developed in consultation with the Hawai‘i State Public Library 
System. 

The Commercial Buildings would be developed and operated similar to Phase 2.

CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The projected construction costs for the completion of the individual projects in the Master 
Plan are summarized in SIDEBAR Construction Cost Summary. Phase 1 costs include the Repair 
and Maintenance of projects identified in the Property Conditions Report. In undertaking 
Improvement Projects and Repair Projects, each are to coordinate construction in order to 
minimize disturbance to hospital operations. The costs are limited to construction costs. 
Costs are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. A detailed cost estimate is also provided within the 
Appendix - Construction Cost Estimate Report prepared by Rider Levett Bucknall.

MILESTONES

PHASE 1: 5 YEAR TIME FRAME (2021-2025) 

Repair and Maintenance - YEAR 1: 2021

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – YEAR 1: 2021 

Certificate of Need (CON) – YEAR 1: 2021 

Special Management Area (SMA) – YEAR 2: 2022

Project Development (PD) Use Permit and 
Class IV Zoning Permit – YEAR 2: 2022 

Design and Construction – YEAR 3-5: 2023-2025

PHASE 2: 10 YEAR TIME FRAME (2021-2030) 

RFP – YEAR 4-5: 2025-2026

Multiple Projects / Design and Construction – 
YEAR 6-10: 2027-2030

PHASE 3: 20 YEAR TIME FRAME (2021-2040)

Updated Entitlements, if needed – 2030

RFP – 2030

Multiple Projects / Design and Construction – 
2031 - 2040

CONSTRUCTION 
COST SUMMARY

State Cost Partner Cost

Phase I $59,018,040 $0

Phase 2 $135,451,824 $190,465,920

Phase 3 $9,300,000 $2,838,000

Total $203,769,864 $193,303,920

*Costs include 20% Estimating & Design Contingency

Total $398,000,000
(Incl. Contingencies)
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Future Vision - Aerial View of Master Plan
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Purpose
1.1 PURPOSE AND VISION

The purpose of this Conceptual Master Plan for the Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital 
(SMMH) 34-acre property is to provide a long-term vision for a mixed-use community that 
integrates the redevelopment of existing medical and ancillary facilities with the development 
of affordable housing and other community-serving uses on-site. This master plan incorporates 
healthcare needs forecasts, community priorities, and State and County plans and initiatives. 
The purpose of the master planning effort is two-fold: (1) to assess the current state of the 
hospital and ancillary facilities with respect to improvements needed for addressing current and 
future health service needs, and determine those improvements needed to support the level of 
service desired for the facility; and (2) to determine options for better use of this State property 
to provide needed affordable housing, community services, and other uses, including those with 
revenue-generating potential, that would complement the modernization of existing hospital 
facilities and enhance the hospital’s position as a regional provider of affordable, accessible, 
and integrated health care services.

Historically, SMMH has been a long-term care hospital, also serving the needs of patients with 
acute mental illness. With this experience, SMMH is poised to provide the long-term care 
and behavioral health services that will continue to meet the needs of the Kaua‘i community. 
In 2005, by expanding to include Emergency Services, SMMH became a designated Critical 
Access Hospital serving Kaua‘i's East and North Shore communities. The hospital has strong 
ties within the community, holding events such as bon dances and an annual Christmas tree 
lighting, for example. Creating a place where the community can continue to be involved is 
highly important. 

As one of the State's public hospitals and part of the Kaua‘i Region of the Hawai‘i Health 
Systems Corporation (HHSC), SMMH provides high quality healthcare services to residents and 
visitors in the State of Hawai‘i regardless of the ability to pay. In this regard, SMMH continues 
to serve as a vital component of the State healthcare “safety net.” In addition to grants and 
other sources, SMMH currently relies on $4M per year of legislative funding to provide services 
for those in need. This master plan provides the opportunity to plan for land uses that can 
potentially lead to income generation, relieving the financial burden to the Legislature and 
other sources. 

The vision for SMMH is to become an active multi-generational community-engaged campus 
that provides a continuum of quality care in both the behavioral health and long term care needs 
for the island of Kaua‘i. Providing this continuum of care caters to the whole needs of a patient, 
increasing efficiency and reducing overall healthcare costs. Medical providers and operators 
would benefit and are drawn to a coordinated campus that provides multiple care benefits, 
and would see themselves as one member of the larger continuum of the healthcare network. 
The balance of the land area of the campus is envisioned with compatible and complementary 
uses to the hospital. This plan meets the State's goal of better use of this State property.  Fully 
realized, this plan aims to be a model for other communities to provide the integration of 
healthcare into a multi-use campus that benefits the community through a focus on wellness.
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1.2 METHODOLOGY

The master planning process engaged the community, as well as State and County agency 
stakeholders (including adjacent public landowners) and private interests, in exploring options 
for the renovation of existing space, expansion of existing buildings, and the siting of potential 
new buildings and land uses. Project design constraints were identified, including on- and off-
site water, sewer, storm drainage and roadway needs, including required access improvements 
to support State agency project implementation, and associated public realm improvements to 
promote walkability and livability in a mixed-use context. Alternative facility program and land 
use configurations were developed, and a preferred facility redevelopment and site master 
plan presented for HHSC review and approval.  

As a first step toward creating the Conceptual Master Plan, SMMH commissioned G70 to conduct 
a Physical Condition Assessment (PCA) of the existing SMMH Main Hospital and associated 
buildings. The PCA provides a thorough background on the SMMH facilities and details how 
the existing buildings have varying degrees of useful remaining life (as indicated by building 
age, physical conditions, conditions of the interior and exterior enclosure, and adequacy of 
planning footprints). The assessment provides recommendations with respect to improvements 
needed to address current and future health service needs, and to support the level of service 
desired for the facility. This information, provided in a separate Property Conditions Report, is 
used to guide State capital improvement decisions regarding the renovation, redevelopment, 
or modernization of the complex.

SMMH was also interested in a land use analysis and Conceptual Master Plan to determine 
how the property of 34 acres could best be used to further the mission of the hospital as well 
as serve the broader community. Initial options for better use of this State property include 
redevelopment or replacement of existing facilities, providing needed affordable housing, 
community services, and other uses, including those with revenue-generating potential. These 
uses would complement the modernization of the existing hospital facilities and enhance the 
hospital’s position as a regional provider of affordable, accessible, and integrated health care 
services. The current property is leased to various tenants located in far-reaching corners of 
the property. While the services of these tenants are valuable, their locations on the property 
are inefficient. Current and future tenants were considered in the overall land use design. 
Zoning laws for the property were reviewed to identify allowable land use activities, heights 
and densities.

The PCA and Conceptual Master Plan are critical for the identification of the investments 
needed and the timetable for the modernization and redevelopment of SMMH, as well as the 
development of any ancillary project elements and infrastructure improvements required.  

To fully develop the master plan, existing County plans and accompanying technical studies, 
County infrastructure plans and studies, and other State agency project plans and studies 
were reviewed to assess the medical complex redevelopment and mixed-use redevelopment 
potential. The Department of Land and Natural Resources was consulted to resolve 
landowner issues, including use of public lands for revenue-generating uses, and ceded lands 
considerations. 

The existing Community Health Needs Assessments were reviewed, and consultations with 
community stakeholders held, to identify the services to be located at the SMMH site that would 
support the appropriate healthcare service needs of the community. A market study for assisted 
living needs was also conducted. The identification of appropriate services included the scope, 
number of patients or residents to be served, reservation potential for future expansion of 
services as needs/population expands, and complementary ancillary services to constitute a 
medical campus or senior health-oriented, community services complex at the site.

SMMH formed vision groups for Behavioral Health and Long Term Care. The groups comprised 
medical professionals and met monthly to develop the vision and program elements for these 
components of the master plan.

Efforts were made to reach out to the community at large. Notification of community 
meetings were made through community leaders and their networks, community calendars, 
Representative Nadine Nakamura's news website, radio inteviews, banners in front of SMMH, 
mailed flyers, emails, and phone calls.

The community, HHSC and other State agencies, County agencies, and private interests were 
consulted to identify how program requirements and land uses complementary to the needs of 
the community, including affordable and rental housing, infrastructure and utility requirements, 
and desired public realm improvements, could be integrated into a mixed-use community 
providing a continuum of care for behavioral health and senior living. Additionally, these 
opportunities were explored for their potential to coordinate with private initiatives and provide 
revenue-generating uses to enhance redevelopment of the facility and area. 

A circulation plan that specifies roadway and other improvements required for multi-modal 
access was developed in collaboration with the County Department of Public Works, the County 
of Kaua‘i Transportation Agency and the State Department of Transportation.

Land use alternatives were prepared and reviewed by community and agency stakeholders.

Major environmental, historical, cultural, governmental, and site development issues and 
constraints for the property were identified, and general timetables for regulatory permits and 
approvals associated with the preferred alternative were prepared. 

Finally, a preferred facility and site master plan and conceptual renderings were prepared, along 
with a preliminary financial analysis to include project component cost estimates, potential 
funding sources, and potential revenue streams (excluding affordable rental housing).
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CHAPTER 2

Background and  
Existing Conditions
2.1 SAMUEL MAHELONA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL HISTORY 

In 1915, facing a high death rate from tuberculosis and no foreseeable cure, there was 
a need for a facility on Kaua‘i to isolate the infected and provide rest and a proper diet. 
The territorial legislature set aside 120 acres on a bluff above Kapa‘a, and the Kaua‘i Sugar 
Planter’s Association, Albert and Emma Mahelona Wilcox, and the County of Kaua‘i provided 
funds for its construction. Clinton B. Ripley, a Honolulu architect, designed the building. 
Built in 1917, Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital (SMMH) was one of the first and now 
the oldest operating hospital on Kaua‘i. It was named in honor of Samuel Mahelona, son of 
Emma Mahelona Wilcox, who died of tuberculosis as a young man. 

The disease was so contagious, patients weren’t allowed to leave the hospital once they 
were diagnosed and, therefore, everything had to be grown or manufactured on-site. SMMH 
had its own dairy, vegetable and hog farm, as well as butcher. An auditorium, movie theatre, 
cafeteria and wood shop were also available to patients to keep them busy.

Once a cure for tuberculosis was established in the 1950s and 1960s, the hospital’s focus 
turned to Long Term Care and mental health. In 1951, a new 110-bed Main Hospital building 
was completed, replacing the original. Additional buildings were added over the years to 
accommodate increasing numbers of patients and services. In the 1960s, SMMH gradually 
transitioned to providing Acute Care, Psychiatric Care, Skilled Nursing Care, and ancillary 
inpatient and outpatient services. 

An Occupational Therapy building was added in 1971, and in 1983 part of the Main Hospital 
was renovated as a locked, separate nine-bed Acute Psychiatric Unit. In 1986, an eight-bed 
Hospice Building (since converted) was completed.

The hospital, in collaboration with the Kaua‘i community, developed a New Strategic Plan in 
1994 which emphasized development of a full-care campus for the elderly and disabled. In 
1996, the hospital became part of the Kaua‘i Region of Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation 
(HHSC) which brought SMMH many benefits, including teleradiography, telemedicine, video 
teleconferencing, and patient management information systems.

Today’s Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital is a federally designated Critical Access Hospital 
with Emergency services, Imaging (Digital X-ray), Rehabilitation Therapies (Occupational, 
Physical, Respiratory and Recreational), and Skilled Nursing, Intermediate, Long Term and 
Acute Care. Other services include  Pharmacy, Laboratory, Inpatient Adult Behavioral Health 
(the only one on Island), and Social Services. SMMH is licensed by the State of Hawai‘i as a 
hospital for 14 beds and is licensed as a Skilled Nursing facility for 66 beds for a total of 80 
licensed beds. Due to renovations, the current facility is operating with 54 Long Term beds 
(Skilled Nursing), nine Acute Care Psychiatric beds and five Acute Care beds (hospital). The 
hospital has approximately 145 employees. 
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2.2 CULTURAL AND HISTORIC CONTEXT

The SMMH campus is in the ‘ili of ‘Ulakiu/Ulukiu in the ahupua‘a of Kapa‘a and the moku of 
Puna on the island of Kaua‘i.  Traditionally, Puna, located on southeast coast of Kaua‘i, includes 
ten ahupua‘a. One of the five traditional districts on Kaua‘i, Puna’s boundaries were changed 
in the 1840s during an era of rapid modernization in the islands. This ancient district soon 
became known as the Līhu‘e District, named after a well-known town within its defined area.

Historical records indicate that area was predominantly part of a traditional landscape 
for agricultural cultivation. Like its neighboring moku, Ko‘olau, Puna contains streams that 
originate from Hanalei Valley and the Wailua River. Traditionally, farmers grew a variety of 
plants here, including coconuts, breadfruit, taro, and sweet potatoes. Kapa‘a, meaning “solid,” 
is a large ahupua‘a of Puna containing small ridges and a valley where Kapa‘a residents 
grow taro. Many legends have been written about this ahupua‘a. It was the home of ancient 
chief Mo‘ikeha who sailed here from Kahiki to settle, as well as that of Paka‘a, keeper of the 
supernatural gourd that held all the winds of Hawai‘i.

‘Ōlelo no‘eau (Hawaiian proverbs) for the Puna moku regard the land as beautiful and 
peaceful. One expression refers to the beauty of Puna, presenting it as simile for there being 
“nothing to complain about”. The chief Mo‘ikeha chose to establish his permanent home in 
the expansive Kapa‘a ahupua‘a for its calming atmosphere and where lovers were said to 
enjoy whiling the time away in the soft kalukalu plants in the area.

Unlike other ahupua‘a on Kaua‘i, the earliest written records in Puna only date back to the 1830s, 
when missionaries decided to take censuses of the area’s population. However, these records 
only apply to the neighboring ahupua‘a Keālia, whose population experienced a record decline 
during these years, as the number of people living went from 283 to 143 persons. 

In 1837, in an experiment with land tenure, King Kamehameha III and Governor Kaikio‘ewa 
granted a twenty-year lease for the lands of Kapa‘a, Keālia, and Waipouli to Wilama Ferani, 
who was experimenting with growing sugar cane. This lease was important because the terms 
allowed foreign companies to wield power that only the chiefs once possessed; therefore, as 
outsiders came to gain more influence within Hawai‘i, the traditions of the original hierarchy 
eroded more.

In 1848, Kamehameha III introduced private property to the Hawaiian Islands in an event 
known as the Māhele. Only a few parcels in Kapa‘a were given to individuals through kuleana 
awards; most were designated as Crown Lands. It is about this same time that ranching 
became successful in the area, with the sugar industry soon to take its place. 

By the turn of the century, Makee Sugar Company had proved itself to be a successful 
enterprise with over a thousand workers, most of them Portuguese and Japanese immigrants. 
The growth of the plantation’s population also resulted in its owners having to build new 
facilities. For example, the Filipino workers demanded an education for their children, as 
stipulated by the contracts they signed, which subsequently resulted in the construction 
of Kapa‘a School in 1883. In 1908, Kapa‘a School was transferred to the location where it 
currently resides, immediately adjacent and to the north of SMMH.

Although the sugar industry remained the dominant force within the region, the latter half of 
the 1800s also witnessed the cultivation of rice. Similar to the rest of the islands, the Chinese 
began to farm independent of large corporations in the Kapa‘a region. These immigrants 
either obtained their land by renting and buying it through Hawaiian kuleana owners or 
through appeals to the government to lease and later purchase. 

During the 1920s and 1930s, the Japanese began replacing the Chinese as the most 
prominent merchants in the business sector of Kapa‘a. Later, in the 1930s and 1940s, the 
Portuguese settled the area north of the Moikeha Canal. Such changes in population created 
the need for more public services, such as a dispensary, fire station, jail, and courthouse. 
Although these structures are no longer standing, their construction and use demonstrate 
how drastically Kapa‘a changed from the era of missionaries.

The early 1900s replaced sugar with pineapple cultivation, and in 1913, the Hawaiian Canneries 
Company, Ltd. opened in Kapa‘a, spurring development of the region. The Hawaiian Canneries 
Company, Ltd. was one of the two major pineapple companies in the region, with the second 
being the Lihue Plantation. Despite its growth and success, foreign companies ultimately forced 
the Hawaiian Canneries Company out of business in 1962. The Lihue Plantation persisted 
into the later years of the 1980s. By the time they closed their doors, tourism in the area was 
growing, becoming a form of unexpected economic assistance still present today.

CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCE REVIEW

Records from the State Historic Preservation District's (SHPD) State Inventory of Historic 
Places show approximately 15 previously recorded cultural and historic properties containing 
historic sites and features within a 2-mile radius of the project area. These sites spanned 
the area between Waipouli and Keālia but were largely concentrated in Kapa‘a proper. They 
consisted of eight archaeological sites and seven historic properties. A total of 26 traditional 
and historic burials were identified from these eight archaeological sites along with evidence 
of permanent Polynesian or Hawaiian occupation dating from as early as A.D. 1160-1290 
according to radiocarbon samples.

According to records obtained from SHPD, approximately 13 archaeological investigations 
have been completed in the twentieth century within an approximate 2-mile radius of the 
project area. These studies have identified both pre- and post-contact historic resources such 
as traditional unmarked Native Hawaiian burials; midden and artifacts suggesting permanent 
habitation; and subsurface features such as postholes and pits.

No Land Commission Awards (LCAs) have been identified within the SMMH property. 
However, an archaeological monitoring study by Dagher & Dega (2016) located three LCAs 
within an approximate 0.5-mile radius of the parcel. According to the records of two LCAs 
located to the north of the proposed project site, the area consisted of 2 traditional house 
lots, 6 lo‘i terraces, and 1 kula, or open fields, which may have been utilized for traditional 
cultivation practices. These LCAs were awarded to Ka‘awapupu‘ule (8842:2) and Umiumi 
(10906:1).
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View of Kapa‘a with Kealia Bridge in the foreground, 
1924

Kapa‘a School (Adjacent to SMMH), c.a. 1950

Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital, c.a. 1920

Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital, n.d.

According to Executive Order No. 30 dated July 20, 1915, 120 acres of Crown Land in Kapa‘a 
were set aside for the Samuel Mahelona Hospital. On August 28, 1998 the Board of Land and 
Natural Resources re-issued the lands to the newly created HHSC.

HISTORIC PLACES REVIEW

The original Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital was constructed in 1917 by C.B. Ripley 
as a tuberculosis hospital serving approximately fifty patients. The hospital was made up of 
eight buildings designed in the shape of a cross, connected by covered open corridors with 
a central administration building. In 1951, a new larger hospital was built and designed by 
Merrill, Simms and Roehrig, replacing the original. The hospital was dedicated in 1952 and 
consisted of approximately 260 rooms, including roughly 100 wards for men and women 
afflicted with tuberculosis. Other structures on the present site include: a maintenance 
building, two garages, a vacant residence (formerly a doctor’s residence) built in 1951 
by Merrill, Simms and Roehrig, and a Kaua‘i Police Activities League (KPAL) Youth Center 
building originally named The Kaua‘i Civil Defense Storage building.

Based on the provided as-built drawings and plans the hospital has undergone many 
changes including, but not limited to, the demolition and re-building of the original hospital 
as well as many interior and exterior renovations and additions. The front (north) facade 
has a mid-century concrete porte-cochere supported by lava rock piers, an entrance lobby 
featuring lava rock walls and a lava rock wall on the west side. These are seemingly the only 
remnants of the 1951 design as the other facades appear to have been significantly altered. 
The alterations include building additions, fenestration alterations and the addition and 
removal of doors.

The Main Hospital, maintenance building, garages and KPAL Youth Center building appear 
to have lost historic integrity and consequently it is not believed that they are eligible for 
listing on the Hawai‘i or National Register of Historic Places. The 1951 private residence 
appears to be intact and potentially eligible for listing on the Hawai‘i or National Register of 
Historic Places.

RECOMMENDATIONS

No formal historic preservation review has been completed under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
(HRS) 6E-8 for this parcel to date. In order to fully comply with HRS 6E-8, further steps towards 
the identification of potential subsurface historic resources may need to be completed. 
Further consultation with SHPD is recommended once detailed plans are developed.

Given the extensive historical land tenure patterns of disturbance and alteration of the 
property prior to the establishment of the Mahelona Hospital in 1917, the campus project 
appears devoid of any surface level archaeological or traditional cultural resources and the 
probability of such historical or cultural resources and associated features appears low. 

Further consultation should also be conducted with knowledgeable individuals to identify 
any known cultural practices of the area. As appropriate, an ethnohistorical study could be 
conducted to supplement the efforts of a future cultural impact assessment as part of the HRS 
343 environmental review process.

Given the prominence to the project site of Makaleha Mountain and its associated place 
names, efforts in naming future wings or programmed areas to be inclusive of these wahi 
pana (storied places) should be considered.

Historic Property review by SHPD and the review by the County of Kaua‘i Historic Preservation 
Review Commission (KHPC) will be required during the permitting process. Additionally, 
KHPC recommends consultation with Historic Hawai‘i Foundation during this time. 

The 1951 private residence on the SMMH site is planned for removal as it is located on the 
proposed site for the Kapa‘a Police Substation. SHPD's HRS 6E and KHPC review process for 
this facility will be undertaken during permitting for the Kapa‘a Police Substation.
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2.3 SMMH CAMPUS

Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital is situated upon a bluff in the town of Kapa‘a, overlooking 
the Pacific Ocean. This area has grown to include a bustling downtown and is one of the most 
densely populated residential areas on Kaua‘i. The residential area consists primarily of single 
family homes on quarter-acre rural lots with large yards, interspersed with parks, schools, 
churches and a few condominium complexes. An occasional banana grove or pasture with 
a horse or two provide clues of the area’s agricultural past. Further mauka of the hospital on 
Kawaihau Road is a Neighborhood Center (as designated in the 2018 Kaua‘i Kākou General 
Plan). The area is slated for a future mix of medium-intensity residential uses, along with 
additional commercial and service uses, in a configuration that is supportive of transit.

The original Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital was built in 1917, and included its own 
dairy facility, vegetable and hog farm, auditorium, movie theatre, cafeteria, and wood shop. 
In 1951, the current Main Hospital building was completed, replacing the original. Detailed 
information on the SMMH hospital and associated buildings is located later in this chapter.

Other buildings on the 34-acre campus include a private residence, SMMH staff housing, 
Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i – Kaua‘i Community Health Center, and a Kaua‘i Police Activities League 
(KPAL) facility. The Campus is characterized by far coastal views primarily observable from the 
undeveloped areas of the property. The primary view opportunity is to the south. A campus 
roadway offering coastal views loops around the hospital facility.  A scenic lookout at the 
edge of the property is provided with bench seating.

Originally built as a doctor’s residence in 1951, the home fronting Iwaena Road is now vacant, 
and planned for demolition. Located towards the back of the property, six units of Staff 
Housing are provided in three buildings. These units are available for temporary/transitional 
housing until staff can find permanent housing. On campus staff housing supports staff 
recruiting and retention, as the cost of housing on Kaua‘i is expensive and in short supply. 
The current staff housing units need updating. 

Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i – Kaua‘i Community Health Center, a health center for Native Hawaiians, 
is located in the northeastern portion of the property. In 2004, Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i, a Federally 
Qualified Health Clinic, leased what was previously the hospice building on campus to 
assist in serving primary care medical and dental needs of the uninsured and underinsured 
members of the Native Hawaiian community. Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i also provides behavioral 
health counseling, substance abuse counseling, health promotion, health education, chronic 
disease management, nutritional counseling, fitness classes, outreach services, pharmacy 
services and case management services.

Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i would like to expand to provide for needed dental services in the area. 
The current building is located at the back of the SMMH campus and is difficult for clients 
to find. In their current building, they cannot expand the number of dental chairs for greater 
efficiency. The  goal for Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i is to relocate within the campus to allow for ease 
in access and an expansion in outpatient dental service.

KPAL operates a clubhouse and field for youth programs in the southeastern portion of the property. 
In 2010, KPAL moved into what was originally the Kaua‘i Civil Defense Storage building. Originally built 

in the 1980s, the building was abandoned and became damaged from fires and graffiti. Breathing 
new life into the building, current activities include boxing, wrestling, and jiu jitsu. A portion of the 
grass field fronting the building has been fenced for flag football and other field use. 

KPAL currently partners with Department of Education (DOE) wrestling, and works with 
wrestlers outside of wrestling season. KPAL envisions building a classroom that could be 
used by the high school. 

KPAL is a youth center, but not used during the day. It has the potential for dual use as a 
Youth/Senior center, with use during the day for Seniors, and youth in the afternoon. At a 
nearby senior center, seniors play basketball with the kindergarteners on the weekends. This 
could tap into an overall, multigenerational plan. KPAL would like to install a quarter-mile 
rubberized track, a covered area where seniors could cook, play basketball, etc. KPAL also 
envisions pavilions overlooking the view that could be leased out on the weekends for parties 
and other gatherings in a safe place. There are concerns about this area of the property 
eroding away. Over the last 10 years, trees that were growing outside of the fence are now 
gone due to erosion. 

KPAL has plans for continuing activities in the area and would like to continue with the lease. The 
KPAL facility is located out of the way, making it necessary to go through to the back of the campus 
to get there. To increase utilization of the southern makai portion of the site, the KPAL facilities will 
be relocated on the SMMH campus. KPAL would be flexible enough to use other sites around the 
area for outdoor practices. It would be a benefit for the facilities to be closer to Kawaihau road.

Hale Nana Kai O Kea, a 38-unit State Public Elderly Housing complex is located on the 
adjacent property and is accessed through the SMMH campus. It is located between the 
current SMMH Staff Housing and Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i.

An Easterseals Hawai‘i facility (previously ARC of Kaua‘i) was built in 2000 and is located 
on an adjacent property north of Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i.  This facility provides Home and 
Community-Based Services (HCBS) for youths and adults as well as Adult Day Care for 
anyone with developmental disabilities aged 22 and up. The focus of Easterseals Hawai‘i 
is to get their participants out and integrated into the community.  This facility shares Nunu 
road with SMMH and adjacent schools.

Immediately north and adjacent to the SMMH campus are Kapa‘a Elementary School and 
Kapa‘a High School. Kapa‘a High School Health Services Academy students work with SMMH 
to help with patient interactions such as art projects. The schools use the SMMH campus as a 
location for fire evacuation drills and the SMMH front lawn for event overflow parking. 

The SMMH campus has always been open to the community, inviting neighbors and families 
of patients to join in cancer walks, bon dances, and other activities. Every year the hospital 
decorates its courtyard with Christmas decorations for the enjoyment of patients and 
community alike. In 2019, over 500 people attended the tree-lighting ceremony. The open 
campus is also used frequently by neighbors for walking, running, outdoor recreation and 
overflow parking.
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2.4 SMMH FACILITY: DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTION 

SMMH is comprised of three main buildings with the primary facility being the Main Hospital. 
The other two SMMH facilities are an Occupational Therapy Clinic (OT) and a Warehouse. 
Service buildings associated with SMMH also include a facility maintenance building and 
greenhouse. 

Building Gross Floor Area (SF)

Main Hospital (Building 1) 57,204

OT Clinic (Building 2) 8,906

Warehouse (Building 3) 5,103

Total 71,213

MAIN HOSPITAL & WAREHOUSE 

The Main Hospital (Building 1), and the Warehouse (Building 3) were both built in 1951. The 
Main Hospital underwent major renovations in 1960 to provide treatment of the mentally 
ill, in response to the declining number of tuberculosis patients. In the following two years, 
SMMH shifted to provide Long Term Care services. In 1983 the Main Hospital underwent 
further renovation to provide a secure Acute Psychiatric Unit. The single-story Main Hospital 
structure houses 24-hour emergency services, imaging (Digital X-ray), rehabilitation therapies 
(occupational, physical and recreational), Skilled Nursing, Psychiatric and Acute Care. The 
hospital is a designated Critical Access Hospital with 80 licensed beds, comprised of 66 
Long Term Care beds, 9 Acute Psychiatric beds and 5 Acute Care beds, and the Emergency 
Department with 5 treatment bays. Due to renovations, the current facility is operating with 
54 Long Term beds.  

a. Original Year Built: 1951

b. Original Design Team: C.W. Dickey Associates – Architects

c. Subsequent Work Noted:

• 1960 Major Renovation to Main Hospital to include Psychiatric & Long Term Units 

• 1983 Psychiatric Unit Renovation

Architect: Wilfred K. Fuchino 

Structural Engineer: Harold T. Miyamoto & Associates, Inc. 

Mechanical Engineer Randolph H. Murayama & Associates, Inc.

Electrical Engineer: MK Engineers, Ltd.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY (OT) CLINIC 

The Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital Occupational Therapy Clinic (Building 2) was built 
in 1971. The single-story structure currently houses exam rooms, staff & physician’s office, 
activity room, therapy room, library and physical therapy room. A portion of the OT Clinic is 
currently undergoing renovation to provide a temporary swing space for the Psychiatric Unit 
with future plans for conversion to an Endoscopy Suite.

a. Original Year Built: 1971

b. Original Design Team: 
Architect:

 
Michael T. Suzuki & Associates, Inc. 

Structural Engineer: Kiyota & Associates, Inc. 

Mechanical Engineer: John P. Johnston 

Electrical Engineer: Ho & Okita, Inc. 

c. Subsequent Work Noted:

• 2018 Renovation to OT Clinic to include Temporary Psychiatric Unit / Endoscopy 
Suite 

SMMH Courtyard

SMMH Main Entry
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1951 BUILDING 1 - MAIN HOSPITAL: 57,204 SFBUILDING 1 - MAIN HOSPITAL: 57,204 SF

ANCILLARYANCILLARY - 18,748 SF - 18,748 SF
1) LOBBY1) LOBBY
2) ASSEMBLY ROOM2) ASSEMBLY ROOM
3) SUPPORT OFFICES3) SUPPORT OFFICES
4) STORAGE4) STORAGE
5) STAFF DINING5) STAFF DINING
6) DIETARY6) DIETARY
7) DRY STORAGE7) DRY STORAGE
8) LAUNDRY (STORAGE) 8) LAUNDRY (STORAGE) 
9) FORMER BOILER ROOM 9) FORMER BOILER ROOM 
10) MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM 10) MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM 
11) COVERED PATIO 11) COVERED PATIO 

ADMIN WINGADMIN WING - 9,072 SF - 9,072 SF
12) ADMIN OFFICES12) ADMIN OFFICES
13) PHYSICIAN OFFICES13) PHYSICIAN OFFICES

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTEMERGENCY DEPARTMENT - 3,429 SF - 3,429 SF
14) X-RAY ROOM14) X-RAY ROOM
15) ED BAYS  - 4 BAYS15) ED BAYS  - 4 BAYS

1960 LONG TERM INPATIENT UNITSLONG TERM INPATIENT UNITS - 22,443 SF  - 22,443 SF 
16) SOLARIUM 16) SOLARIUM 
17) INPATIENT ROOMS - 66 BEDS17) INPATIENT ROOMS - 66 BEDS
18) ACUTE ROOMS - 5 BEDS18) ACUTE ROOMS - 5 BEDS
19) ISOLATION ROOM 19) ISOLATION ROOM 
20) NURSES STATION20) NURSES STATION

1983 PSYCH UNITSPSYCH UNITS - 3,512 SF - 3,512 SF
21) PSYCH ROOMS - 9 BEDS21) PSYCH ROOMS - 9 BEDS
22) SECURED COURTYARD22) SECURED COURTYARD

1971 BUILDING 2 - OT CLINIC: 8,906 SFBUILDING 2 - OT CLINIC: 8,906 SF

OT CLINIC OT CLINIC 
23) OT ACTIVITY ROOM23) OT ACTIVITY ROOM
24) LIBRARY 24) LIBRARY 
25) NURSING25) NURSING
26) OB/GYN EXAM ROOMS26) OB/GYN EXAM ROOMS
27) PHYSICAL THERAPY 27) PHYSICAL THERAPY 
28) PSYCH SWING SPACE (ENDO)28) PSYCH SWING SPACE (ENDO)

1951 BUILDING 3 - WAREHOUSE: 5,103 SFBUILDING 3 - WAREHOUSE: 5,103 SF

WAREHOUSEWAREHOUSE
29) WAREHOUSE OFFICE 29) WAREHOUSE OFFICE 
30) GENERATOR ROOM 30) GENERATOR ROOM 
31) CENTRAL SUPPLY 31) CENTRAL SUPPLY 
32) STORAGE32) STORAGE

EXISTING HOSPITAL FACILITY
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PROPERTY CONDITION SUMMARY

A Property Condition Report (PCR) comprising of a facility and building systems evaluation 
was conducted for SMMH as part of the Master Plan  (submitted as a separate report). The 
facility assessment addresses the following issues:

• Evaluation of existing land uses, zoning classifications and land use permitting

• Review of utility infrastructure service, drainage, flood plain determination, site 
characteristics 

• Exterior envelope, roof and overall building condition

• Interior environment

• Structural foundation and frame

• Mechanical systems (HVAC, plumbing, fire protection) 

• Electrical systems and equipment 

• Conformance to governmental codes/ industry standards/building permits and violations

• Other deficiencies and general recommendations

An accessibility study is not part of the PCR report; cursory observations of the public areas 
and observed issues of compliance have been recorded. 

The findings conclude that there do not appear to be any zoning non-conformities. The 
buildings did conform to the current codes at the time of construction, therefore are 
grandfathered for present codes. The overall facility appears to be in fair condition given its 
age, but with a substantial amount of deferred maintenance.  

A Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) conducted in 2019 found that two former 
underground storage tanks (UST) may not have been properly abandoned, and were 
indicated as recognized environmental conditions (REC). The presence and likely presence 
of asbestos-containing material and lead-based paint are business environmental risks (BER). 
A Phase 2 ESA will be performed to evaluate these hazards. 

Renovation, repairs, and new construction have occurred since the establishment of Samuel 
Mahelona Memorial Hospital in 1951 - See SIDEBAR. Much of the Patient Care areas remain 
outdated. Capital Improvements are needed for renovations to the patient care environment 
to meet current code, guidelines, and standards. A summary of conditions and observed 
deficiencies identified with the PCR follows:

ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT

Generally, the roofs of all buildings are in fair condition. Building 1 - Main Hospital's flat roof 
was renovated in 2010 and appears to be in good condition. However, the roof is without 
sufficient slope in areas where stagnant water collects and many areas along the perimeter 
of the building are missing downspouts. 

The facilities have a combination of jalousie, storefront, double hung, and awning windows. 
Original awning windows are in poor condition and will need to be replaced. Recently 
installed awning windows on makai facing walls are in good condition. Jalousie windows 
throughout are in fair to poor condition and require replacement.

Exterior paint finishes are in fair to poor condition. Areas identified in poor conditions will 
need to be repainted to match. Spalled concrete throughout makai side of building needs 
repair. Exposed steel framing throughout is corroding. Exposed conduit, plumbing, and 
supports throughout are corroding. According to John Pimentel, SMMH Facility Manager, 
HVAC is currently an issue with mold accumulation on walls. Exterior signage is faded, 
damaged and no longer readable. 

Interior spaces are in fair to poor condition. See exhibit titled FACILITY CONDITION 
ASSESSMENT and SIDEBAR. Renovations beyond repair of patient care areas are needed 
to meet current standards of healthcare delivery. Patient bedrooms are in the process of 
renovation. Renovated rooms are in good condition.

A new emergency generator has been ordered and the existing generator will be overhauled 
as a backup. Underground diesel tanks adjacent to boiler room were buried and abandoned 
per the Samuel Mahelona Medical Center Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (DOH, 
2019). New diesel tanks will be installed. 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) renovations and improvements have occurred, however, 
additional areas within the building do not meet requirements and shall be addressed.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

Building 1 Main Hospital and Building 2 OT Clinic are generally both constructed with heavier 
reinforced concrete construction (roofs, floors, walls, columns and foundations) that makes 
them better suited to resist lateral loads and uplift loads from both seismic and wind forces. 
However, there were a few observations of corrosion issues and potential lack of sufficient 
lateral resisting elements in the transverse directions that diminish the strength of these 
structures. 

Building 1 has an excessively high exhaust stack which needs to be checked for structural 
adequacy; exposed utility pipe hangers are corroded throughout and need replacement; 
and exposed exterior pipe columns and pipe railing need to have corrosion removed and 
retreated or members replaced.

Building 2 has concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls needing paint to preclude future spalling 
from corroding rebar. Deteriorated roof panels and corroded connectors at the roof shed over 
the patio deck area need to be removed and replaced with new components, or the entire 
structure needs to be re-engineered with more durable construction materials. Corroded 
ends of prestressing strands at the cantilevered beam ends need to have corrosion removed, 
and be re-treated and re-plugged with epoxy patching plugs.

The Building 3 Warehouse is constructed of light structural steel framing. Roof framing, 
floor framing and wall framing were all fabricated of structural steel. The lightness of these 
members makes this structure more prone to failure in the event of a heavy windstorm 
especially considering the corrosion that was observed at the “exposed” exterior steel 
members. Corrosion at exposed structural steel members needs to be investigated, and 
either corrosion removed and steel re-treated and repainted, or members replaced.

RENOVATION, REPAIRS AND 
NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Renovation, repairs and new construction since 
the establishment of SMMH in 1951 (partial list). 

1) Dedicated Psychiatric Department with 
security renovations (1960/1983)

2) New Occupational Therapy Building (1971) 

3) Fire Alarm System upgrades (2002)

4) New Emergency Department within existing 
building shell (2005) 

5) Roofing repairs/replacement (2010)

6) New Multipurpose Room (2016)

7) Replacement of existing doors (2016)

8)  Waterline replacements (2016)

9) New Emergency Generator (2019)

10) Renovation of Nurses Station (2019)

11) Patient Bedrooms renovations (ongoing)

12) CT Scan (planned)

13) Parking repaving  (planned)

14) Psych Unit renovation (planned)

Solarium Wing

Emergency Department Entry
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
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AWNING AND JALOUSIE WINDOWSAWNING AND JALOUSIE WINDOWS
THROUGHOUT ARE IN FAIR TOTHROUGHOUT ARE IN FAIR TO
POOR CONDITIONPOOR CONDITION

PAINT FINISHES ARE PAINT FINISHES ARE 
IN FAIR TO POOR CONDITIONIN FAIR TO POOR CONDITION

EXPOSED STEEL FRAMING IS  EXPOSED STEEL FRAMING IS  
CORRODINGCORRODING

EXPOSED CONDUIT, EXPOSED CONDUIT, 
PLUMBING, AND PLUMBING, AND 
SUPPORTS ARE SUPPORTS ARE 
CORRODINGCORRODING

WIDTH OF CORRIDORWIDTH OF CORRIDOR
DOES NOT MEET CODE DOES NOT MEET CODE 
COMPLIANCECOMPLIANCE

RESTROOMS ARE NOT RESTROOMS ARE NOT 
ADA ADA 
COMPLIANT - (TYPICAL) COMPLIANT - (TYPICAL) 

INTERIOR SPACE IS INTERIOR SPACE IS 
UNDERUTILIZED AND IN POOR UNDERUTILIZED AND IN POOR 
CONDITION CONDITION 

RENOVATED ROOMS RENOVATED ROOMS 
IN GOOD CONDITION IN GOOD CONDITION 

LEGENDLEGEND

GOOD CONDITIONGOOD CONDITION

FAIR CONDITION FAIR CONDITION 

POOR CONDITION POOR CONDITION 

PATIENT BEDROOMS

Patient Bedrooms are in the process of 
renovation. Renovated rooms are in good 
condition. While in fair condition the existing 
finishes and systems are dated and are in 
need of upgrades to meet current standards.

PATIENT CORRIDOR

Patient Corridor has exposed fire sprinklers.  
The width of corridor is less than 8'-0" 
requiring a Center for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS) waiver.  Finishes and systems 
are dated.  Area  does not have climate control 
(HVAC). 

OT CLINICAL AREAS

Restrooms were observed to be non- 
compliant. Finishes have reached the end of 
useful life and are in need of replacement.

ADMINISTRATION AND ANICILLARY

Finishes and systems are in fair condition.  
Repairs do not match original resulting in 
a patchwork of finishes not consistent with 
current standards. Kitchen equipment is in fair 
to good condition.

LAUNDRY / BOILER ROOM

These areas are underutilized and temporarily 
repurposed for storage. Areas appear not to 
be regularly maintained.

SEE PREVIOUS EXHIBIT FOR SPACE SEE PREVIOUS EXHIBIT FOR SPACE 
DESIGNATION BY KEYNOTE 1 - 32.DESIGNATION BY KEYNOTE 1 - 32.
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Building 1 - Main Hospital has an existing split direct expansion (D/X) air conditioning (A/C) 
system and window A/C units which are not compliant with Facility Guidelines Institute (FGI) 
requirements for filtration and outdoor air. Many units of the outdoor equipment are also 
showing signs of heavy corrosion. The current A/C systems should be replaced with new 
equipment that complies with FGI filtration and outdoor air requirements. Many of the roof 
turbine ventilators are showing signs of corrosion and should be replaced with new. Existing 
exposed plumbing pipes running in the crawl space below the building are in various stages 
of corrosion and should be replaced with new pipes. Currently exposed fire sprinkler heads 
will become concealed with the installation of  new lower ceilings and become unable to 
protect the occupied spaces. These heads will need to be replaced and adjusted to serve 
the occupied spaces.

Building 2 - OT Clinic, the existing Precision Air Conditioning Unit (PACU) is showing signs of 
heavy corrosion and should be replaced with new equipment that complies with FGI filtration 
and outdoor air requirements. Plumbing equipment and Fire Protection equipment in this 
building appears to be in good condition and is not recommended to be replaced at this time.

Building 3 - Warehouse, there is a window A/C unit serving an office in this building that 
appears to be in fair condition and is not recommended for replacement at this time. 
Plumbing equipment in this building is very limited and appears to be in fair condition. No 
replacement is recommended at this time. Fire Protection in this building appears to be in 
good condition and is not recommended for replacement at this time. There are limited 
areas of sprinkler lines at the exterior of the building that are showing signs of corrosion and 
should be replaced with new sprinkler lines. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Building 1 – Main Hospital, National Electrical Code (NEC) and National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) codes require separation of emergency circuits into three essential 
emergency branches: life safety, critical, and equipment. The hospital emergency power 
currently does not have the three essential emergency branches. The emergency system is 
required to be updated to current NEC and NFPA code requirements. 

The existing panel boards are well past their 30 year life expectancy. Panelboards should be 
replaced to meet current code requirements.  Panelboards shall be placed strategically throughout 
the hospital for the three essential emergency branches. Exterior conduits mounted below and on 
the side of the building are in poor condition. Wires are exposed, posing a fire hazard and shock 
hazard. It is strongly recommended that conduits and junction boxes be replaced.

Parking lot lighting shoebox-style luminaires mounted on galvanized poles with concrete bases 
are in poor condition. Parking lot light pole bases, poles, and heads should be replaced with 
new LED luminaires, light poles and concrete bases. Exterior wall and ceiling luminaires are in 
poor condition. Luminaires should be replaced with new LED outdoor dark sky rated luminaires. 
Interior luminaires predominantly consist of T-8 fluorescent luminaires with electronic ballasts. 
Existing interior luminaires should be replaced with energy efficient LED type luminaires.  LED 
luminaires should be replaced with luminaire types for the areas they are serving.

Building 2 – OT Clinic, the existing panel boards are well past their 30 year life expectancy. 
Panelboards should be replaced to meet current code requirements. The majority of exterior 
conduits are in poor condition and wires are exposed in some locations, posing a fire hazard 
and shock hazard. It is strongly recommended that conduits and junction boxes be replaced.

The exterior wall and ceiling luminaires are in poor condition. Luminaires should be replaced 
with new LED outdoor dark sky rated luminaires. Interior luminaires predominantly consist 
of T-8 fluorescent luminaires with electronic ballasts. Existing interior luminaires should be 
replaced with energy efficient LED type luminaires. LED luminaires should be replaced with 
luminaire types for the areas they are serving.

Building 3 – Warehouse, the existing 208/120V, 3-phase, 3-wire switchboard is in poor 
condition and well past its 30-year life expectancy.  The switchboard does not have ground 
fault protection per National Electrical Code requirements.  Replacing the existing switchboard 
is highly recommended. Existing panel boards are well past their 30-year life expectancy. 
Panelboards should be replaced to meet current code requirements.  The majority of exterior 
conduits are in poor condition and wires are exposed in some locations, posing a fire hazard 
and shock hazard. It is strongly recommended that conduits and junction boxes be replaced.

Exterior wall and ceiling luminaires are in poor condition.  Luminaires should be replaced 
with new LED outdoor dark sky rated luminaires. Interior luminaires predominantly consist 
of T-8 fluorescent luminaires with electronic ballasts. Existing interior luminaires should be 
replaced with energy efficient LED type luminaires. LED luminaires should be replaced with 
luminaire types for the areas they are serving.

COST SUMMARY

The SMMH Property Condition Report provides major repair recommendations for site and 
buildings  with “rough order of magnitude” (ROM) budgets estimated as shown in Table 1. 
Major Repairs and Capital Improvements shall be done in consolidated renovation projects 
to minimize disruptions to patients and operations. Repair and maintenance of systems and 
materials that have reached the end of their useful life can continue if there are no major 
problems but eventually, they should be replaced. While the major repairs recommendations 
identified in the Property Conditions Report could be addressed immediately and in total, 
HHSC will evaluate needs and develop a yearly schedule of repairs with associated budgets; 
for the purposes of the Master Plan it is assumed that all repairs are completed in Phase 1 (5 
Year) timeframe. Total Costs estimated in 2019 dollars equaled $12,307,000.

Major Repair Items 2019 COSTS

BUILDING 1 - MAIN HOSPITAL $5,221,123

BUILDING 2 - OT CLINIC $699,874

BUILDING 3 - WAREHOUSE $125,000

SITE $194,000

MARGINS & ADJUSTMENTS $6,065,942

Total Cost $12,307,000

Table 1 Major Repair Items ROM Budget - SMMH

Long Term Care Corridor

Long Term Care Patient Bedroom

SMMH Lobby
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PRESSURE POINTS:   
FACILITY ISSUES 
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ED CONSTRAINED WITH ED CONSTRAINED WITH 
NO ROOM FOR EXPANSION NO ROOM FOR EXPANSION 

NO SECURITY AT NO SECURITY AT 
EMERGENCY DEPT. ENTRANCEEMERGENCY DEPT. ENTRANCE

IMAGING NEEDS TO EXPAND IMAGING NEEDS TO EXPAND 
NO ROOM TO EXPANDNO ROOM TO EXPAND

LACK OF AMBULANCE LACK OF AMBULANCE 
TURNAROUND SPACETURNAROUND SPACE

STORAGE NEEDED AT ED STORAGE NEEDED AT ED 

NO DEPT. NO DEPT. 
WAYFINDINGWAYFINDING

MORE PARKING MORE PARKING 
NEEDED AT MAIN NEEDED AT MAIN 
ENTRY AND EDENTRY AND ED

NO PEDESTRIAN ACCESS FROM NO PEDESTRIAN ACCESS FROM 
HIGHWAY TO MAIN ENTRYHIGHWAY TO MAIN ENTRY

LACK OF LACK OF 
WAITING WAITING 
AREASAREAS

POOR WAYFINDING POOR WAYFINDING 
SIGNAGE TO ED SIGNAGE TO ED 

LACK OF HOUSEKEEPINGLACK OF HOUSEKEEPING
IN EACH WINGIN EACH WING

CORRIDOR DOES NOT MEET CORRIDOR DOES NOT MEET 
8’-0” MIN. REQUIREMENT8’-0” MIN. REQUIREMENT

LACK OF LACK OF 
WAITING WAITING 
ROOMS ROOMS 

PSYCH REMOTEPSYCH REMOTE
 FROM ED  FROM ED 
(SECURITY ISSUE) (SECURITY ISSUE) 

POOR WAYFINDING POOR WAYFINDING 
TO PSYCH TO PSYCH 

LACK OF STORAGE LACK OF STORAGE 
AT DIETARYAT DIETARY

WAYFINDING WAYFINDING 
SIGNANGE TO SIGNANGE TO 
OT CENTER OT CENTER 
MISSING FROM MISSING FROM 
NUNU RD. NUNU RD. 

PSYCH UNIT REMOTE FROM ED - SMMH 
acknowledged that the remoteness of the Psych 
Unit can be mitigated by separate admissions  
entry and vehicle transport.  Not all Psych Unit 
patients are being admitted through SMMH ED. 

PATIENT CORRIDOR WIDTH   -  Width is less than 
8'-0".  CMS Waiver in place, future renovation to 
address if structurally possible.

PROGRAM SPACE - Housekeeping, Waiting 
Areas and Storage SF need to be increased to 
meet current and future needs.

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT AND IMAGING- 
Location of Administration Area limits needed 
expansion area for ED and Imaging.

WAYFINDING - Throughout the facility signage 
is in need of updating and/or supplementing. 
Entry to the facility is in need of updating to 
current standards. Accessible sidewalk ramp at 
entrance drop-off creates a pinch point.

SEE PREVIOUS EXHIBIT FOR SPACE SEE PREVIOUS EXHIBIT FOR SPACE 
DESIGNATION BY KEYNOTE 1 - 32.DESIGNATION BY KEYNOTE 1 - 32.
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2.5 LAND TENURE HISTORY

According to Executive Order No. 30 dated July 20, 1915, 120 acres of Crown Land in Kapa‘a 
were set aside through Act 55 for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a County 
Farm and Sanatorium for the treatment and care of persons afflicted with tuberculosis. On 
November 14, 1975, under Executive Order No. 2791, then Governor George Ariyoshi 
cancelled Executive Order No. 30 and by Executive Order No. 3373, dated November 9, 
1987, 60 acres of Kapa‘a were set aside to the Department of Health for the Samuel Mahelona 
Memorial Hospital. Executive Order No. 3373 also established three easements on these 
60 acres: 1) a road and utility easement for access to the Hawai‘i Housing Authority parcel, 
2) a perpetual, non-exclusive transmission line and transformer vault easement to Citizens 
Utilities Company, and 3) a perpetual, non-exclusive electrical and telephone line easement 
to Citizens Utilities Company and Hawaiian Telephone Company.

On August 28, 1998 the Board of Land and Natural Resources approved the cancellation of 
Executive Order No. 3373, along with several others issued to the Department of Health, for 
the purpose of issuing the lands to the newly created Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation 
(HHSC). Accordingly, 34 acres identified as being necessary for its hospital operations were 
conveyed to HHSC through Land Patent Grant No. S-15,933. The remaining portions were 
returned to DLNR’s land inventory, and eventually dispersed to other State agencies. The 
road and utility easement for access to the Hawai‘i Housing Authority parcel as well as the 
transmission line and transformer vault easement were reinstated in the Land Patent Grant. 
In addition, an access and utility easement in favor of the State of Hawai‘i was added onto 
the parcel extending from Nunu Road across the street, as well as a building setback line.  As 
the fee simple owner, HHSC is not under any obligation to adhere to any specific land uses 
or fees by DLNR.

Ceded lands are the lands that were Crown Lands or Government Lands during the Kingdom 
of Hawai‘i, that were illegally taken from the native Hawaiian monarchy at the time of the 
1893 overthrow, and that were subsequently ceded to the United States as public lands in 
1898 without any compensation to Native Hawaiians. Upon statehood in 1959, the federal 
government returned to the State of Hawai‘i all ceded lands not set aside for its own use. 

Hawai‘i laws enacted in 1979 defined the Public Land Trust as "all proceeds and income from 
the sale, lease or other disposition of ceded lands" and authorized the Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs (OHA) to collect, administer and expend 20% of all funds derived from the Public Land 
Trust for the betterment of the conditions of native Hawaiians. Although OHA is a beneficiary 
of the State and receives revenues from the ceded lands, they do not have governance of 
what can or cannot be built on those lands. Therefore, HHSC can make the determination 
of what land uses and the kinds of development take place on the property. However, the 
financial implications for determining from what the 20% will be derived is unclear. There 
may need to be a specific number of housing units to serve Native Hawaiians, or it may 
come from the funds collected from leases. HHSC corporate attorneys will work with OHA to 
determine these details. 

Ceded Lands Map
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Government Landownership Map

2.6 ZONING AND SITE ANALYSIS

SMMH is zoned as Urban for State Land Use, and R-1 Residential / ST-P Special Treatment 
District - Public Facilities under the County of Kaua‘i Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance. The 
2018 Kaua‘i Kākou General Plan designates the area as Residential Community. County of 
Kaua‘i plans to complete an East Kaua‘i Community Plan in the future. Although identified as 
a Smart Growth or Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) project in the 2017 TOD Council’s 
State Strategic Plan for Transit-Oriented Development, there is no TOD overlay for this site.

Lands adjacent to the SMMH property are primarily owned by the Hawai‘i Department of Land 
and Natural Resources (DLNR). The property immediately north of SMMH is leased by the 
Hawai‘i Department of Education, and is home to both Kapa‘a Elementary and Kapa‘a High 
Schools. The Easterseals Hawai‘i facility located at the East end of Nunu Road is authorized 
for use of the property by Hawai‘i Department of Health, who leases the parcel from DLNR. 
The Hale Nana Kai O Kea elderly public housing complex is owned by Department of Human 
Services – Hawai‘i Public Housing Authority. An adjacent property owned by DLNR has a 
County of Kaua‘i easement also known as the Kawaihau Elevated Boardwalk. Gore Park, also 
known as Triangle Park, is owned by DLNR and leased by the County of Kaua‘i.

Permissible density in the R-1 zone is one unit per acre. However, variations from the permitted 
uses, heights and densities are allowed if approved by the Planning Director and Planning 
Commission utilizing a Project Development (PD) Use Permit.  

A previously proposed County housing project (known as Hundley Heights) on an adjacent 
property was designed at R-20 (maximum of 20 units per acre). This would have required a 
PD Use Permit and Class IV Zoning Permit. According to Kaua‘i County Code §8-10.4, “the 
Planning Commission may approve a project development containing residential uses at 
a density higher than permitted in the District in which the project development is to be 
located, if the residences to be constructed will be leased or sold at prices that will make 
them available to persons of lower income. In that case, the applicant shall establish that the 
residential construction is being undertaken under a Federal or State subsidized housing 
program designed to produce housing for lower income persons.”

A primary focus of the Planning Department relates to form-based code, which pairs discussion 
of density with character and visual impact. The existing SMMH campus height restrictions 
range from 20 feet to 30 feet, depending on location of entry grade. The future plans for this 
area will be mindful of the scenic viewplanes as much as possible for the community at large. 
In addition, the amount of land coverage created, including buildings and pavement, will not 
exceed 60% of the parcel with multi-family housing.

Elevations on the site range from 70 to 136 feet above mean sea level (MSL), but generally 
the grades surrounding the hospital are flat and range from 130 to 134 feet. The property 
slopes makai towards the ocean, where the existing staff quarters building is locate at 
elevations ranging from 86 to 90 feet MSL. The variation of elevations on the property is due 
to gullies on the northern and southern sides of the property. Soils are composed of Lihue 
Silty Clay for a depth of approximately 60 inches. In periods of high rainfall, runoff flows into 
the gullies and is carried off site. The property is completely within Flood Zone X, which are 
areas determined to be outside of the 0.2% annual chance floodplain (500-year flood zone). 
The property is also outside of both the tsunami and extreme tsunami evacuation zones, and 
is in fact located within the County-designated safe zone.
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OPEN SPACE
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EXISTING CIRCULATION  
AND WAYFINDING

• Heavy school-related vehicle and pedestrian traffic 
occurs along Nunu Road and along the school 
frontages, which lasts for approximately 15 minutes. 

• Large groups of elementary school students 
walk along Nunu Road and Kawaihau Road 
on the SMMH frontage towards the Kawaihau 
Elevated Boardwalk at Iwaena Road. 

• The sidewalk on Kawaihau Road along the 
SMMH frontage does not have a curb or gutter; 
instead, it is a paved pathway with grass on both 
sides. Bicyclists along Kawaihau Road utilize the 
paved sidewalk along SMMH frontage. 

• Once on the property, there are wayfinding 
issues for campus circulation. 

• KEYNOTE 1 - Exterior wayfinding signage 
is not clear and faded and needs to be 
modernized and properly illuminated. It is not 
clear which area is the main entry and which 
area is the Emergency Department. 

• KEYNOTE 2 - Nunu Road is situated between 
the Elementary School and SMMH property 
lines. Access connections to Kapa‘a Elementary 
School, SMMH, and Easterseals Hawai‘i are 
located along Nunu Road. No sidewalks or 
bicycle facilities are currently provided. 

• KEYNOTE 3 & 4 - It is difficult to find the 
Occupational Therapy and Psychiatric buildings. 
Designation of visitor and staff parking is not clear.
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2.7 CIRCULATION FINDINGS

The majority of regional trips to SMMH arrive via Kuhio Highway at Kawaihau Road. This 
County road is a two-lane, two-way road with a 50-foot right-of way with landscape and a 
4-foot wide paved walkway along the SMMH frontage. There are no existing sidewalks from 
Kawaihau Road onto the property. Crosswalks are provided in front of Kapa‘a Elementary and 
High Schools. Kawaihau has a transit stop directly on-site and across the street from SMMH, 
where the Kapahi Shuttle (transit) arrives hourly. There is also a school bus stop near Iwaena 
Road. The speed limit on Kawaihau Road is 25 mph or 15 mph in school zones when children 
are present. The Kawaihau Elevated Boardwalk, constructed near Iwaena Road, provides an 
off-street pedestrian and bicycle connection between Kuhio Highway and Kawaihau Road. 
This shared-use path is 10 to 12 feet wide and allows for movement in both directions. 

Primary vehicular access to SMMH is provided at the hospital driveway perpendicular 
to Kawaihau Road. Kawaihau is uncontrolled with a stop sign at the outbound hospital 
driveway. Southbound vehicles turning left into SMMH must wait for the northbound lane 
to clear, which causes a temporary queue of up to four vehicles. The access driveway 
extends from Kawaihau Road to the foyer parking lot, continuing counterclockwise around 
the hospital building to connect to the Kaua‘i Police Activities League (KPAL) building, the 
housing duplexes, Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i, and around to Nunu Road. Nunu Road, a State-
owned road, has two driveways to SMMH as well as providing access to Kapa‘a Elementary 
School before- and after-school care, and Easterseals Hawai‘i.

2.8 PARKING

All SMMH parking is accommodated on-site. There are four small parking lots surrounding 
the hospital that are accessed through Kawaihau Road or Nunu Road. Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i 
and KPAL have small parking lots adjacent to their facilities.

Kawaihau Road provides access to the front entry parking lot which is used by visitors, 
outpatients, and registration. The parking lot includes ADA-accessible parking spaces. 
Behind the front entry  parking lot is the Emergency Department parking lot. 

Nunu Road provides access to two small parking lots for employees and patients/visitors of 
the psychiatric, specialist clinic, and outpatient departments. Nunu Road is also the access 
road for all service and truck deliveries to SMMH. 

There is a total of 50 regular parking spaces, 4 ADA spaces, and 3 loading spaces on campus. 
Overflow parking occurs on the front grassy area adjacent to Kawaihau Road.

Overflow parking on the front grassy field accommodates approximately 100 cars during 
hospital-sponsored community events and school-related May Day and other events.

Site - Parking  

EXISTING TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

Traffic patterns were observed in May 2019  by 
traffic consultant Fehr & Peers. This occured 
at various locations around SMMH during 
the morning and afternoon peak hours on a 
weekday, including during Kapa’a Elementary 
drop-off and pick-up times. Overall, traffic is 
relatively light along Kawaihau Road with most 
congestion and queueing occurring along 
Nunu Road and along the school frontages 
during drop-off and pick-up, which lasts for 
approximately 15 minutes.  Some students from 
Kapa’a High School park on the grassy area off 
of Nunu Road and walk to school. No traffic 
congestion, queueing, or conflict concerns were 
observed for traffic related to SMMH.

SMMH has been identifed as a Smart Growth or 
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) project in 
the State of Hawai’i's 2017 TOD Council’s State 
Strategic Plan for Transit-Oriented Development. 
The general area is slated for a future mix of 
medium-intensity residential uses, along with 
additional commercial and service uses, in a 
configuration that is supportive of transit.

Along these lines, the County of Kaua’i has 
proposed changes to Kawaihau Road fronting 
SMMH, for which construction is anticipated to 
begin in 2021. These plans include continuous 
widened sidewalks connecting to the Kawaihau 
Elevated Boardwalk and to Kapa’a Elementary/
Kapa’a High School, safer pedestrian crossings, 
and a new bus stop on Kawaihau Road in front of 
Mahelona Hospital. All of these improvements 
support "complete streets" and SMMH as a TOD 
site.
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EXISTING CAMPUS
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POTENTIAL EXPANSION / 
CONSTRAINT DIAGRAM
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The existing site area was evaluated for 
opportunities to expand the hospital facility. 
Existing building areas are identified.  
Undeveloped areas contiguous to the hospital 
are categorized as Expansion, developable 
land suitable for the expansion of the hospital. 
Undeveloped areas that are physically separated 
from the hospital by easement or grade change 
are identified as Constraint, not suitable for the 
expansion of the hospital.
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2.9 EXISTING SITE INFRASTRUCTURE

DRAINAGE

SMMH receives stormwater runoff from both on-site and off-site drainage areas. The runoff 
on-site generally sheetflows overland into the adjacent gullies surrounding the property. 
There is some off-site stormwater run on from the Kapa‘a Elementary School property that 
enters the property and eventually ends up sheetflowing into the gully north of the property. 
Once in the gullies, the runoff is concentrated and is conveyed across Kuhio Highway to the 
ocean.

Since the total on-site drainage area is less than 100 acres, the hydrologic calculations for the 
existing conditions at the proposed project site are based on the Rational Method, Q=CIA.  
Design values have been obtained from various design charts in the County of Kaua‘i’s Storm 
Water Runoff System Manual (July 2001).  The Rational Method was used to calculate the 
peak stormwater flow generated from a 2-year storm event. The results of the calculations are 
shown in Appendix K, Preliminary Engineering Report.

SEWER

The on-site sewer system of SMMH is conveyed through a gravity pipe system that flows 
toward the northeastern corner of the Main Hospital building. The flow continues through 
an 8-inch sewer pipe system at the northeastern side of the property, past the Ho‘ola Lahui 
Hawai‘i building, and towards the county sewer main within Kūhiō Highway. According to the 
as-builts provided by the County, the existing sewer system serving SMMH predates 1996, 
although there is a small section of pipe that may have been installed between 1996 to 2000. 
According to the facility manager at SMMH, the hospital does not have any issues with sewer. 
The site sewer system serving SMMH appears to be in good condition, but due to its age, 
should be inspected before any future upgrades or additional flow is added.

There is a separate on-site sewer system that services the Staff Housing and is conveyed 
through a gravity pipe system that flows towards the Kūhiō Highway county sewer connection. 
According to the as-builts provided by the facility manager, the existing sewer system serving 
the Staff housing was installed between 1996 to 2000. The site sewer system serving the Staff 
Housing appears to be in good condition, but due to its age, should be inspected before any 
future upgrades or additional flow is added.

The County of Kaua‘i has a 16-inch sewer main within Kūhiō Highway that receives sewage 
flows from the SMMH sewer system, the Staff Housing sewer system and Kapa‘a High and 
Elementary School. The sewage flows through a gravity pipe system towards the Wailua 
Wastewater Treatment Plan (WWTP) where it is treated. According to the May 2015 General 
Plan Update Kaua‘i Infrastructure Analysis, the Wailua WWTP is operating at 50% capacity. 
This connection was made in 1995 and according to the facility manager, there have been 
no issues.

WATER

There is one connection to the County of Kaua‘i Department of Water (DoW) system that 
services the property. There is a 6-inch water lateral that connects to a 12-inch water main that 
runs parallel to Kawaihau Road. The 6-inch water lateral was built in 1992 with ductile iron 
pipe and connects to an existing 6-inch water meter located on the northwestern corner of 
the property. The facility manager stated that there are no problems with the water system.

Records indicate that after the existing 6-inch water meter, a 10-inch water line connects into 
a 10-inch Reduced Pressure Backflow Preventer (RPBP) and continues as a 10-inch water line 
to loop around the hospital. The meter accounts for potable water and fire water systems. 
The water lines vary in size from 10-inch mains to 3-inch lateral connections into the building.  
The RPBP was recently installed and appears in good condition. The facility manager stated 
that they have no problems with water pressure or demand.

Fire water is provided via the 10-inch loop as the system is a combined fire and domestic 
water system. The main hospital has a fire sprinkler system and the lateral feed is off the 
10-inch fire line. There are also 7 private fire hydrants located around the hospital. The DoW 
has not been able to provide fire flow data or the pressures at the public fire hydrants as 
flow tests have been suspended. Flow data with pressures should be evaluated prior to the 
design and any expansion plans to ensure adequate water availability, pressure and flow is 
available prior for the new developments. 
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EXISTING DRAINAGE
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EXISTING UTILITIES
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2.10 PRIOR PLANS AND STUDIES

The master planning research started with inpection of a number of prior plans, 
studies, reference documents and data sources, including the following:

HEALTH NEEDS ASSESSMENTS

Community Health Needs Assessment for the People and Islands of Hawai‘i, 
Healthcare Association of Hawai‘i. Produced by Islander Institute, Dec 2018

Kaua‘i’s Community Health Needs Assessment, Our Keiki, Our Kupuna, Our 
‘Ohana, Community Building Mauka to Makai, July 2013

Kaua‘i County Community Health Needs Assessment, Healthcare Association of 
Hawai‘i, Feb 28, 2013

GOVERNMENT PLANS AND POLICIES

Kaua‘i County Code Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance, 1987

Kaua‘i Kākou, 2018 Kaua‘i County General Plan

Kaua‘i Parks & Recreation Master Plan, 2013

Hawai‘i Interagency Council on Homelessness, Ten-Year Strategic Plan to End 
Homelessness, 2012

State of Hawai‘i Affordable Rental Housing Report and Ten-Year Plan, July 2018

State of Hawai‘i Early Childhood State Plan 2019-2024 

State of Hawai‘i Strategic Plan for Transit-Oriented Development, December 
2017

LAND DOCUMENTS

Executive Order No. 3373

Land Patent Grant No. S-15,933

PROJECT SPECIFIC REPORTS

Kapa‘a Police Substation Site Assessment + Programming Report, November 
2014

Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment Samuel Mahelona Medical Center. 
Prepared for State of Hawai‘i Department of Health. Prepared by Tetra Tech, Inc., 
February 2019.
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CHAPTER 3

Master Planning  
and Programming Process
3.1 PLANNING OBJECTIVES AND ASSUMPTIONS

The Conceptual Master Plan is the result of collaboration among Lance Segawa, Regional 
Chief Executive Officer of Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation (HHSC), Kaua‘i Division; 
Representative Nadine Nakamura; State and County agencies; a Samuel Mahelona Memorial 
Hospital (SMMH) Steering Committee; Behavioral Health and Long Term Care Vision Groups 
comprised of professionals in each field; information gathered through the SMMH staff as well 
as from the community through community meetings and individual discussion; and research 
and analysis of existing buildings, systems, and forecasts of community health needs. 

The master plan maintains the following planning objectives and assumptions from these 
meetings and gathered information:

• Continue and improve upon major business lines: Emergency Services; Skilled Nursing; 
Intermediate, Long Term and Acute Care; Inpatient Adult Behavioral Health; Rehabilitation 
Therapies (Occupational, Physical, Respiratory and Recreational); and Social Services.

• Growth need identified for the demographic served is Senior Health and Behavioral 
Health. 

• Increase capacity for Long Term Care/Skilled Nursing Facility and Acute Adult Psychiatric 
Care. 

• Create a Continuum of Care for Seniors by introducing facilities for Senior/Adult Daycare, 
Senior Center to include Fitness, and Assisted Living to include Dementia/Memory Care.

• Create a Continuum of Care for Behavioral Health by introducing facilities for Dual 
Diagnosis Residential Treatment and Outpatient Physician / Counselor office space. 
Expand hospital services to include Inpatient Detox.

• Be the hub of behavioral health and geriatric care for the entire island, working with 
other Kaua‘i hospitals to complement and not duplicate services.

• Serve the local community, northeast region of Kaua‘i, and even the whole island.

• Create a campus that is the model for a multi-generational, multi-use Healthcare  Wellness 
Village.

• Create a resilient and sustainable campus, building upon the culture and legacy of SMMH 
and the local area.

• Development to be compatible with ceded land intent.

• Promote complementary relationships with adjacent state lands, such as schools and 
public housing,  and integrate their development to complement the needs of SMMH 
and the community.

• Support other State initiatives such as a preschool and library relocation. 
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3.2 COMMUNITY HEALTH NEEDS 
ASSESSMENTS 

Kaua‘i population statistics, information from various Kaua‘i-related Community Health 
Needs Assessments, existing services provided at SMMH, a review of SMMH’s health care 
market, and a forecast of service needs were taken into consideration in order to determine 
the basis of Master Plan space and functional requirements (Appendix C). Results from 
surveys answered by healthcare professionals regarding an assessment of current 
behavioral health services were also taken into consideration. 

In Kaua‘i, there is a large non-visitor/residential population over the age of 85 that will 
need long-term care. This age group is expected to increase by 225% over the next 25 
years. Generally, the older age groups are higher consumers of acute hospital services and 
inpatient care. This indicates there may be a need for more long-term beds by the year 
2025. At the same time, the younger age groups are also growing, but staying at the same 
proportion of the total population. This supports the need for Emergency Department (ED) 
services, as the SMMH ED reports that many of their patient diagnoses are substance abuse 
issues arising from the adolescent age group.

• Provide housing options including affordable housing and assisted living.

• Increase property utilization using Smart Growht principles that support transit-oriented 
development. 

• Plan for income-generating land uses to supplement legislative and grant funds.

• Form partnerships with private, County and State organizations.

• Portions of the land will be leased to parties to develop and/or operate within the 
guidance set forth by the Master Plan. 

• Community feedback will inform implementation of the master plan.

• Provide expanded, convenient and accessible amenities for the community.

• A police substation is planned on campus.

• Current staff housing buildings will be removed.

• Support recruitment and retention of staff by offering affordable housing on campus.

• Ho‘ola Lahui and KPAL are willing to move to new facilities on campus in order to increase 
overall property utilization.

Source: State of Hawai‘i DBEDT June 2018 Data Book
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SMMH SERVICE FORECASTS

The SMMH Service Forecasts address currently 
provided services. The Master Plan assumes 
these key services will continue on the campus. 
The forecast takes into consideration:

• Existing and forecast Kaua‘i residents of all 
ages

• Historical and existing services provided at 
SMMH, namely:

• Acute care beds

• Acute Adult Psychiatic beds, including 
Inpatient Detoxification beds

• Long Term Care / Skilled Nursing 
Facility (LTC/SNF) beds

• Emergency Department visits

• An overview of SMMH's health care market

• Forecast of need as a basis of Master Plan 
space and functional requirments.

Local residents are the primary users of SMMH Acute, Long Term Care/Skilled Nursing 
Facility and Psychiatric beds. While it is recognized some visitors may use the Emergency 
Department, the major driver of changes is assumed to be the resident population.

The following table forecasts the need for the services currently provided at SMMH. The 
forecast is presented in 5-year increments to the year 2045 using gathered data and long-
term planning.

Forecast SMMH Service Needs

Existing 2018 2020 2025 2035 2045

Acute Care Beds 5 .3 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.3

Adult Psychiatric Beds 9 3.8 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.6

LTC/SNF Beds* 54 54 55 63 73 75

ER Stations 5 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.2
*License is for 66 beds, but existing set up is 54

Based on the assumptions used in this forecast, the existing licensed bed counts at SMMH, 
except for the Long Term Care Beds, meet 2045 projections. For Long Term Care / Skilled by 
2025 the forecast shows a need for 9 additional beds (63 beds) - still within the bed license 
of 66 beds. Assuming current admit rates and a steady market share, the need by 2045 is 
expected to be 75 beds.

Other considerations such as revenue, safety, standards of care, functional efficiency, and 
change in services are considered for planning and programming in addition to this forecast.

ACUTE CARE

Based on the population growth, the number of acute care beds at other hospitals in Kaua‘i, 
and current underutilization of the acute beds at SMMH, the existing 5 medical/surgical acute 
care beds are ample for accommodating future needs. Although not increasing the number 
of acute beds, SMMH is currently expanding their acute services to handle pneumonia and 
other needed services, but not as extensive as Wilcox Hospital. With the addition of a CT Scan 
and a Hospitalist, increased inpatient utilization will likely increase revenues in the future.  

ACUTE ADULT PSYCHIATRIC CARE 

SMMH’s 9-bed licensed unit is the only adult inpatient psychiatric facility on Kaua‘i. Three 
rooms are semi-private which limits occupancy as genders cannot be mixed. There are 
a few patients who are hospitalized off-island, but most stay on Kaua‘i. Historical data of 
Kaua‘i residents with a psychiatric diagnosis who were admitted (hospitalized) on Kaua‘i or 
off-island has not increased significantly over the last few years. The forecast to assess the 
need for acute adult psychiatric beds was based on: existing admits increased by the rate 
of demographic forecast out to 2045, SMMH market share for inpatient psychiatric care, 
average length of stay, average daily census, and bed need based on a 65% occupancy rate.

Based on the assumptions used in this forecast, the existing 9-bed psychiatric license meets 
the metrics of future needs. However, there are occasions when the 9 beds at SMMH are 
insufficient because of number or patient mix such as male to female ratio. In addition to 
the Needs Assessment, the master plan process included programming sessions with the 
Behavioral Health Vision Group (BHVG), a consortium of the State’s behavioral healthcare 
professionals. The BHVG reviewed the needs assessment and determined that expanding 
the capacity of SMMH would position the hospital to address the needs of both the island 
of Kaua‘i and the State. The BHVG reviewed the needs assessment projections against the 
master plan vision determining that the SMMH master plan should accommodate 18 beds 
for acute inpatient psychiatric care, providing surge capacity for the hospital.  

The BHVG took into account that there are limited resources on Kaua'i and statewide for 
acute psychiatric services, and the need is expanding. Current utilization of the available 
facilities is not efficient due to gender mix and age. BHVG determined that the demand 
was too low and cost to operate too high for an adolescent unit to justify development. In 
addition, a new Adolescent Treatment and Healing Center was recently built near Līhu‘e to 
target this population. To address the occasional adolescent intake, expanded capacity at 
SMMH for swing beds would be beneficial. Expanding SMMH capacity would allow for short 
term care at the facility until the adolescent (or adult) patient is transferred to the appropriate 
facility. 

BHVG also determined that expanding the capacity of SMMH's psychiatric beds would allow 
for use as geriatric psychiatric care. This use complements SMMH's skilled nursing care. These 
additional beds could swing between behavioral health and skilled nursing. Therefore, at the 
direction of the BHVG , the program for the psychiatric wing is expanded from 9 to 18 beds 
in order to provide increased capacity and flexibility of use.
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DETOXIFICATION/ACUTE CARE

Detoxification is the structured medical or social environment in which the individual is 
monitored and treated for withdrawal from the acute physical and psychological effects of 
drugs and alcohol. It is most effective when it is followed by referral to additional drug or 
alcohol treatment. While there are Intensive Outpatient and Outpatient Services available 
at two facilities in Līhu‘e, there are no inpatient services on the island of Kaua'i. Substance 
use disorder detoxitication services are a high crisis residential treatment need. In certain 
instances, the person going through detoxification feels very sick, and has trouble eating, 
sleeping and concentrating. This type of care cannot be provided in outpatient treatment. 
Therefore, SMMH will provide expansion spaces for a patient detox/acute care unit with 
4 beds within the main hospital facility. The addition of 4 beds for Inpatient Detox would 
provide surge capacity for the hospital when not utilized, swinging to acute care or skilled 
nursing as needed.

LONG TERM CARE / SKILLED NURSING

Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) patients need nursing care, but not intensive medical care as 
provided in an acute hospital setting. Some SNFs provide therapy for recovery from acute  
medical episodes, such as hip or knee replacements as a transition prior to returning home. 
The current skilled nursing care at SMMH is more custodial than therapeutic in nature, and 
most patients are elderly.

On Kaua'i there are 333 licensed SNF beds, 31 beds in seven Adult Residential Care Homes 
(ARCH) and 19 beds in eight Community Care Foster Family Homes (CCFFH) for a total of 
383 licensed beds. The Long Term Care/Skilled Nursing area at SMMH is licensed for 66 
beds but has been operating at a reduced bed number of 54 beds during recent renovation. 
By 2025, the forecast shows a need for 9 additional beds (63 beds) - still well within the 
bed license. Assuming current admit rates and a steady market share, the need by 2045 is 
expected to be 75 beds. 

Most often there are wait lists for beds in long term care. It should be noted that because of 
the lack of safe and affordable discharge venues, some patients are held for longer than is 
medically necessary in long term care/skilled nursing facility beds. Transitional care homes 
might be a discharge option where residents can establish themselves in the community 
and get care they need prior to fully integrating into residential neighborhoods. Currently, 
Garden Isle Rehabilitation & Healthcare Center, located in the Wilcox Memorial Hospital 
campus, Hale Kupuna Heritage Home, LLC, and Kaua‘i Care Center are facilities offering an 
array of short term and long term services to assure a safe transition to home. In the future, 
should care homes and transitional housing be available, average length of stay at the skilled 
nursing facility may be reduced and therefore patient days and bed need would be reduced. 
Some senior care providers are moving away from providing skilled nursing because of high 
costs, lower reimbursement rates, and movement to shift such care into lower cost residential 
settings. While a SNF inventory exists on Kaua'i, there will continue to be needs for affordable 
care for Kaua'i's seniors. Comparing the forecasts to actual licensed beds suggests shortages 
in this level of care will occur in the future.

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISIT FORECAST

There are 3 Emergency Departments (ED) on Kaua'i and a number of Urgent Care Clinics 
available. Even with Urgent Care, then number of patients admitted to the ED are steady. 
The SMMH ED currently has a total of 5 beds. The existing 'double' ED rooms are not usable 
as doubles because the configuration of supply cabinets along the back of the rooms are 
accessible for only the patient nearest the wall. With the addition of a CT Scanner at SMMH, 
it is expected that more patients will be brought into SMMH ED to be treated and fewer 
patients will need to be transferred to get a CT Scan. Plus, the addition of a Hospitalist that 
can oversee inpatient care on a regular basis is also expected to increase ED visits for those 
patients that need to be admitted. However, even with these expected increases, as well 
as population growth and other assumptions used in this forecast, 5 reconfigured stations, 
which can be occupied at the same time, will be required in the future.

SMMH - INPATIENT CARE NEEDS 
ASSESSMENT

Description Qty 

Acute Medical Beds 5

Swing/LTC High Care Beds 9

Acute Psychiatry Beds 18

Inpatient Detox Beds 4

Long Term Care Beds 75

ED Bays 5

X-Ray, Imaging Room 1

CT Scan, Imaging Room 1
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3.3 ASSISTED LIVING MARKET STUDY 

The statistics relating to an aging population convey the need for assisted living, memory 
care, transitional homes, and care homes. Independent living is not as high of a priority, as 
there is generally a good stock of housing to fulfill this need. However, there is a need on 
island for “aging in place”, to transition from independent living to assisted living. Currently, 
there are 12 beds available on island for memory care, and 50 skilled nursing beds in care 
homes on island. Initial analysis shows that there are gaps in care homes and transitional 
homes for both long-term and behavioral health. 

Understanding the differences in health status of Kaua‘i compared to the 'general population' 
and Kaua‘i's seniors is important to consider as well. As in the general population, an 
individual’s health status can vary significantly across age groups. In addition, there are 
cultural differences in how and where elders are cared for that impact senior living demand 
on Kaua‘i. Many Kaua‘i elders at this stage live with family, especially those whose families 
have lived on Kaua‘i for generations and/or are of Asian descent. With changes in technology 
and medical practice, more and more elders are now able to stay safely in their homes rather 
than being cared for in nursing homes or assisted living communities.  

INDEPENDENT LIVING 

Independent Living (IL) units are typically apartments designed for a senior population that 
emphasizes safety and security – they may or may not be co-located with Assisted Living 
(AL) units. Senior residents live independently but have the option to eat meals in an on-
site dining area and hire help for housekeeping, laundry, personal assistance, transport to 
medical appointments, etc. Many Independent Living facilities are co-located with Assisted 
Living so residents can stay in their apartment to ‘age in place’.  Such units are designed to 
accommodate either type of resident. 

It appears there are over 600 Independent Living apartments that tout senior living 
opportunities on Kaua‘i, but it is unclear how many would be considered ‘affordable’ to those 
in lower income brackets or on a fixed income.  Lack of affordable housing is often a major 
reason for homelessness. Several situations have been shared about elders who are kept in 
hospitals (a higher level of care) because they do not have a safe and affordable place to go 
upon discharge. The forecast indicates that demand for Independent Living for seniors will 
double by 2045. Market pressures for either increased supply, or if supply remains stable, 
suggests increased costs would occur.  

Plans for SMMH include 147 affordable housing units. Although the affordable housing is 
targeted for independent seniors and workforce housing, preference for these types of 
residents cannot be made unless it were exclusively an HHSC project.

ASSISTED LIVING 

Assisted Living (AL) residents typically need assistance with activities of daily living1  (ADL) 
and some daily medication management but live in their own unit/apartment. Services such 
as laundry, trash pick-up, housekeeping, group and individual social activities, transportation 
and excursions are typically available. Trained staff is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
and residents have access to licensed on-staff nurse visits. Building and grounds maintenance 
is provided.

Assisted Living on Kaua‘i is a need, and there are a few operators interested in developing 
this type of housing. Along the continuum of care, those in Assisted Living would have the 
ability to transition to memory care or skilled nursing if needed. 

Regency at Puakea is the only Assisted Living facility on Kaua‘i. They have 82 units total: 12 
Memory Care AL units and 70 AL/IL units.  The AL/IL units ‘swing’ between both levels of care 
as resident’s needs change. Units range from studio, to one bedroom to two bedrooms, so it 
is possible that each unit can house more than one AL resident. They currently have a waitlist 
of 25 people. Puakea only accepts private pay residents, so affordability is a question for 
much of the Kaua‘i demographic. 

Today, in addition to Regency at Puakea’s 82 units, the current need is 136 units increasing in 
2025 to 191 if no other AL units are present on Kaua‘i. Plans for SMMH include building 155 
assisted living units, of which 30 will be supportive of those with memory care needs. This 
number of units will satisfy provider’s preference for communities between approximately 
100 and 150 units.  

MEMORY CARE ASSISTED LIVING 

Memory Care Assisted Living has the same services available as Assisted Living, with facilities 
designed for memory care patients. Specially trained staff is available to assist memory care 
patients.

Currently, the only Memory Care Assisted Living on Kaua‘i is Regency at Puakea’s 12-unit 
facility. They currently have a wait list of 8 people. Predicting the need for Memory Care 
Assisted Living residents on Kaua‘i presents a number of challenges. One reason is that there 
anecdotally are a number of memory care residents that receive care off-island, however 
data is not kept in a centralized location for tracking the number of memory care residents 
originating from Kaua‘i. Using national benchmarks adjusted for the Kaua‘i population, a 
conservative estimate of 140 beds are needed in addition to those currently at Regency at 
Puakea. The master plan for SMMH includes 30 memory care beds.

1 Activities of Daily Living include personal hygiene and grooming, bathing, dressing, functional mobility, 

locomotion, continence managing and/or toileting, feeding oneself

SMMH - PROPOSED ASSISTED 
LIVING

Description Target 
Qty 

Unit Mix

Assisted Living 125 Mostly one 
bedrooms, 
a few two 

bedrooms & 
studios

Assisted Living 
Memory Care

30 Studios
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3.4 CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR SENIORS

LONG TERM CARE VISION GROUP

The Long Term Care Vision Group (LTCVG) was comprised of Long Term Care providers who 
discussed several potential solutions to meet Kaua‘i’s Long Term Care needs. There tend 
to be gaps in Long Term Care and Memory Care support serving the variety of needs an 
individual and family may face over time. The SMMH property presents an opportunity to 
support a continuum of needs through providing several services. 

SENIOR CENTER AND SENIOR DAYCARE

The Senior Center and Senior/Adult Daycare is intended to provide day services recognizing 
that a different model of care than the standard nursing home is needed to meet future needs. 
The Senior Center for active seniors anticipates that the needs of younger baby boomers will 
have different demands than older baby boomers. The Senior/Adult  Daycare complements 
the trend of Medicaid/Medicare to support more in-home services by providing daycare 
services for seniors that need a higher level of care during the daytime / work hours. 

Initial consultation with the community rasied the need for a Senior Center and Senior/Adult 
Daycare where seniors in the area can get together. There is currently no senior asociation 
at the Hale Nana Kai O Kea housing complex. The Senior/Adult Daycare would provide a 
safe space for seniors needing supervision during daytime hours. It is sized for about 20 
adults and located to benefit from other support areas within SMMH. The Senior Center for 
active seniors is programmed to include fitness equipment, exercise and craft rooms and 
socializing spaces. The facilities would welcome seniors of the surrounding community. When 
interviewed, potential developers said that the Senior Center was an attractive incentive and 
good amentity for the Assisted Living facility. Grounds at the Assisted Living complex would 
be developed with shared amenities for kupuna exercise and activities such as Kupuna 
Gardens and walking paths. Both the Senior/Adult Daycare and Senior Centers would be 
located within the SMMH facility but operations would be by a third party.

Senior Center Senior/Adult Daycare (ADC) Assisted Living Facilities (ALF) Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNF)

These programs are designed to provide 
a social gathering space for active 
independent seniors. The program 
would be run by a independent operator 
and would not require liscensing by the 
State.

Spaces at the center would be available 
for activities such as physical fitness, 
continuing education, and arts and 
crafts. Seniors would be able to utilize 
SMMH cafe for meals.  The Center would 
be available for neighborhood residents.  
The Senior Center will provided 
additional and diverse amenities to the 
residents of the Assisted Living Facility.

These programs are designed to enable 
participants to reside in their homes or  a 
relative's home. ADC is licensed by the 
Department of Human Services (DHS), 
and provides supportive services for four 
or more adults with physical or mental 
disabilities. It provides personal care, 
supervision, social services, therapy, 
social and leisure. 

Compared to the nation, Hawai‘i has a 
statistically significant higher utilization 
of adult day service centers.

ALF are licensed and regulated by the 
DOH. They differ significantly from 
residential care in the sense that a private 
apartment unit with cooking facility 
is provided to allow the resident to 
maintain an independent assisted living 
area. ALF provides 24-hour on-site care 
staff including assisstance with ADLs, 
nursing assessment, health monitoring, 
medication management, and routine 
nursing tasks. Outside medical care can 
also be arranged.

There is an undersupply of ALF on 
Kaua‘i which presents an opportunity for 
SMMH.

NF provides 24-hour nursing care and 
is to be licensed for Skilled Nursing (SN) 
care. There is also a Distinct Part (DP) 
license for skilled beds in a hospital 
setting. Some NF provide specialized 
units for persons with various forms of 
dementia or Memory Care (NF/MC) who 
also have more extensive health-care 
related needs.

The needs assessment shows a growth in 
need for these services.

LTCVG VISION STATEMENT

“Establish a Kaua‘i County safety net long term 
care facility which will address at-risk seniors 
and other special need individuals. The overall 
objective is to enable these individuals to age 
in place in an affordable way. The facility will be 
compassionate, culturally sensitive, and focused 
on the needs of the care giving family unit.”

LTCVG COMMITTEE
Members and affiliations

Lance Segawa (Chair), HHSC/SMMH
Thomas Royer, HHSC
Estelita Trinidad, HHSC/SMMH
Jen Chahanovich, HPH/Wilcox Medical Center
Dr. Ron Fujimoto, Wilcox Medical Center
Kurt Akamine, Ohana Pacific Management Company, Inc.
Pam Arroyo, Regency at Puakea, LLC
Bronson Ho, Hale Kupuna
Leila Ventar, United Health Group
Alisa Racelo, Ohana Pacific Rehab Services LLC
Brandi Hori-Moises, Waimea Care Center
Jasmine Yukimura, Kaua‘i Adult Day Health Center
Lori Miller, Kaua‘i Hospice
Mark Perriello, Kaua‘i Chamber of  Commerce
Katie MacNeil, G70
Terrie Martin, Terrie Martin Consulting
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3.5 CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH VISION GROUP

The Behavioral Health Vision Group (BHVG) offered key stakeholders the opportunity to 
provide input into designing a comprehensive behavioral health service plan for Kaua‘i. 
The BHVG was comprised of public and private stakeholders across the behavioral health 
continuum. The desire was to create a group that would together craft a vision for Kaua‘i 
Behavioral Health and the outcome would be shared by all stakeholders.

The BHVG began by analyzing the hospital’s revenue sources, asking questions such as 
“Does it make sense to expand the acute care services?” and “Who is using the Emergency 
Department (ED)?” As the only adult psychiatric facility on the island, many visits to the ED 
are for patients with either substance abuse or psychiatric issues where staff observation is 
important. For the maximum health of the patient, it is necessary to provide a process that 
works. 

CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

Health care systems that are based upon an acute care model cannot meet the persistent 
demands of patients with chronic needs.  Health care organizations should aim more to treat 
the patient who has diabetes or mental illness, for example, not just treat the disease. In order 
to manage enduring health problems, patients should be the central focus of the delivery 
effort and provided the education, case management and ongoing support in appropriately 
managing medications and making essential lifestyle adjustments. Without change, health 
care systems will continue to grow increasingly inefficient and ineffective as the prevalence 
of chronic conditions rise.

The figure (left) illustrates the intensity levels of social services and primary care within the 
Behavioral Health continuum of care. The continuum for Long Term Care is similar in scope. On 
the less intensive level of care, Outpatient Services can include: individual, group and family 
therapy; individual treatment planning; diagnostic assessments; medication management; 
and psychological testing. Adult Day Programs can be intensive psychotherapeutic 
treatments. The goal of day treatment is to reduce or relieve the effects of mental illness 
and provide training to enable the recipient to live in the community. Supported Residential 
living is similar to Assisted Living programs, which provide individualized personal care while 
allowing the patient to retain an independent lifestyle. The types and sizes of programs vary, 
as do the level of care and services provided. 

The Behavioral Health Vision Group identified several gaps in Kaua‘i’s behavioral health 
continuum. There is currently no hard data to predict future needs in behavioral health, 
therefore there is a need to rely on gap stories (Appendix L). There are no substance abuse 
programs, crisis intervention centers, or dual diagnosis residential services on Kaua‘i. It is 
difficult to find operators for needed programs, and policies and regulations as well as lack of 
affordable workforce housing creates barriers to training, recruitment and retention of staff to 
run those programs. It was also found that new patient evaluations need to be implemented 
so that their record can be held by a social worker and follow them in their transition of 
service from one organization to another. 

It was surmised that by creating a ‘center of gravity’ for Behavioral Health services at 
SMMH, including the ED, Inpatient Psych, Residential Treatment, Outpatient Treatment, 
classrooms or training for both medical staff and the public, and affordable housing 
for staff, that private operators might be more interested in providing needed services. 

BHVG VISION STATEMENT

“Create a holistic and comprehensive 
behavioral health resource for our community 
that supports the well-being of our ohana. This 
resource will be state-wide, evidence-based, 
trauma-focused, informed care, transitional, 
across the continuum of care, nutrition-
focused, mainstream, empowerment-based, 
system-wide.”

BHVG COMMITTEE
Members and affiliations

Lance Segawa (Chair), HHSC/SMMH
Dr. Janet Berreman, DOH
Edward Mersereau, DOH
Amy Curtis, DOH
Rei Cooper, DOH AMHD
Ah-Lan Coloma, DOH
Janell Saucedo, DOH
Dr. Matthew Barrett, HHSC
Barbara Nakamura, SMMH
Bill Arakaki, DOE
Chesne Cabral Kitamura, DOE SBBH
Angela Lim, VA Medical Clinic
Barbara Johnson, Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i
Terry-Ann Moses, Friendship House
Madeleine Hiraga-Nuccio, Crisis Text Line
Wayne Law, Mental Health Kokua
Dr. Gerald McKenna, McKenna Recovery 
Center Intensive Outpatient Treatment
Lani Nagao, McKenna Recovery Center
Intensive Outpatient Treatment
Katie McGinness, Wilcox Health
Toni Torres, Kaua‘i District Health Office
Theresa Koki, Life's Choices Kaua‘i
Novelyn Hinazumi, CFS
Melinda Montgomery, Hale Kipa
Jennifer Palisbo, HIBH
Vonnell Ramos, Hale Opio
Tito Villanueva, AMR
Paige Javier, PACT
Katie McNeil, G70
Terrie Martin, Terrie Martin Consulting
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RESIDENTIAL BEHAVIORAL HEALTH 

The SMMH goal of providing as many services along the behavioral health continuum as 
possible is highly supported by DOH.

In residential treatment, individuals are admitted to a treatment facility for a period of time 
and receive 24-hour care, usually for four to six months. Residential treatment may make 
the most sense if the person has attempted lower and less intensive levels of treatment that 
were not effective. The residential stay is often followed by an extended outpatient therapy 
program or participation in a self-help group.

A residential substance abuse treatment program for adults is a high priority, as there are 
currently no crisis residential, residential treatment group homes, or inpatient rehabilitation 
treatment services for adults on the island of Kaua‘i. There is a limited number of beds 
available in the state for dual-diagnosis adults in need of mental health and/or substance use 
treatment combined with housing, clinical and case management support. This is a desirable 
treatment modality for adults. Currently, a patient can be on the waitlist for months as the 
residential treatment programs are on neighbor islands.

Residential Behavioral Health facilities will have the cooperation of both DOH and HHSC. The 
step-down detox will be a residential unit, located near the police substation and away from 
the elementary school.  The average person at this facility is described as having a co-occurring 
disorder of substance abuse with lower-level mental health issues. The patient’s stage in the 
process would be matched with the appropriate facility. Once treatment is complete, the 
patient will be transferred to their family, a sober living home or other provider.

OUTPATIENT SERVICES

The provision of outpatient services for Behavioral Health is envisioned as a partnership 
between HHSC and either a private provider or DOH. Office spaces adjacent to Kawaihau 
Road will be available for agencies to provide services to outpatients. This location provides 
good triangulation with the Emergency Department, police substation, and SNF. The 
triangulation piece is important because if someone at the facility is decompensated or their 
conditions worsen, they are close to other facilities which would be needed. The goal of 
having a continuum of care is important, and clustering of these services will support this.

3.6 STATE AND COUNTY PRIORITIES 

SMMH MASTER PLAN STEERING COMMITTEE

A Steering Committee made up of SMMH, Representative Nadine Nakamura, State of Hawai‘i 
agencies (Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation, Office of Planning), County 
of Kaua‘i Planning Department, and the medical field (Hawai‘i Pacific Health Wilcox Medical 
Center, Ohana Pacific Management Company, Inc.) met four times throughout the duration 
of the project.  The Steering Committee convened to review the project scope, vision for the 
Hospital and surrounding area, stakeholder outreach protocol, and project implementation. 
Discussion topics ranged from homelessness, mental health, kupuna care, housing, police 
substation, traffic, and environmental concerns; using County and State data to gain a better 
understanding of these topics; and how the resolution of these issues by SMMH would align 
with county/state initiatives. In addition, the state was interested in looking at revenue sources 
to alleviate the need for legislative funding while providing needed services.

The Steering Committee agreed that the main priority is to develop a master plan in 
collaboration with the community. Integrating SMMH with Transit-Oriented Development 
(TOD) is a high priority, creating a walkable community with mixed uses. These include 
affordable housing, commercial uses, community facilities, and incorporating transit 
accessibility and coordination. The Committee also expressed a desire to work with adjacent 
State lands and integrate their development to complement the needs of SMMH and the 
community. The State can play a large part in attracting the right partnerships to fulfill the 
goals of the SMMH Master Plan.

STATE OF HAWAI‘I

Representative Nadine Nakamura has been a committed supporter of this project, requesting 
legislative funds for the improvements to SMMH and master planning for the campus. 
Representative Nakamura believes that the adjacent State lands should be included in the 
planning process to increase the capacity of SMMH and the region. State agencies that 
convened to discuss the possibilities included Department of Land and Natural Resources 
(DLNR), Department of Education (DOE), Department of Health (DOH), Hawai‘i Housing 
Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC), Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation/
Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital (HHSC/SMMH), Hawai‘i Public Housing Authority 
(HPHA), Hawai‘i State Public Library System (HSPLS), and Office of Planning (OP).

KAUA‘I COUNTY AGENCIES

An initial meeting to discuss the overall vision for the SMMH property was held with County 
of Kaua‘i staff from the following departments: Capital Improvement Program, Housing 
Department, Fire Department, Police Department, Planning Department, and Public 
Works Department. This initial Agency Meeting reviewed the scope of the project, vision 
and potential uses for the Hospital property, and explored ideas and issues relating to the 
surrounding community. 

STEERING COMMITTEE
Members and affiliations

Representative Nadine Nakamura, Legislature
Rodney Funakoshi, Office of Planning
Ruby Edwards, Office of Planning
Lance Segawa, HHSC/SMMH
John Pimental, HHSC/SMMH
Stanley Fujimoto, HHFDC
Dean Minakami, HHFDC
Jen Chahanovich, HPH/Wilcox Medical Center
Lee Steinmetz, County of Kaua‘i Planning
Jodi Sayegusa, County of Kaua‘i Planning
Kurt Akamine, Ohana Pacific Management Co., Inc.
Katie MacNeil, G70
Christine Mendes Ruotola, G70
Barbara Natale, G70
Kahea Winchester, G70
Terrie Martin, Terrie Martin Consulting
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State and County representatives highlighted several needs for the island of Kaua‘i, as follows.

HEALTHCARE 

Current emergency department visits give us a glimpse into current issues: heatlh needs 
of an aging population, behavioral health, homelessness, and the opioid epidemic. 80% of 
Kaua‘i Fire Department calls are emergency medical service, of which 85% are for medical 
assistance for kupuna. There is an increase in dementia/Alzheimer’s due to the aging 
population. Not everyone can take care of kupuna at home. The question was posed, "What 
is our need for the next 10, 20 years?"

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

The current housing on campus includes 3 SMMH employee duplexes. 19 duplexes (38 
units) of state public housing (Nana Kai O Kea) are provided by HPHA on lands adjacent to 
the SMMH campus. HPHA does not have plans for renovation or replacement of this senior 
housing. 

There is a shortage in Kaua‘i for housing at every price point - affordable housing, low/
moderate income, special needs, all the way to market-rate housing. The State has projected 
a need for 5,287 new housing units for Kaua‘i by 2025, with 2,309 new rental units needed 
to supply low and very low income families. According to the County of Kaua‘i Housing 
Department, models show that there is a need to build approximately 200 more units of 
senior housing on the island. The County is supportive of any housing built. 

When looking at the most appropriate type of housing, it is important to reach out to the 
community to address their issues and needs. Through the masterplanning process, the need 
for affordable housing for SMMH workforce development and Kaua‘i independent seniors 
was articulated by the community. As State-owned lands, the affordable housing component 
of the SMMH Master Plan must adhere to fair housing regulations and therefore be available 
to a broad demographic without discrimination based on race or reserved for a class of 
resident such as SMMH medical staff. 

Although this housing can’t be reserved specifically for healthcare workers, Kaua‘i County 
requires affordable units to be sold to those earning below 80 to 140 percent of Average 
Medium Income (AMI) as established from time to time by the United States Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). By increasing the diversity and amount of housing 
options within a walkable SMMH campus, the outcome will result in increased opportunity 
to live and work nearby. Housing on campus will be attractive to future medical staff, active 
seniors as well as others needing affordable housing options in the Kapa’a region.

As part of the State Affordable Rental Housing Report & Ten-year Plan (2018), a Special 
Action Team identified an adjacent 1.5-acre site for family affordable rental-type housing 
(aka Hundley Heights). Plans included a maximum of 30 units along the road, close to 
infrastructure. The Housing Department ran into development problems due to the ceded 
lands rights to this property (which requires 20% of revenue payable to Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs (OHA)). The County's understanding is that at least 51% of the housing needed to serve 
native Hawaiians because that is part of the ceded land purpose. The Housing Department 
utilizes federal funds, which can’t be used to discriminate, therefore they were not able to 
move forward with the project. 

HOMELESS INITIATIVE

The latest data collection show that Kaua‘i homlessness has increased. The County offers a 
newly-created Office of Human Concerns, called “Hale Kokua”, a one-stop shop for county 
services as it pertains to homelessness and elderly affairs. A lot of homeless live in the slope 
below SMMH, and services offered at the hospital could potentially draw them up. 

The State of Hawai’i is working to reduce homeless and to support the needs of people 
experiencing homelessness. The Hawai‘i Interagency Council on Homelessness (HICH) is an 
advisory body that serves as a statewide homelessness planning and policy development 
entity with broad representation from State and County government and the community. 
The HICH developed and adopted the Ten-Year Strategic Plan to End Homelessness, and 
the State Framework to Address Homelessness. The HICH Strategic Plan is comprised of 
four goals. SMMH master planning initiatives align with Goal 4: Improve Health and Stability, 
Objective 9: Integrate primary and behavioral health care services with homeless assistance 
programs and housing. Applicable strategies include:

Strategy 1: Encourage partnerships between housing providers and health and behavioral 
health care providers to co-locate or coordinate health, behavioral health, safety, and wellness 
services with housing.

Strategy 3: Increase availability of and accessibility to health services for special populations 
(e.g., co-occurring disorders including mental illness, substance abuse, developmental 
disability, and medical frailty).

Strategy 5: Increase accessibility and availability of health services in rural and underserved 
areas.

Strategy 6: Identify more accessible resources for dental care and promote utilization.
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POLICE SUBSTATION

In 2014, Kaua‘i County published a site assessment report that reviewed three possible site 
locations for the Kapa‘a Police Substation. The current facility, the Kapa‘a Armory, is situated 
in a tsunami and flood zone which requires the station to be evacuated when potentially 
exposed to heavy flooding, hurricanes, and tsunamis. The selected site for the relocation 
of the Kapa‘a Police Substation is planned to replace an old hospital staff residence on the 
SMMH campus. The SMMH site was chosen due to its location outside of the flood zone and 
tsunami evacuation zone, and relatively close location to the main highway for easier service 
access (e.g. fuel trucks) and general accessibility for the police and public. The site is relatively 
flat requiring minimal grading, has adequate sight distance, and allows for equipment to be 
installed on slab on grade as it is outside the inundation zone. The Department of Public 
Works is currently evaluating the project under an environmental assessment. 

LIBRARY

The Hawai‘i State Public Library System (HSPLS) is looking to relocate Kapa‘a library, as it is 
currently located in a flood and tsunami zone. Locating this regional library on the SMMH 
campus fits within the overall vision of an active, community-engaged Health and Wellness 
village, bringing students and seniors into the area to gather. HSPLS will need to go through 
a site selection process before SMMH is determined to be the best location for their needs. 
Features that the library is looking for include 9,000 sq. ft. of space, single story (best for 
managing staff), and flexibly sized meeting space for the community. Generally, libraries are 
state-owned structures, as leasing a space can be detrimental if funds aren’t available. If the 
library was placed in a 2-story building, then it would be a possibility for state agencies to 
use the top floor. The preference is for the location of libraries along main roads for visibility 
and ease of access.

PRESCHOOL

In 2019, Governor Ige launched the Early Childhood State Plan 2019-2024 that will, among other 
initiatives, provide all 4-year-olds access to a high quality, public pre-K program statewide. Child 
care is less available in rural areas, and Kaua‘i has no infant-toddler centers. With the Kapa‘a 
Elementary School next door, one possibility is to locate a preschool on the SMMH campus.

Kapa‘a Elementary School does not currently have the space to add a preschool. The Early 
Childhood State Plan is not a program under the Department of Education (DOE); it is instead 
being implemented by the Affordable Access to Childcare Pilot Program Kaua‘i. Although 
DOE schools are working in coordination with EOEL, they are not required to provide facilities 
on their campuses.

Preschools require classrooms, private, dedicated outdoor space and other criteria to be 
licensed. The SMMH kitchen may be able to provide preschool meals. A possible location 
for the preschool is where the greenhouse is currently located, across from the Elementary 
School. If this location doesn’t work, there may be potential with adjacent DLNR properties.

TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD)

The State can play an important role in enhancing communities by applying Smart Growth 
and Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)  principles in the development and redevelopment 
of its properties and facilities to revitalize neighborhoods, increase affordable housing, and 
improve accessibility to public facilities and services. Prior to this current effort, the County of 
Kaua‘i participated in a strategic planning effort to identify State lands statewide that could be 
considered for Smart Growth or TOD projects. Identified projects were incorporated into the 
TOD Council’s State Strategic Plan for Transit-Oriented Development (TOD Strategic Plan, 2017). 

As one of the state lands identified as a Smart Growth project in the State TOD Strategic 
Plan, Smart Growth principles should be incorporated into the SMMH conceptual Master 
Plan. Smart Growth refers to land use policies that result in more compact, mixed-use, and 
accessible developments. TOD is a type of community development that includes a mix of 
land uses such as housing, office, retail and/or other amenities integrated into a walkable, 
moderate-to-high density neighborhood, located within a one-half mile radius of current or 
planned public transportation nodes served by bus.

The underlying vision for the TOD Strategic Plan is to use State facilities and properties as 
anchor civic institutions to catalyze other public and private investments in the creation of 
compact, walkable communities that are served by coordinated and accessible public and 
multi-modal transportation and provide ready and affordable access to the necessities of 
daily life to residents of these communities. 

Developing with TOD principles in mind gives SMMH the opportunity to include affordable housing, 
incorporate social infrastructure (healthcare, education, public facilities), coordinate with alternative 
transportation modes, and generate revenue for the State. Concentrated development patterns, 
reduction of automobile use, and increases in walking and bicycling create numerous other benefits 
for individual households and the public, as well as businesses, governments, and other institutions. 
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The TOD focus also underscores the SMMH ability to engage in equitable development 
that promotes and supports community well-being and active and healthy lifestyles. 
Equitable development refers to a range of approaches for creating healthy, vibrant, and 
sustainable communities where residents of all incomes, races and ethnicities have access 
to the opportunities, services, and amenities they need to thrive. The SMMH Master Plan 
also stresses the use of green building and sustainable development practices as much as 
possible. 

The County of Kaua‘i identified the Samuel Mahelona hospital site for inclusion in the TOD 
Strategic Plan because of its location (outside of the flood/tsunami zones), density, and 
potential to create a mixed-use node served by public transit, pedestrian and bicycle facilities 
that would increase resident access and mobility in this region and promote active, healthy 
lifestyles. The County envisions that the site could be redeveloped to add affordable housing 
and other community services such as community facilities, commercial uses, and a police 
substation as an adjunct to the medical complex redevelopment. The County will be adding 
an oval roundabout and bus stop near the front of the property as part of the Kawaihau Road 
Complete Streets Improvements. The property is located near Kapa‘a High and Elementary 
Schools, is well-served by the County’s Kapahi Shuttle bus route, and is within walking / biking 
distance of the Kawaihau Elevated Boardwalk and Ke Ala Hele Makalae, the County’s coastal 
shared-use path that links this area to Kapa‘a Town proper. 

In order to incorporate TOD principles into this area, neighborhood characteristics have been 
considered with regard to density and height of buildings, open space, parking availability as 
well as pubic transit adjacency, and pedestrian accessibility.

ADJACENT STATE LAND

Lands adjacent to the SMMH property that are unused are primarily owned by DLNR. Although 
this master plan addresses the SMMH campus, there is an opportunity to plan in concert 
with adjacent state lands to meet community needs. For example, in one site alternative, the 
residential behavioral health facility is located on a fairly level area of the southern DLNR 
parcel that contains the Kawaihau Elevated Boardwalk. The DLNR adjacent Easterseals site is 
also designated for Head Start; this site may be better suited for a preschool than the SMMH 
site. Moving these facility to the adjacent land leaves room for other uses on SMMH land.  

One potential use, either expanded on SMMH or on DLNR property, is additional affordable 
housing. Previous attempts by the County to develop Hundley Heights faced difficulties with 
ceded lands limits; however, this issue should be revisited. There is a pocket of state land on 
Hauaala Road (not ceded) that could also serve as a potential housing site.

Another possibility would be to develop the adjacent DLNR-owned triangle parcel, or Gore 
Park, with amenities to provide a location for the current community need of a dog park. It 
is currently a passive park of approximately a quarter acre in size, with an open grassy area 
ringed by shower trees, croton bushes and chain link fencing. According to the 2013 Kaua‘i 
Parks & Recreation Master Plan, plans for Gore Park include developing this passive park to 
provide a rest area at the top of the Kawaihau spur for Ke Ala Hele Makalae. The addition of 
park furniture, including benches, picnic tables, water fountain, and trash receptacles, will 
enable greater use of this park space, and is a good size for exercising dogs.

3.7 COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND PRIORITIES

An initial small group of community members and select individuals were interviewed to 
gauge their needs and vision for the property. Summaries are provided below, and meeting 
notes are located in the Community Needs Assessment appendix.

COMMUNITY MEMBERS (SMALL GROUP)

A small group of active community members were selected for an initial group interview to 
gain a baseline understanding of community needs and desires for the SMMH property. 

COMMUNITY EVENTS

SMMH holds a variety of community events throughout the year, and has been part of the 
local community fabric for over 100 years. These include events such as bon dances and an 
annual Christmas tree lighting. It is important to SMMH to continue to provide space for these 
activities, as the hospital would like to continue to provide support for community interaction. 

SURROUNDING SCHOOLS

The adjacent Kapa‘a Elementary and High Schools use SMMH as a location for their Fire 
Evacuation Drill and use the SMMH front lawn for event overflow parking. The Kapa‘a High 
School Health Services Academy students work with SMMH to help with patient interactions 
such as art projects. The High School would appreciate a classroom at the hospital, to help 
their students gain more experience to reach the next level in their education. 

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Initial consultation with the community raised the need for a Senior Center and/or Adult 
Daycare where seniors in the area can get together. There is currently no senior association 
at the Hale Nana Kai O Kea housing complex. A public cafe was also seen as a place where 
the community can congregate. SMMH has an existing commercial kitchen that can serve 
1,000 meals a day but is currently under-utilized. Other community services discussed 
include a convenience store, office space, yoga studio, barber shop, and small restaurants. 
These services will need to be placed for maximum community accessibility. In addition, the 
community is always looking for community meeting space, of which SMMH currently has 
rooms available for community use and will incorporate this need into the master plan.

RECREATION

The current SMMH campus has large open spaces that have been used by the community 
for years. The community enjoys the ability to use the SMMH campus for exercise and would 
prefer that access continues and fencing not occur. They would like to see an integrated plan 
with walking paths and park to retain sufficient green space for the community and allow 
residents to enjoy existing ocean views and mauka vistas. Current plans include walkability 
and a community park area. 

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

The following topics were discussed during 
meetings with community members: 

SUPPORT FOR:

• Classroom for Kapa‘a HS

• Education and Training (Professional & 
Community)

• Open space for exercise, dog walking, 
gathering, community events

• Senior Center / Adult Daycare / Respite Care

• Community Meeting Space

• Behavioral Health Services (Away From 
Schools)

• Affordable Rental Housing 

• Workforce Housing (Hospital Staff/Teachers)

• Elderly/Kupuna Housing

• Memory Care

• Intergenerational Living

• Residential Treatment (Behavioral Health)

• Acute Long Term Care, takes Medicaid

• Mental Health Management (Wraparound 
Services)

• Continuum of Care

• Alternative Healthcare

• Healing Campus

• Resilience Hub/Disaster Relief

• Sustainable Development 

• Overflow parking for school events
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HEALTHCARE & HOUSING

The community supports using the land to expand the hospital for healthcare needs. An 
Emergency Department (ED) expansion was recommended, as this is the only facility on the 
northeastern side of Kaua‘i. To support the ED, an in-house lab with employees would be 
helpful. SMMH is currently contracted with Clinical Labs, who pick up samples and take them 
elsewhere to analyze. 

There were some concerns about having long-term mental health patients in close proximity 
to the Elementary School. One community member grew up behind the Mahelona dairy and 
remembered when a few patients ran away. One potential solution is to locate mental health 
services on the other side of the campus, close to the planned police substation. 

Currently, the High School/DOE is responsible for clearing out the homeless in their area. It 
would be helpful to have services such as drug rehabilitation (in-house and outpatient) and 
transitional housing to help the homeless, also sited furthest from the Elementary School. 

Community members felt that there is a great need for adult daycare. Affordable housing is 
also needed. Elder housing would be complementary to the addition of senior care. Kupuna 
housing may have less traffic, and they could use a shuttle if they need to go shopping. There 
is a bus stop on property that is used frequently by those that need to catch the bus to get to 
SMMH for their services. Many residents at Hale Nana Kai O Kea use the Paratransit (door-to-
door) bus service for their needs. 

OVERALL DEVELOPMENT

Overall, the community supports the hospital and continuation/expansion of mission-
related functions. The community members had general questions, such as: Who owns the 
surrounding areas? What is the zoning? What can be done here? There were concerns that 
development considers what is appropriate with traffic, water, sewer and electricity. There is 
currently traffic congestion during the morning and afternoon school drop-off and pickup - 
how will this be affected by additional traffic? There is also concern that current infrastructure is 
poor and not fully developed. SMMH will be responsible for the infrastructure improvements, 
including onsite roads. 

Other questions included: Will the whole hospital be replaced? What are the additional 
pressures this will create on the community along with the other development, such as 
visitor units and residential? This group felt that the planned police substation is good for the 
schools and mental health. 

It is important for SMMH to be able to take care of the north side and upper east side of the 
island during disaster events so that potential patients don’t need to pass up SMMH to go to 
Wilcox. It would be helpful to have signage on the main highway so that people know that 
SMMH is up the hill.

INDIVIDUAL STAKEHOLDERS

Interviews with select stakeholders, including elected officials and health care provider 
representatives for Kaua‘i and the State, are summarized below.  

Stakeholders were supportive of continuing current services with appropriate space and 
facilities for the future. Suggestions were made on how to reconfigure spaces for most 
effective use. 

Collectively, interviews with these individuals brought forth comments related to Long Term 
Care, Behavioral Health, Community Needs, and Issues/Barriers to accomplishing these. 

Long Term Care ‘gaps’ for seniors were identified as Affordable Independent Housing, 
Affordable Assisted Living, Long Term Therapeutic (vs current custodial LTC), Transitional 
Housing, Outpatient, Dental, Respite for Families, Day Services, Senior Center, Social Services, 
and Affordable Meals.

Behavioral Health services that are seen as a need for both adults and adolescents (may 
require separate facilities/services) included hospital-based treatment, transitional housing/
services, group homes, outpatient services, counseling, respite for families, and education/
outreach.

An overall vision of a Healing/Wellness Campus was seen as a way to fulfill community needs. 
This could include space for Traditional Healing, a Community Center with a gym, meals, 
program area, and open space for exercise, dog walking, and gatherings. A retail space/
grocery store such as a cafe/supermarket with prepared food versions would be a convenient 
location to where seniors can walk. Community access to a certified kitchen would be a great 
asset to the area. Parking is needed for campus functions as well as community ‘overflow’. 
Other community needs discussed included Affordable Housing, Police Substation, and 
American Medical Response (AMR) Base Station.

The current staff housing units need to be updated. They are available for temporary/
transitional housing until staff can find permanent housing, which is important because the 
cost of housing is in short supply and is expensive. 

Issues and barriers to success of these programs were also identified. These included the 
difficulty and slow rate encountered when filling staffing positions, difficulty with recruitment 
and retention of providers for future and expanded programs, concern with suboptimal 
revenue streams  from SMMH having a safety net hospital mission, concern about public/
private partnerships returning ample revenue, and concern about convincing the Legislature 
to fund development. Transportation and physical access to the campus were also seen as 
barriers. It was seen as highly important for the community to support the Master Plan for it 
to be a successful project, and the potential opportunity to provide for neighbors that are 
mandated to switch from cesspools to septic system. 

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK 
(CONTINUED)

The following topics were discussed during 
meetings with community members: 

MIXED SUPPORT

• Kapa'a Police Substation

• Additional Community Retail beyond 
essential service/convenience

• Drug Rehabilitation (inpatient/outpatient) 

• Group Homes/Temporary Transitional 
Facilities 

• Increased building height to maximize 
number of housing units

CONCERNS

• Adjacency of Behavioral Health Treatment 
Facility and Elementary School

• Building Height along Kawaihau Road

• Traffic Increases

• Infrastructure Capacity

• Sustainable Development Building/Site

• Community access to campus for exercise

• Community access to views from walking 
paths
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3.8 COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS

Two community meetings were held to facilitate discussion of how SMMH can best serve 
the community in addition to its own patients. A third community meeting was planned and 
must be rescheduled due to the COVID-19 precautions in spring/summer 2020. Meeting 
participants were made up of neighborhood residents, medical practitioners, and current staff 
at SMMH. Notice of meetings were made available through internet calendars, radio, email, 
flyer mailouts, phone calls, and a banner in front of SMMH. Prior to the meetings, participants 
were invited on a site tour of the hospital and campus grounds. The first meeting was held to 
draw out the community needs and desires for the campus. This information was integrated 
into the campus site plan and presented in three alternatives at the second community 
meeting. This allowed the community to better visualize what could happen here. A third 
meeting is planned to target neighboring residents that may have not attended previous 
meetings, as well as confirm the community need for open space, parking, healthcare and 
general services, and perception of building height and distance along Kawaihau Road. 

COMMUNITY MEETING #1 

On April 11, 2019 background information was provided to the community including a 
review of current hospital services, funding, community health statistics, other uses on the 
property, and zoning allowances. Meeting participants asked questions, and then gathered  
into four smaller groups to discuss needs and desires for the SMMH campus. 

Overall discussion included the hospital’s infrastructure and service capacity, a variety of 
housing needs (workforce and affordable housing, intergenerational living, transitional/
assisted living housing for both behavioral health & long-term care, kupuna housing, 
and group homes with assistance), the need for behavioral health services on the island 
(including acute inpatient, residential and outpatient behavioral health/drug/alcohol 
detox and rehabilitation services), memory care, long term care, respite care, continuum 
of care, alternative healthcare, a healing campus, medical education and training, medical 
staff recruitment and retention, resilience hub, sustainable building and site, development 
phasing, police substation, traffic, funding and partnerships.

Highlights of each group discussion is as follows: 

Group A: This group focused on the need for a wellness campus, with educational training 
for both medical students and community, as well as housing for staff, students, and long-
term assisted living. Transitional facilities are needed, primarily for mental health to provide 
a space to decompress while waiting for diagnosis. The group felt that respite care is lacking 
both for emergency purposes and longer needs, such as a few days or week.

Group B: Many in this group were either from the neighborhood or medical practitioners, 
some also currently staff at SMMH. Behavioral health services are lacking on the island. Hiring 
medical professionals is slow, and recruitment and retention is difficult. On-site housing for 
staff would be a draw. Long-term care and behavioral health should continue on campus. 
Pros and cons of a police substation onsite was discussed.  A vision emerged for a safe 

multi-generational wellness campus, with opportunities for movement and healthy eating 
opportunities, implemented in phases.

Group C: Providing expanded mental health and senior care were the priorities of this group. 
Mental health management would include counseling and a ‘wrap around’ facility. Senior care 
would include adult daycare, transitional housing, assisted living, and long-term acute care. 
SMMH as a community resilience hub and cultural center would help with local reconnection 
to cultural practice and lifestyle. This group saw that the campus could be developed to be in 
scale with the residential community, setback and with a well landscaped frontage, aspiring 
to make it the pride of the community.

Group D: In addition to what the other groups said, new/more square footage is needed at the 
campus to support increased services, additional providers, partnerships, etc. Recruitment 
and retention of service providers is critical, to include provided training, housing, etc. 
Financial stability is important.

Word Cloud above is a graphical representation of word frequency from Visioning 
Session for uses on campus held during Community Meeting 1

Community Meeting #1

Community Meeting #1

COMMUNITY MEETING #1  
(32 ATTENDEES)

Community Facility Tour
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COMMUNITY MEETING #2

A second community meeting was convened on Novemeber 19, 2019 at SMMH to gather 
further community input related to the future of both Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital 
and the property. Case Studies were shared of similar uses as those considered for the 
campus. Three early concept Master Plan alternatives based on input from vision groups, 
community outreach, State and County agencies, and market research were presented for 
response. All alternatives provide a level of health services, affordable and senior housing, 
and community support facilities. Alternatives varied by configuration and quantity of facilities 
on the campus. Community members were asked to provide feedback during the meeting 
and/or to team members separately.

An overview of input received at the first community meeting was reviewed. Generally 
speaking, there is support for expanded health care services at SMMH, particularly those 
related to Behavioral Health and Long Term Care, as well as further use of the site for housing 
and community facilities set in a park-like residential scale village environment.

Discussion and questions revolved around population numbers used, health needs forecast, 
psychiatric patient transfers, the need for storefronts, building heights and design, traffic, 
infrastructure, and next steps in the Master Plan process.

Community Meeting Maps Presented
Case Studies

1
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Meeting

Market Fitness

DLNR
Housing Potential

(20 Units)
1.52 Acres at 20du / ac

PUBLIC
FACILITY
2.03 Acres

HEALTHCARE/COMMUNITY
10.99 Acres

HOUSING
SENIOR

7.82 Acres

PARK
2.99 Acres

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

4.36 Acres

HEALTHCARE
1.34 Acres

HOUSING
BEHAVIORAL

HEALTH
1.06 Acres

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

2.03 Acres

HEALTHCARE/
COMMUNITY

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

HOUSING
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

HOUSING
SENIORS

PUBLIC FACILITY

PARK

12.33  ACRES

6.39  ACRES
16 du / acre

1.06  ACRES

7.82  ACRES
20 du / acre

2.03  ACRES

2.99  ACRES

TOTALS
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11.14.2019

SITE PLAN - ALTERNATE A

0’ 50’ 100’ 200’

Memory
Care

Healthcare/Community -
- Community Cafe
- Senior Daycare
- SMMH entry
- SMMH Office and Meeting

Service

SMMH
Nursery

Parcourse Fitness Trail

Community
Park

Warehouse
SMMH

Entry

Residential - Affordable
Garden Apartments

3 stories
(54 units)

Residential -
Seniors Assisted Living
3 stories
(155 Units)

Psych

SNF
SNF

OT Clinic

Police Substation
ED

Drop-off

Beach Access

K A W A I H A U    R O A D I W A E N A    R O A D 

N
U

N
U

   R
O

A
D 

Healthcare-
Ho‘ola Lahui Hawaii Clinic

ENTRY TO
SMMH &
VILLAGE

Residential -
Behavioral Health 
Treatment Center
2 stories
(20 - 30 Beds)

Building Setback Line

Residential - 
Affordable Townhouses

2 stories
(12 Units)

Healthcare/Community -
- Behavioral Health Clinic
- Senior Center
- KPAL
- Convenience Retail
1 Story

Residential -
Affordable Garden Apatments
2 stories
(36 Units)

Tot
Lot

HUNDLEY
HEIGHTS

TMK 4-6-014:030

overflow
parking

HPHA
Senior Housing
(38 Units)

overflow
parking

kūpuna garden

Acute
Detox

DAGS
Kupuna Housing
(20 Units)

Tot
Lot

AMR

Kit
che

n

Meeting

Market Fitness

DLNR
Housing Potential

(20 Units)
1.52 Acres at 20du / ac
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LAND USE PLAN - ALTERNATE B

0’ 50’ 100’ 200’

Service

SMMH
Nursery

Parcourse Fitness Trail

Dog
Park

Warehouse
SMMH

Entry

Residential -
Affordable Garden Apartments

3 stories
(54 Units)

Psych

SNF
SNF

OT Clinic

Police Substation

ED

Drop-off

Beach Access

Residential -
Behavioral Health
Treatment Center
(40 beds)

Community
Park

Residential -
Affordable Townhouses
2 stories
(27 units)

VIEW

I W A E N A    R O A D 

N
U

N
U

   R
O

A
D 

ENTRY TO
SMMH

ENTRY TO
VILLAGE

Residential - Seniors
Assisted Living
3 stories
(100 - 120 Units)

Building Setback Line

HUNDLEY
HEIGHTS

TMK 4-6-014:030

HPHA
Senior Housing
(38 Units)

DAGS
Kupuna Housing
(20 Units)

overflow
parking

overflow
parking

Healthcare/Community -
- Community Cafe
- Senior Daycare
- SMMH Entry
- SMMH Office and Meeting

Healthcare/Community -
- Behavioral Health Clinic
- Senior Center
- KPAL
- Convenience Retail
- Hoola Lahui Hawaii Clinic
- Dental Clinic
1 Story

K A W A I H A U    R O A D 

Meeting

Market Fitness

Acute
Detox

AMR

Kit
che

n

DLNR
Housing Potential

(20 Units)
1.52 Acres at 20du / ac

HOUSING
SENIOR

5.74 Acres PARK
3.89 Acres

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

2.81 Acres

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

2.24 Acres

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

1.14  Acres

HOUSING
BEHAVIORAL

HEALTH
1.77 Acres

PUBLIC
FACILITY
2.03 Acres

HEALTHCARE/COMMUNITY
13.91 Acres

HEALTHCARE/
COMMUNITY

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

HOUSING
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

HOUSING
SENIORS

PUBLIC FACILITY

PARK

13.91  ACRES

6.19  ACRES
13 du / acre

1.77  ACRES

5.74  ACRES
20 du / acre

2.03  ACRES

3.89  ACRES

TOTALS
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11.14.2019

SITE PLAN - ALTERNATE B

0’ 50’ 100’ 200’

Service

SMMH
Nursery

Parcourse Fitness Trail

Dog
Park

Warehouse
SMMH

Entry

Residential -
Affordable Garden Apartments

3 stories
(54 Units)

Psych

SNF
SNF

OT Clinic

Police Substation

ED

Drop-off

Beach Access

Residential -
Behavioral Health
Treatment Center
(40 beds)

Community
Park

Residential -
Affordable Townhouses
2 stories
(27 units)

VIEW

I W A E N A    R O A D 

N
U

N
U

   R
O

A
D 

ENTRY TO
SMMH

ENTRY TO
VILLAGE

Residential - Seniors
Assisted Living
3 stories
(100 - 120 Units)

Building Setback Line

HUNDLEY
HEIGHTS

TMK 4-6-014:030
Healthcare/Community -
- Community Cafe
- Senior Daycare
- SMMH Entry
- SMMH Office and Meeting

Healthcare/Community -
- Behavioral Health Clinic
- Senior Center
- KPAL
- Convenience Retail
- Hoola Lahui Hawaii Clinic
- Dental Clinic
1 Story

HPHA
Senior Housing
(38 Units)

DAGS
Kupuna Housing
(20 Units)

overflow
parking

overflow
parking

K A W A I H A U    R O A D 

Meeting

Market Fitness

Acute
Detox

AMR

Kit
che

n

DLNR
Housing Potential

(20 Units)
1.52 Acres at 20du / ac
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LAND USE PLAN - ALTERNATE C

0’ 50’ 100’ 200’

Police Substation

Service

SMMH
Nursery

Parcourse Fitness Trail

Dog
Park

Warehouse
SMMH

Entry

Psych

SNF
SNF

OT Clinic

ED

Drop-off

Beach Access
Residential -
Behavioral Health
Treatment Center

I W A E N A    R O A D 

N
U

N
U

   R
O

A
D 

ENTRY TO
SMMH

ENTRY TO
VILLAGE

Residential - 
Affordable
3 stories
(120 Units)

Building Setback Line

HUNDLEY
HEIGHTS

TMK 4-6-014:030

HPHA
Senior Housing
(38 Units)

overflow
parking

Park

overflow
parking

Memory
Care

Residential -
Seniors Assisted Living
3 stories
(155 Beds)

kūpuna garden

Healthcare/Community -
- Community Cafe
- Senior Daycare
- SMMH Entry
- SMMH Office and Meeting

Healthcare/Community -
- Behavioral Health Clinic
- Senior Center
- KPAL
- Convenience Retail
- Hoola Lahui Hawaii Clinic
- Dental Clinic
1 Story

K A W A I H A U    R O A D 

Meeting

Market Fitness

Acute
Detox

AMR

Kit
che

n

DLNR
Housing Potential

(20 Units)
1.52 Acres at 20du / ac

HOUSING
SENIOR

7.82 Acres
PARK

2.11  Acres

PUBLIC
FACILITY
2.03 Acres

HEALTHCARE/COMMUNITY
13.91  Acres

HEALTHCARE/
COMMUNITY

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

HOUSING
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

HOUSING
SENIORS

PUBLIC FACILITY

PARK

13.91  ACRES

5.53 ACRES
20 du / acre

1.77  ACRES

7.82  ACRES
20 du / acre

2.03  ACRES

3.39  ACRES

TOTALS

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

5.53 Acres

PARK
1.28 Acres

HOUSING
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

1.00 Acre
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SITE PLAN - ALTERNATE C

0’ 50’ 100’ 200’

Service

SMMH
Nursery

Parcourse Fitness Trail

Dog
Park

Warehouse
SMMH

Entry

Psych

SNF
SNF

OT Clinic

Police Substation

ED

Drop-off

Beach Access
Residential -
Behavioral Health
Treatment Center
2 stories
(20 - 30 beds)

I W A E N A    R O A D 

N
U

N
U

   R
O

A
D 

ENTRY TO
SMMH

ENTRY TO
VILLAGE

Residential - 
Affordable
3 stories
(110 Units)

Building Setback Line

HUNDLEY
HEIGHTS

TMK 4-6-014:030

DLNR
Housing Potential

(20 Units)
1.52 Acres at 20du / ac

HPHA
Senior Housing
(38 Units)

overflow
parking

Park

overflow
parking

Memory
Care

Residential -
Seniors Assisted Living
3 stories
(155 Beds)

kūpuna garden

Healthcare/Community -
- Community Cafe
- Senior Daycare
- SMMH Entry
- SMMH Office and Meeting

Healthcare/Community -
- Behavioral Health Clinic
- Senior Center
- KPAL
- Convenience Retail
- Hoola Lahui Hawaii Clinic
- Dental Clinic
1 Story

K A W A I H A U    R O A D 

Meeting

Market Fitness

Acute
Detox

AMR

Kit
che

n

A

B

C

ES-48

(continued)

APARTMENTS (floor plan)

SENIOR HOUSING -
ASSISTED LIVING
APARTMENTS

SAMUEL MAHELONA 
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

CASE STUDIES

TERRIE MARTIN 
CONSULTANTS

 

 
ILIMA AT LEIHANO

101102

103104

105

106107108

109

110111112113114116

115117

118120

119121

122123

125124

127126

129128

Living 
Room Cafe

Mail

Office Office

Lobby
Kitchen

Dining Room

Spa

Living

Dining

Activity
Workstation

Pool

Entry

Lanai

ES-48

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

SAMUEL MAHELONA 
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

CASE STUDIES

TERRIE MARTIN 
CONSULTANTS

 

 

GARDEN APARTMENTS 

Cluster of low-rise buildings with open
lawns, landscaping, and pathways
alongside property. Garden apartments
are typically spread out from each other
providing garden spaces between
buildings.

TOWNHOMES

Low-rise two to three story single family
home that shares a common wall with
adjacent units. Townhouse units include
garage, backyard, and private entry into
unit.

TOWNHOMES

GARDEN APARTMENTS

ES-48

STOREFRONT-
COMMUNITY VILLAGE 

SAMUEL MAHELONA 
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

CASE STUDIES

TERRIE MARTIN 
CONSULTANTS

 

 

DESCRIPTION

One-story structure dedicated to
community usage such as market, fitness,
and meeting rooms. Storefront will also
provide additional clinics to the
community ranging from Senior Center,
Convenience retail, and Dental Clinic. 

* Relocation of existing programs on site
may move into Storefront space:
- KPAL 
- Hoola Lahui Hawaii Clinic 

STOREFRONT COMMUNITY VILLAGE

source: Pacific Business News source: Alexander & Baldwin

Community Meeting #2

Community Meeting #2

Community Meeting #2

COMMUNITY MEETING #2 
(19 ATTENDEES)



3-15

FUTURE COMMUNITY MEETING FRAMEWORK

A third community meeting was planned but canceled due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Meeting content is provided here as a framework for future community engagement which is 
to be held after publication of the Master Plan and in preparation of the Environmental Impact 
Statement. Outreach can include community members that attended previous meetings, as 
well as target neighboring residents that may have not attended the meetings. This meeting 
can  be held to confirm the community priorities for open space, parking, healthcare and 
general services, and perception of building height and distance along Kawaihau Road. 
Mentimeter, a digital application to survey groups in real time may be utilitized. Exhibits of 
alternative site locations may also be utilized to gain input by the community to facilitate plan 
development.
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SAMUEL MAHELONA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL MASTER PLAN 3.31.2020

PARKING SUMMARY

0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

Greenspace

Amenity
Hale

PSYCH

Police
Substation

Beach Access

SNF

ALF

ALF

SNFOT
Clinic

Residential

Pre-school

Warehouse
Service

Acute/
Detox

Cafe

EntryDrop-off

Staff

ED
Kitchen

Kupuna
Gardens

LOT LOCATION STALLS
A SMMH Front Lot 173
B SMMH Warehouse 27
C SMMH OT Clinic 29
D SMMH Psych 64
E SMMH Staff (SNF) 58
F SMMH ED 5
G Civic Center 55

SUBTOTAL 411

Preschool 18
Residential BH Treatment 20
Residential - Affordable Rentals 147
Residential - ALF 52

SUBTOTAL 237
TOTAL 648

LOT ALOT A

LOT BLOT B

LOT CLOT C

LOT DLOT D

LOT ELOT E

LOT FLOT F

LOT GLOT G
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ALTERNATIVE SITES FOR PRESCHOOL

0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

HPHA
SENIOR HOUSING

(38 UNITS)

Greenspace

SMMH

RESIDENTIAL - AFFORDABLE HOUSING
GARDEN APARTMENTS

3 Stories
(147 Units) 

Single Loaded
PV at Parking

Amenity
Hale

PSYCH

Police
Substation

Beach Access

K A W A I H A U  R O A D I W A E N A  R O A D 

N
U

N
U

 R
O

A
D 

ENTRY TO
SMMH

SNF

ALF

ALF

COMMUNITY - HEALTHCARE
Outpatient Behavioral Health

Ho΄ola Lahui Hawai΄i
SMMH Thrift Shop

Convenience Retail

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Community Meeting
KPAL

SENIOR CENTER - 1ST LEVEL
SMMH ADMIN - 2ND LEVEL

RESIDENTIAL - BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH TREATMENT CENTER
2 Stories
(20 - 30 Beds)

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Kapa΄a Library
Convenience Retail

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
1.52 ac  20 du/ac

Parking Below Building

PV Panels

PV Panels

Outdoor Seating

RESIDENTIAL-SENIORS
ASSISTED LIVING
3 Stories
(155 Beds)

Building Setback Line

Parcourse Fitness Trail

SNFOT
Clinic

Residential

Pre-school

Warehouse
Service

Acute/
Detox

Cafe

EntryDrop-off

Staff

ED
Kitchen

Existing Bus Stop
New Bus Stop

Kupuna
GardensCOMMUNITY - 

PRE-SCHOOL
4 Classrooms

Play Area

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
based on DAGS project for senior housing

C
A

B

D
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ALTERNATIVE SITES - GREEN SPACE

0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

HPHA
SENIOR HOUSING

(38 UNITS)

Greenspace

SMMH

RESIDENTIAL - AFFORDABLE HOUSING
GARDEN APARTMENTS

3 Stories
(147 Units) 

Single Loaded
PV at Parking

Amenity
Hale

PSYCH

Police
Substation

Beach Access

K A W A I H A U  R O A D I W A E N A  R O A D 

N
U

N
U

 R
O

A
D 

ENTRY TO
SMMH

SNF

ALF

ALF

COMMUNITY - HEALTHCARE
Outpatient Behavioral Health

Ho΄ola Lahui Hawai΄i
SMMH Thrift Shop

Convenience Retail

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Community Meeting
KPAL

SENIOR CENTER - 1ST LEVEL
SMMH ADMIN - 2ND LEVEL

RESIDENTIAL - BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH TREATMENT CENTER
2 Stories
(20 - 30 Beds)

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Kapa΄a Library
Convenience Retail

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
1.52 ac  20 du/ac

Parking Below Building

PV Panels

PV Panels

Outdoor Seating

RESIDENTIAL-SENIORS
ASSISTED LIVING
3 Stories
(155 Beds)

Building Setback Line

Parcourse Fitness Trail

SNFOT
Clinic

Residential

Pre-school

Warehouse
Service

Acute/
Detox

Cafe

EntryDrop-off

Staff

ED
Kitchen

Existing Bus Stop
New Bus Stop

Kupuna
GardensCOMMUNITY - 

PRE-SCHOOL
4 Classrooms

Play Area

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
based on DAGS project for senior housing

A
E

C

D

B B B
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ALTERNATIVE SITES - RESIDENTIAL BEHAVIORAL HEALTH TREATMENT CENTER

0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

HPHA
SENIOR HOUSING

(38 UNITS)

Greenspace

SMMH

RESIDENTIAL - AFFORDABLE HOUSING
GARDEN APARTMENTS

3 Stories
(147 Units) 

Single Loaded
PV at Parking

Amenity
Hale

PSYCH

Police
Substation

Beach Access

K A W A I H A U  R O A D I W A E N A  R O A D 

N
U

N
U

 R
O

A
D 

ENTRY TO
SMMH

SNF

ALF

ALF

COMMUNITY - HEALTHCARE
Outpatient Behavioral Health

Ho΄ola Lahui Hawai΄i
SMMH Thrift Shop

Convenience Retail

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Community Meeting
KPAL

SENIOR CENTER - 1ST LEVEL
SMMH ADMIN - 2ND LEVEL

RESIDENTIAL - BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH TREATMENT CENTER
2 Stories
(20 - 30 Beds)

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Kapa΄a Library
Convenience Retail

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
1.52 ac  20 du/ac

Parking Below Building

PV Panels

PV Panels

Outdoor Seating

RESIDENTIAL-SENIORS
ASSISTED LIVING
3 Stories
(155 Beds)

Building Setback Line

Parcourse Fitness Trail

SNFOT
Clinic

Residential

Pre-school

Warehouse
Service

Acute/
Detox

Cafe

EntryDrop-off

Staff

ED
Kitchen

Existing Bus Stop
New Bus Stop

Kupuna
GardensCOMMUNITY - 

PRE-SCHOOL
4 Classrooms

Play Area

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
based on DAGS project for senior housing

A
B

C
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PARKING SUMMARY

0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

Greenspace

Amenity
Hale

PSYCH

Police
Substation

Beach Access

SNF

ALF

ALF

SNFOT
Clinic

Residential

Pre-school

Warehouse
Service

Acute/
Detox

Cafe

EntryDrop-off

Staff

ED
Kitchen

Kupuna
Gardens

LOT LOCATION STALLS
A SMMH Front Lot 173
B SMMH Warehouse 27
C SMMH OT Clinic 29
D SMMH Psych 64
E SMMH Staff (SNF) 58
F SMMH ED 5
G Civic Center 55

SUBTOTAL 411

Preschool 18
Residential BH Treatment 20
Residential - Affordable Rentals 147
Residential - ALF 52

SUBTOTAL 237
TOTAL 648

LOT ALOT A

LOT BLOT B

LOT CLOT C

LOT DLOT D

LOT ELOT E

LOT FLOT F

LOT GLOT G
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ALTERNATIVE SITES FOR PRESCHOOL

0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

HPHA
SENIOR HOUSING

(38 UNITS)

Greenspace

SMMH

RESIDENTIAL - AFFORDABLE HOUSING
GARDEN APARTMENTS

3 Stories
(147 Units) 

Single Loaded
PV at Parking

Amenity
Hale

PSYCH

Police
Substation

Beach Access

K A W A I H A U  R O A D I W A E N A  R O A D 
N

U
N

U
 R

O
A

D 

ENTRY TO
SMMH

SNF

ALF

ALF

COMMUNITY - HEALTHCARE
Outpatient Behavioral Health

Ho΄ola Lahui Hawai΄i
SMMH Thrift Shop

Convenience Retail

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Community Meeting
KPAL

SENIOR CENTER - 1ST LEVEL
SMMH ADMIN - 2ND LEVEL

RESIDENTIAL - BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH TREATMENT CENTER
2 Stories
(20 - 30 Beds)

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Kapa΄a Library
Convenience Retail

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
1.52 ac  20 du/ac

Parking Below Building

PV Panels

PV Panels

Outdoor Seating

RESIDENTIAL-SENIORS
ASSISTED LIVING
3 Stories
(155 Beds)

Building Setback Line

Parcourse Fitness Trail

SNFOT
Clinic

Residential

Pre-school

Warehouse
Service

Acute/
Detox

Cafe

EntryDrop-off

Staff

ED
Kitchen

Existing Bus Stop
New Bus Stop

Kupuna
GardensCOMMUNITY - 

PRE-SCHOOL
4 Classrooms

Play Area

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
based on DAGS project for senior housing

C
A

B

D
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ALTERNATIVE SITES - GREEN SPACE

0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

HPHA
SENIOR HOUSING

(38 UNITS)

Greenspace

SMMH

RESIDENTIAL - AFFORDABLE HOUSING
GARDEN APARTMENTS

3 Stories
(147 Units) 

Single Loaded
PV at Parking

Amenity
Hale

PSYCH

Police
Substation

Beach Access

K A W A I H A U  R O A D I W A E N A  R O A D 

N
U

N
U

 R
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A
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ENTRY TO
SMMH

SNF

ALF

ALF

COMMUNITY - HEALTHCARE
Outpatient Behavioral Health

Ho΄ola Lahui Hawai΄i
SMMH Thrift Shop

Convenience Retail

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Community Meeting
KPAL

SENIOR CENTER - 1ST LEVEL
SMMH ADMIN - 2ND LEVEL

RESIDENTIAL - BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH TREATMENT CENTER
2 Stories
(20 - 30 Beds)

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

Kupuna Gardens

COMMUNITY - CIVIC
Kapa΄a Library
Convenience Retail

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
1.52 ac  20 du/ac

Parking Below Building

PV Panels

PV Panels

Outdoor Seating

RESIDENTIAL-SENIORS
ASSISTED LIVING
3 Stories
(155 Beds)

Building Setback Line

Parcourse Fitness Trail

SNFOT
Clinic

Residential

Pre-school

Warehouse
Service

Acute/
Detox

Cafe

EntryDrop-off

Staff

ED
Kitchen

Existing Bus Stop
New Bus Stop

Kupuna
GardensCOMMUNITY - 

PRE-SCHOOL
4 Classrooms

Play Area

DLNR
HOUSING POTENTIAL (20 UNITS)
based on DAGS project for senior housing
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ALTERNATIVE SITES - RESIDENTIAL BEHAVIORAL HEALTH TREATMENT CENTER

0’ 100’ 200’ 400’

HPHA
SENIOR HOUSING

(38 UNITS)

Greenspace

SMMH

RESIDENTIAL - AFFORDABLE HOUSING
GARDEN APARTMENTS

3 Stories
(147 Units) 

Single Loaded
PV at Parking

Amenity
Hale

PSYCH

Police
Substation

Beach Access

K A W A I H A U  R O A D I W A E N A  R O A D 
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U
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ENTRY TO
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Alternative Sites for Preschools

Alternative Sites - Green Space

Alternative Sites - Residential Behavioural Health 
Treatment Center

Mentimeter Website May be Used to Display Collected Data

CONSIDERATIONS

• Where do you live?

• Please rank the community services you 
would like to see on campus

• Community Room

• Senior Center

• Adult Daycare

• Park Space

• Fitness Center

• Barber/Hairstylist

• Cafe/Coffee Shop

• Neighborhood Market

• Farmers Market

• Overflow parking

• Would these services be a good fit on 
campus?

• Library

• 4-classroom Preschool

• What kind of character would you like to 
see along Kawaihau Road?

• Open Space

• One-story

• Two-story

• Are there any other uses you would like to 
see within the SMMH Healthcare Village 
vision?





C H A P T E R  4

Findings and            
Recommendations
The vision for the Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital (SMMH) Campus supports a new 
paradigm shift, away from the current model of providing episodic care for the needs of 
those with chronic conditions, towards an integrated health care continuum that provides 
services and information across the continuum of a patient’s life. The SMMH Healthcare 
Wellness Village represents an ideology shift from illness to wellness embracing other 
modalities of care.  As the SMMH Master Plan unfolds, it is becoming clear that the current 
focus of an illness-based healthcare system cannot be sustained in the future. With the 
growing population, especially in the geriatric age groups, the demand for hospital care will 
dramatically increase beyond the ability to provide the care. By shifting the focus, community 
based programs and services reaching a greater number of people will be developed and 
ideally reduce the burden on the high acuity, high resource intensive hospital services.

4.1 VISION - HEALTHCARE WELLNESS VILLAGE 

Integration should include coordination of education (both medical and community) and 
preventive efforts incorporating community resources and support resulting in optimized 
health and wellness by way of less waste, inefficiency, and patient frustration. Seamless 
continuity of care (the right care, at the right time, in the right setting) is ideally promoted 
and delivered along a service spectrum to meet community need through the integration of 
various providers and services within the community. This means that each individual care 
facility, practitioner, and/or service agency, often with system and governmental oversight, 
acknowledges that they are just one member of the larger continuum of the health network.    

With a Healthcare Wellness Village, the focus is on what is “well” within the person, not a 
typical approach that identifies someone as their disease. Its intention is to empower 
individuals with the knowledge, skills, tools, and resources to live healthy, productive and 
joyful lives. These services can include nutrition, functional medicine, fitness, and others, 
raising the mental health of all residents. 

The community vision for the SMMH Healthcare Wellness Village portrays a campus approach 
that is residential in character, where the scale, setback and landscape works with the 
neighborhood and capitalizes on views. The campus can provide a safe environment with a 
focus on movement and exercise, such as a nexus of bike paths, walking paths, stairs, paths 
for wheelchairs, movement-inspiring plaza, and activity centers where exercise is emphasized. 

This will be a place where anyone can come to meet, come together, a place to belong. 
Daycare will be available for seniors, where the senior community center also interacts with 
children with intergenerational activities. A preschool extends the educational opportunities 
for the youngest in the community. A regional library is a resource for all ages. This could be 
a native Hawaiian cultural center, giving kupuna a local reconnection with cultural practice 
and lifestyle. SMMH would be known as the best place to be a kupuna.

In addition to the hospital facilities, there will be community use space that can be used 
as classrooms for arts and crafts, music, training, and exercise classes. In times of crisis, 
these spaces could be transformed to support the activities of a resiliency hub. Community 
gardens as well as a commercial kitchen would be available for community use, providing 
opportunities for school age children to participate in preparing healthy meals alongside 
elders and other community members. There will be a focus on healthy food with a healthy 
market / convenience store / farmers market, and a farm-to-table cafeteria for patients but 
also open to the community to eat in or take out healthy food.

State of the art diagnostic and treatment technologies will continue to expand and be 
enhanced to provide the best of care to the community. Creating a multi-generation 
community would reduce social breakdown and health care costs. SMMH will be known as 
“The pride of the community,” an intergenerational, community and cultural healing/wellness 
campus that could be a model for not only Hawai‘i, but beyond.
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4.2  FOUNDATIONS – CULTURE, 
SUSTAINABILITY, AND RESILIENCY

CULTURE

Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital celebrated 100 years of service in 2017. Thoroughly 
rooted in the community, SMMH is a champion of the region, and will continue to be. To 
honor the past, facilities on the new campus can take on names that reflect the culture and 
history of the area. Given the extensive nature and prominence of Makaleha Mountain and 
its associated place names, efforts in naming future wings or programmed areas to be 
inclusive of these wahi pana (storied places) should be considered. Should other points 
in time be considered, nods in history could be given to Emma Mahelona Wilcox, or even 
the Mahelona Dairy. A community garden could grow plants once grown in this moku of 
Puna, such as coconuts, breadfruit, banana, taro and sweet potatoes. Although the history 
of the large rocks, or pōhaku on the property is unknown, they should be incorporated into 
the property. Pōhaku are a foundational element of the Hawaiian culture. Further studies of 
pōhaku significance is recommended into landscape design for a public plaza with proper 
protocol.

Design of the buildings will also reflect the people in Kapa‘a and the environment and 
culture in which they live. A hipped roof design is not only residential in character, it 
signifies the grass house, or hale, which follows a basic construction pattern common 
throughout Polynesia. The wooden framework consisted of a ridegpole, rafters, and purlins 
or horizontal supports running between vertical wall posts.

Cultural knowledge is passed down from generation to generation. It is also learned 
through cultural practice. The campus of SMMH with a focus on kupuna living and 
community meeting provides the opportunity for perpetuating and strengthening cultural 
knowledge and practice.

Pohaku

Parking PV

PV Panels

Makaleha Mountains

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainable development of the hospital and site is important to the future for another century 
of service. As part of the County's Transit-Oriented Development plan, SMMH is located along 
the County's bus route. Staff, residents and visitors will  be able to access the campus without 
relying on an automobile. Reduced dependence on the automobile reduces greenhouse 
gas emissions.The expanded hospital and subsequent facilities should be designed with 
a fully integrated approach to meet the highest standards of certification practicable. The 
facility should incorporate Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) Green 
Building Rating System™ design strategies that limit the project’s environmental footprint, 
facilitate flexibility and reduce operational costs. As with all future projects, the building 
designs will incorporate energy-saving features, water-saving features, and the best in high-
performance building design. New building projects should also seek to vigorously pursue 
the incorporation of renewable energy technologies.

Energy efficiency is a cornerstone of any sustainable building project. Power generation 
and use of energy are major contributors to air pollution and utility costs. Improving energy 
efficiency and using renewable energy sources are effective ways to reduce environmental 
and economic impacts associated with excessive energy use and fossil fuel energy use. 
Reduction of energy use also has the benefits of lowering utility expenses. Photovoltaic 
panels will be integrated onto roofs and as a parking canopy, cooling the ground as well as 
creating renewable energy and decreasing the energy use of the hospital. The panels can be 
used to charge electric carts on campus to reduce the hospital’s footprint and save money.

New trees will be added to existing ones in the parking lot to provide shade, increase tree 
canopy coverage and minimize visibility of paved surfaces, as well as improve water quality 
and abate stormwater runoff. Large canopy trees are envisioned to line Kawaihau Road. 
Appropriate canopy trees will be chosen based on their planting area space needs, creating 
a more natural environment. Native vegetation will be used where feasible in landscaping.

Low Impact Development (LID) measures are planned at SMMH. New design and landscaping 
will be planned in a manner that will reduce the possibility of land-based sources of pollution 
affecting the natural areas in close proximity to SMMH once construction is finished, even 
in times of heavy precipitation. Measures that can be easily incorporated with the overall 
development design include the use of rain gardens. Rain gardens are designed vegetated 
shallow depressions that collect runoff and allow for filtration and percolation of stormwater 
through planting media. 

LID measures will be implemented for the new parking aisle and paved driveways where installed. 
Systems that can be incorporated into a parking lot design include rain gardens, vegetated buffer 
strips, and swales. Additionally, a drainage system serving the LID measures will need to be 
installed in the parking lot area to account for stormwater overflow, and will need to connect or 
convey water to an appropriate discharge point along the gulches or within the site.

SMMH supports the purchasing of local products and services and will use local resources over 
imported when possible. As part of the Governor’s initiative to increase local ag production, 
SMMH has eight contracts currently in place with local farmers. 
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Resilience Hub Graphic - Source: Mercy Corps

Kapa‘a High School serves as a civil defense 
hurricane shelter when needed.

A Resilience Hub could serve several functions 
for the neighboring residents including: 

• Community center and gathering space

• Training/education classrooms

• Emergency shelter for lower Kapa‘a 
residents within the tsunami evacuation 
zone

• Energy storage (batteries/fuel tanks)

• Wifi hotspot and charging station

• Storage for emergency equipment (food, 
water, ice, medical supplies, generators, 
fuel, maps, tools, portable water tanks)

• Emergency communication systems (HAM 
radio)

• Temporary medical center

RESILIENCY

The need for SMMH to act as a Resilience Hub was voiced by several community members. 
The location, size and capacity of the SMMH Campus gives it the characteristics needed 
to act as a Resilience Hub in time of disaster (i.e. storms, tsunami, extreme heat events). 
Climate change will increase issues of displaced housing, disrupted infrastructure and 
communications, and the need for emergency facilities for natural disaster impacts. With 
sea level rise, coastal roads will be engulfed and closed. 

SMMH is centralized, close to the roadway, and could provide shelter. Located outside of the 
tsunami zone, it is a location where the community congregates during tsunami warnings. 
Both Kapa‘a High and Elementary schools are civil defense hurricane shelters, and SMMH 
could complement these uses as a Resilience Hub. As defined by the Urban Sustainability 
Directors Network (USDN), Resilience Hubs are community-serving facilities augmented to: 

• support residents and

• coordinate resource distribution and services before, during, or after a natural hazard 
event.

They leverage established, trusted, and community-managed facilities that are used year-
round as neighborhood centers for community-building activities. Designed well, Resilience 
Hubs can equitably enhance community resilience while reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and improving local quality of life. They are a smart local investment with the potential to 
reduce burden on local emergency response teams, improve access to health improvement 
initiatives, foster greater community cohesion, and increase the effectiveness of community-
centered institutions and programs. 

Moreover, Resilience Hubs provide an opportunity to build local community power and 
leadership. They are focal points for neighborhood revitalization that provide the resources 
residents need to enhance their own individual capacity while also supporting and 
strengthening their neighborhood and neighbors. Instead of being led by local government, 
they are intended to be led and managed by community members, community-based 
organizations, and/or faith-based groups, and supported by local government and other 
partners.

An existing well-used and well-trusted site (building) is the core of a Resilience Hub. The 
best sites are those that are in fairly good condition and can support other critical elements 
such as solar and energy storage systems. There are several elements to consider when 
identifying a good site. For example: What is the current use of the site? What is the condition 
of the roof? Can the roof support solar panels? Is there sufficient storage? How many people 
can the site support? Is the site ADA accessible? Is the site outside of the floodplain? Is the 
site safe for children? Is there room for pets to be safely stored? After site development, 
the SMMH Healthcare Wellness Village will be able to support the needs associated with a 
Resilience Hub. 
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4.3  SITE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

Plans for redevelopment of the campus as a mixed-use “Healthcare Wellness Village” have 
been developed in collaboration with leaders in the medical field, State and County agencies, 
community groups and neighbors, and supported by research in population and health care 
forecasts for the island of Kaua‘i. Development will be guided by resiliency, sustainability, 
and cultural awareness principles.

The hospital itself will be reconfigured to support current and future health care needs.  The  
current Acute Psychiatric Unit will move to a new wing and expand to 18 beds, and a new 
wing will expand the Skilled Nursing Facility to 75 private beds. The Emergency Department 
will be renovated to right-size five bays. Acute Care will expand to add four inpatient detox 
beds. A Senior Center and Senior/Adult Daycare space will be added to the main hospital 
and the SMMH administration will move to the second floor. A new stand alone Behavioral 
Health Residential Treatment Center will provide 20 to 30 beds. 

The makai side of the property will have two new Senior Assisted Living buildings to 
accommodate 155 residents, with 30 beds dedicated for Memory Care patients. Grounds 
would be utilized for kupuna exercise and activities such as Kupuna Gardens and walking 
paths. Affordable Garden Apartments are also planned with 147 units available for rent. 
These will be primarily a mix of one- and two-bedroom with a few three-bedroom units.  
Anticipated residents include independent seniors and those who work at the hospital or 
nearby schools; however, the affordable units will be available to all who income-qualify. 

To complete the Healthcare Wellness Village, community services will be available. A Cafe 
with outdoor seating will be located near the entrance to the hospital, adjacent to the 
hospital’s kitchen. Buildings fronting Kawaihau Road will be Commercial Buildings primarily 
for Outpatient Services, and will include physician office space for outpatient behavioral 
health services. Both Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i and the SMMH Thrift Store will be relocated 
here for easier access and visibility. The new space will allow Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i to add 
needed dental services. Convenience retail will be available for community-requested retail 
needs such as a convenience store or barber shop. A third building will allow for a Fitness 
Center, relocation of KPAL, and additional retail space. The Kapa‘a Library may be relocated 
from its current location in a flood zone to a new Community Civic building which will also 
include a community meeting space. The Kapa‘a Police Substation would also be relocated 
to the SMMH campus fronting Iwaena Road. A large open space will be at the center of 
the Healthcare Wellness Village, connecting the campus with paved, accessible walkways 
and a parcourse-type fitness trail. As envisioned in the master plan, this multi-generational 
Healthcare Wellness Village will provide one location for a continuum of behavioral and long-
term care (from outpatient, inpatient, day care to acute care), supporting the community with 
preventative health measures and desired neighborhood services.

DGSF Target
Description Qty (avg) Description Qty GSF Description Qty GSF Description Qty Unit Mix

Long Term Care 75 37,500 Senior/Adult Daycare 20 persons 1,800
Ho'ola Lahui Hawaii 
(+ dental)

existing + 
1 provider 6,000

Assisted Living 
(incl 30 memory care) 155

memory care studios, mostly 1 
bdrms, a few 2 bdrms & studios

Swing /LTC High Care 9 4,500 Senior Center target 6,500
Community Civic 
(includes KPAL @ 3,500) allowance 9,000

Affordable Workforce 
Rental  > 100

equal mix 1 bdrms and 2 bdrms, 
a few 3 bdrms

Acute Medical 5 2,900 Community Café 200 seats 3,600 Community Commercial allowance 9,000

Inpatient Detox 4 2,320 Physicians - Behavioral Health 2 providers 2,000 Regional Library
HSPLS

program 9,000

Acute Psychiatry 18 9,000 OT Clinic existing 13,726 PreSchool 4 classrms 7,000

ED Bays 5 4,500 BH Specialized Treatment 20-30 persons 30,000

X-Ray 1 1,300

CT Scan 1 1,800
Administration, Support, 
Storage, Service sized to support program

Other Healthcare Community Facilities HousingInpatient Care
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UUNNIITTSS//BBEEDDSS BBLLDDGG  FFLLOOOORR  PPAARRKKIINNGG SSTTOORRIIEESS MMIINN  SSIITTEE  AARREEAA PPHHAASSEE NNOOTTEESS
AARREEAA  ((SSFF)) ((SSTTAALLLLSS)) ((AACCRREESS))

Bldg 1 - ( E ) Main Hospital- Existing 53,624 68 1 2.55 existing
Acute 5 1 renovation 2019

Long Term Care (LTC) 54 3 renovation 2019
Psychiatric 9 1 repurpose existing to geriatric psych ltc

admin wing -4,406 2 ED expands, admin moves to Bldg 1
former laundry/boiler -2,640 2 remove for phase 2 parking expansion

Bldg 1  - (E) Staff Housing - 3 structures -7,950 remove
Bldg 1 (new) - Acute Psych Unit 18 13,000 28 1 0.74 1 psych rebuild, add 18 to bed count plus 3500 office
Bldg 1 (E) - ED right size and Inpatient Detox 4 6,090 4 2 max 4 beds, swing to acute, admin relocates
Bldg 1 (E) - Community Cafe + right size dietary 6,465 22 2 café adjacency to (e) kitchen, thrift store moves to Bldg 5
Bldg 1 (new) - LTC Expansion + right size support 21 21,446 21 2 0.85 2 75 total beds, all private beds
Bldg 1 (new) - Senior Center/Daycare & SMMH Admin 24,847 62 2 1.18 2 admin and FM relocation to new build, right sizing
Bldg 2 - ( E ) OT Clinic 13,726 34 1 0.83 2 phase 2 parking expansion
Bldg 3 - ( E ) Warehouse 4,882 12 1 0.29 2 phase 2 parking reconfiguration
Bldg 4 - OP Behavioral Health Center 2,000 5 1 0.12 2 OP clinic - two providers
Site - nursery, landscape cultivation lot 1 alternate to Preschool relocate green house/maintenance shed

  TToottaall  111188,,552299 225566 66..5555

Kapaa Police Department Substation 10,341 84 1 2.00 1 noted, not included in totals; site area determined by County's preliminary plan
( E ) Hoola Lahui Health Clinic 5,000 17 1 0.34 2 existing building undersized; relocate to Bldg 4
Bldg 4 - Hoola Lahui Health Clinic - dental expansion 1,000 3 1 0.07 2 add one provider to Bldg 4
Bldg 5 - Convenience Retail / Services 9,000 30 1 0.62 2 PH II less Hoola Lahui Clinic, OP Behavioral Health
Bldg 6  - Library 9,000 23 1 0.54 3 alternative for convenience retail
Bldg 7 - Community Meeting 5,500 18 1 0.38 3 bldg SF less KPAL program
(E) KPAL Program 3,500 12 1 0.24 3 need space for wrestling mats, can use off-site field, utilize Bldg 5 until Bldg 6 on line
Bldg 8 - Preschool 7,000 18 1 0.63 2 alternative for SMMH landscape maintenance yard

  TToottaall  4400,,000000 112211 22..8833

Bldg 9 - Specialized Treatment Center 20-30 30,000 20 1.5 0.90 1 residential detox treatment, dual diagnosis

  TToottaall  3300,,000000 2200 00..9900

Bldgs 10 - Assisted Living Facility (ALF) 125 131,000 42 3 6.25 2 155 total including Memory Care
Bldgs 10 - ALF Memory Care 30 39,000 10 3 1.50 2 secured outdoor area

  TToottaall  117700,,000000 5522 77..7755 density yield for 20 units per acre

Bldgs 11 - Garden apartments 147 211,680 147 3 7.35 2 assumes equal mix of 1 and 2 bedroom residences, few 3 bdrm and community room

  TToottaall  221111,,668800 114477 77..3355 20 du / acre

Greenspace, Walking Paths, Roadways, Unassigned Open 6.23 2 in excess of 50% open space allotted to commercial uses and 20 du/acre for housing
Undevelopable Site Area 2.39 na

  TToottaall  00 00 88..6622
BBuuiillddiinngg  AArreeaa  ((SSFF)) PPaarrkkiinngg  ((ssttaallllss)) SSiittee  ((AAccrreess))

  EEXXIISSTTIINNGG  7722,,778822
  NNEEWW  CCAAMMPPUUSS  SSUUMMMMAARRYY  553300,,220099 559955 3344..0000

NOTE: Site area assumed at 50% open space, actual site area dependent on site constraints which is greater.

                                                                                                                                                                CCAAMMPPUUSS  PPRROOGGRRAAMM  SSUUMMMMAARRYY  --  TTAABBLLEE  11

CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY  FFAACCIILLIITTIIEESS
BBUUIILLDDIINNGGSS

RREESSIIDDEENNTTIIAALL  --  BBEEHHAAVVIIOORRAALL  HHEEAALLTTHH

SSMMMMHH
BBUUIILLDDIINNGGSS

BBUUIILLDDIINNGGSS

RREESSIIDDEENNTTIIAALL  --  EELLDDEERRLLYY  CCAARREE
BBUUIILLDDIINNGGSS

RREESSIIDDEENNTTIIAALL  --  AAFFFFOORRDDAABBLLEE  --  WWOORRKK  FFOORRCCEE
BBUUIILLDDIINNGGSS

OOPPEENN  SSPPAACCEE
UUNNDDEEVVEELLOOPPEEDD

SSAAMMUUEELL  MMAAHHEELLOONNAA  HHOOSSPPIITTAALL  MMAASSTTEERR  PPLLAANN  ||  KKAAPPAAAA,,  HHAAWWAAIIII
 Date: 10/14/20
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4.4  SITE PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS

The SMMH Master Plan is programmed and planned on a focus to help the local community.  The land uses include over 13 acres devoted to  serving healthcare and community needs. The 
next largest areas address both affordable and senior housing, each over 6 acres apiece. There are also significant components to address green space (3 acres), public facility (1.5 acres) and 
behavior health (1.2 acres) needs.

The Land Use Plan and the Conceptual Master Plan (on next page) have been designed to meet the program and site plan principles. The Conceptual Master Plan presents a vision guided 
by these plan principles responsive to the community needs.  This vision presents a concept that over time with ongoing community engagement, development partnerships and permitted 
execution will evolve to realize the vision of the Healthcare Wellness Village.

Land Use Plan

SITE PLAN PRINCIPLES

HEALTHCARE / COMMUNITY uses are centrally located. The 

exisitng SMMH facility serves as an anchor to the expansion 

of services. A two story entry building will provide a focal 

point for entry. The second level will provide sweeping 

views.  Configuration of new patient units create internal 

private courtyards for patient use with dayrooms oriented to 

the view. The two story SNF first level aligns with the entry 

level (elev +132 ft) allowing for tuck under parking at grade 

preserving green space.

The community and commercial buildings develop frontage 

along Kawaihau Road providing easy access to parking areas 

and the bus stop. At a single story, these buildings provide 

scale equivalent to the neighbors.

HOUSING uses are sited at the back of the campus allowing 

for privacy and quiet. Residential building blocks of three 

stories, max 30 ft high plus roof, are proposed to preserve 

open space and be of similar overall height as the two story 

hospital additions, keeping a consistent scale to the village. 

Additionally by being set back and at lower grade level, 

these three-level buildings do not contrast with the scale 

of the neighborhood along Kawaihau Road. Distinct lots for 

Affordable Housing and Assisted Living are delineated to 

facilitate development and operations by a third party. The 

Assisted Living Facility is optimally located to the view to 

increase market value. The siting of the Housing is consistent 

with the neighboring use of the HPHA homes.

The Behavioral Health Treatment Center has been located on 

the opposing side of campus from the school achieving a 

preferred adjacency to the Hospital and the Police Substation.

GREEN SPACE is centrally located providing an amenity 

to campus users. It functions as a visual and acoustical 

buffer between the Hospital and Housing developments. 

Additionally, linear green space connects the central green 

space to facility entry points, Kawaihau Road and the 

boardwalk providing beach access.

PARKING is located in close proximity to the use and of 

sufficient number. The visual impact large parking areas can 

have from the street is mitigated by being located behind 

buildings. Drop off driveways at healthcare facilities and 

facilities for seniors are at each entry.
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Conceptual Master Plan
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SITE PLAN PRINCIPLES

SIGHT LINES / VIEW PLANES - The SMMH 
Campus is characterized by far coastal views 
primarily observable from the undeveloped areas 
of the property.  While the Master Plan envisions 
the build-out of  the campus, the configuration of 
the buildings within the development areas are to 
capitalize on the view opportunities.

SENIOR ASSISTED LIVING - priority was given 
to site the Senior Assisted Living Facility on the 
development area with the best views of the 
coast and headlands with the intent to maximize 
market value.  Configuration of the facility is 
to maximize the number of units and common 
spaces with orientation to these views.  

AFFORDABLE HOUSING - where units do not 
front the street providing 'eyes on the street', 
the buildings are configured for the living units 
with orientation to the view.  The site plan is to 
capitalize on views by developing view corridors 
for pathways, common areas and courtyards.

HOSPITAL -  Expansion of the hospital 
incorporates a second floor to capitalize on 
views. The surrounding residential structures 
are sited at lower elevations with maximum 30ft 
heights plus roof. The second floor at elevation 
+147 ft will provide site lines across the campus 
both makai and mauka views.  Patient rooms, 
patient common areas, administration offices and 
meeting areas are to be configured to capitalize 
on the views. Lower level patient areas views to 
greenspace and landscape courtyards are to be 
provided.

GREEN SPACE AND ROADWAYS - view priority 
has been given to the development areas, 
however, view corridors are to be capitalized on 
through of open space, walkways, and roadways.  
Site elements and planting locations shall be 
considered to enhance these view corridors. 
Consideration to enhance the entry drive views 
through selective tree removal from neighboring 
state land is to be explored. Walkways connecting 
to Scenic Lookouts shall be considered.

Prominent View Locations

Prominent View Locations

Prominent View Locations

Conceptual Master Plan
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  Prominent View Corridors

  Scenic Lookout

*

*

*

Alternate Use:
Parking to preserve 
SMMH views

Senior Assisted Living - View Opportunities

Affordable Housing - View Opportunities

Hospital - View Opportunities

Greenspace and Roadways - View Opportunities
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Rendered Aerial View of Master Plan
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PARKING SUMMARY

Parking is provided by numerous parking lots 
spread throughout the campus. The majority 
of the lots are just off of the main entry around 
the hospital for a total of 411 parking spaces, 
indicated as Lots A through G on the plan. Other 
lots that serve the Preschool, Residential BH 
Treatment Center, Residential Afforable Rentals 
and Residential ALF along the perimeter of the 
campus total 237 spaces. The total spaces for the 
SMMH campus following the completion of the 
master plan is 648.

The required parking based on typical zoning 
requirements is 595, which shows there is an 
excess of 53 parking stalls provided. These stalls 
(for zoning purposes) may be attributed to future 
development requirements for parking.

Structured parking was also studied, but given the 
character of the surrounding neighborhood, the 
availability of land on site, and the cost difference 
for structured parking ($59,000 per stall) versus 
the surface parking ($18,000 per stall) proposed, 
structured parking is not being pursued at this 
time.
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ALTERNATIVE SITING OPTIONS: 
PRESCHOOL

There are four alternate locations for the Preschool, 
noted on the plan as A, B, C or D. Options A and 
B are along the perimeter of the site, directly 
accessed by  Kawaihau or Nunu Roads, with C and 
D in the interior of the site.

• Option A (preferred) is located at the northern 
end of the site, adjacent to the residential 
affordable housing apartments and Kapa‘a 
Elementary Schhol.

• Option B is located at the intersection of 
Kawaihau and Nunu Roads utilizing the main 
parking fronting the hospical. The Preschool 
would take the place of one of the community 
healthcare buildings fronting Kawaihau Road.

• Option C is located in the interior of the site, 
in the open space between the residential 
affordable housing apartments and the Psych 
and SNF buildings.

• Option D is also located in the interior of 
the site and would take the place of the 
Community - Commercial building.
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ALTERNATIVE SITING OPTIONS: 
RESIDENTIAL - BEHAVIORAL 
HEALTH TREATMENT CENTER

There are three alternate locations for the 
Residential - Behavioral Health Treatment Center 
noted on the plan as A, B or C. Options A and B 
are within the property, with option C located on 
the adjacent DLNR property.

• Option A (preferred) is located in a proposed 
new growth area between the ALF and SNF 
buildings.

• Option B is located in the optimal new growth 
area of greenspace adjacent to the Psych and 
SNF buildings.

• Option C is located within the adjacent DLNR 
property at the edge of the slope.
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ALTERNATIVE SITING OPTIONS: 
OPEN SPACE

Depending on the siting selected for the Preschool, 
Residential - Behavioral Health Treatment Center, 
and community healthcare and civic buildings, 
there are numerous opportunities to locate open 
space within the site.

• Option A (preferred) is the most central to the 
entire SMMH campus, and second largest at 
1.5 acres of available open space.

• Option B is a series of open spaces fronting 
Kawaihau Road where the proposed 
community healthcare and community civic 
buildings would total 1.4 acres.

• Option C is the largest area at 1.9 acres of 
open space and is adjacent to the community 
buildings, as well as the proposed Police 
Substation. 

• Option D is the proposed Kupuna Gardens 
on the southern tip of the site overlooking the  
ocean, at the edge of the bluff with an area of 
1.2 acres.

• Option E is adjacent to the southern DLNR 
property and extends between the ALF and 
SNF buildings with an area of 1.2 acres.
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4.5  SENSE OF PLACE

The revitalization of the SMMH campus creates a new identity, centered around modern and 
contemporary ideas of patient care and wellness, while understanding the cultural context 
and community with which the facility is grounded. 

Approaching the main entry to the campus off of Kawaihau Road, the patient is greeted by 
new signage and landscaping welcoming them to the campus. The buildings at the entry 
and along Kawaihau Road are of a scale that is appropriate and reflects the surroundings, 
not overbearing or out of place. Hipped roofs and arcades provide architectural forms of a 
scale that is comfortable walking next to, and they weave themselves within the fabric of their 
context. Use of wood and local stone in the architecture and the landscape is encouraged. 
The use of larger glazed window walls at feature and entry areas, contemporary colors and 

materials also reinforce the message that the SMMH campus is a place that offers modern 
and contemporary healthcare.

The landscaping also plays a part in connecting the new SMMH campus and its patients to 
the land and surrounding context. A generous landscape setback from Kawaihau Road is 
envisioned with the broad canopy trees, providing shade for walking or biking along the 
walkways and streets, creating a neighborrhood atmosphere. Smaller shrubs and green 
open spaces provide calming surroundings at a pedestrian scale. The landscape is used to 
create an environment where patients, visitors and residents can enjoy their surroundings 
and the wellness benefits of being outdoors.
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The SMMH Master Plan will 
be implemented in three 
phases over a span of 20+ 
years (Phase 1 - Short-Term, 
Phase 2 - Mid-Term and Phase 
3 - Long-Term). The phasing of 
development is to align with 
the implementation strategy 
that is described in Chapter 6. 

C H A P T E R  5

Phasing and Components
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5.1  SHORT-TERM - PHASE 1 (5 YEARS)

Repair and maintenance will be coordinated with planned improvement projects, with execution 
to be prioritized by need, and are anticipated to be completed in Phase 1. 

The implementation of Phase 1 of the Master Plan will begin to effectively right-size and expand 
the immediate needs of the Continuum of Care for Behavioral Health. The hospital will replace 
the current Acute Psychiatric Unit with a new wing and expand to 18 beds. Located across 
the roadway from the SMMH Emergency Department, a new standalone Behavioral Health 
Residential Treatment Center will provide 20 to 30 beds. The facility will provide dual diagnosis 
treatment for patients in residence at the facility from 3 to 6 months. This first phase will also 

serve as a way to engage the community by renovating the hospital's farm-to-table kitchen, 
and expanding the indoor dining room to include an SMMH Cafe. The Cafe will be adjacent to 
the hospital's kitchen, and open to the public with outdoor seating at the front of the hospital. A 
Parcourse-type fitness trail will also allow open space to be integral to the community centered 
design, with pleasant walking spaces connecting to paved, accessible walkways and an 
environment that brings value. The Campus driveway will be repaved and extended to create a 
circular drive that connects to Nunu Road. Parking areas will be developed to support the new 
facilities. The Kapa‘a Police Substation, while outside of the planning of this document is noted 
here as coinciding with Phase 1.

2

4

1

5

6

3

COMPONENTS OF PHASE 1

1 Acute Psychiatric Unit

2 Residental Treatment Center

3 SMMH Cafe Renovation

4 Parcourse Fitness Trail 

5 Campus Roadway

6 Police Substation (By County, Not  
 In Contract)

5
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5.2  MID-TERM - PHASE 2 (10 YEARS)

Phase 2 is the largest phase of development. It can be further broken down into development 
components - SMMH Expansion, Assisted Living, Affordable Housing, and Community/Commercial. 
Each would be independently developed. At the completion of Phase 2, the Healthcare Wellness 
Village will be realized. A village complete with healthcare facilities, residences, integrated 
walking paths, and community amenities. SMMH expansion will include renovation and a new 
wing to expand the Skilled Nursing Facility to 75 private beds. Acute Care will expand to add 
four inpatient detox beds. The Emergency Department will be renovated to right-size five bays. 
A Senior Center/Adult Daycare will be added to the main hospital and the SMMH Administration 
will move to the second floor. The makai side of the property will have a new Senior Assisted 
Living facility to accommodate 155 residents, with 30 beds dedicated for Memory Care patients. 

Affordable Housing Garden Apartments are also planned with approximately 147 units available 
for rent. These will be primarily a mix of one- and two-bedroom with a few three-bedroom units. 

Street side buildings will include an Outpatient Services Facility with behavioral health services 
and rooms available for County services. Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i, KPAL and the SMMH Thrift Store will 
be relocated here for easier access and visibility. The new space will allow Ho‘ola Lahui Hawai‘i to 
add dental services. Retail store frontage space would be available for convenience services such 
as a barbershop or small market. Parking areas, roadways, sidewalks and greenspace supporting 
the new facilities will also be developed. The northern portion of the campus adjacent to Kapa‘a 
Elementary would accommodate a Preschool if needed.

2

5

1A

1B

6

3

4

6

8

7

6

COMPONENTS OF PHASE 2

1 SMMH - (1A) SNF Expansion and  
(1B) Hospital Renovation (SNF, Detox, 
and ED)

2 SMMH - Administration, Senior         
Center

3 Senior Assisted Living Facility

4  Affordable Housing Garden        
Apartments

5 Outpatient Services and Convenience 
Retail/Services

6 Parking

7 Entry Driveway

8 Campus roadway, sidewalks and 
greenspace

9 Preschool

9
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5.3  LONG-TERM - PHASE 3 (20 YEARS)  

To complete the Healthcare Wellness Village, the last phase will expand the community and 
commercial components. Kapa‘a Regional Public Library is a preferred use fronting Kawaihau 
Road. Should the Hawai‘i State Public Library System not choose this site, another commercial 
building would be an appropriate facility. Space for community meeting should be considered. 
A second commercial building could provide the community with meeting space, a fitness 
space, and/or an expanded space for KPAL to relocate. Should the library not be developed, 

a small grocery could be considered. A public plaza between the commercial building and 
the Library would be activated by community events such as farmer’s markets, craft fairs, and 
other community gatherings. This location affords easy access for the community via the bus. 
In coordination with the County's transit plan, a mobility hub would integrate into the parking 
lot and pedestrian plaza.

3

1

2

COMPONENTS OF PHASE 3

1 Library & Community Meeting

2 KPAL & Commerical Market

3 Parking

4 Mobility Hub

4
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Phase 2 - SNF, New Entry to SMMH, Senior Center, 
ALF in distance

Aerial View Looking South

Phase 3 in Foreground - Library, Meeting, Commercial

Aerial View Looking East 
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5.4  COMPONENTS - FACILITY CONCEPT PLANS  

Currently, SMMH is working on the following projects with capital improvement funding acquired 
prior to the start of this Master Plan.

1. Installation of a CT Scan by mid-2020.

2. Renovation of a hallway in the Emergency Department to serve as a Behavioral Health ‘safe 
room’ is underway.

3. Renovations underway to move acute beds to the current location of the solarium. 

4. The Long Term Care/Skilled Nursing area at SMMH is currently being upgraded.  The nursing 
station is being modernized, there are plans to upgrade the hallway flooring, lighting and 
finishes, and patient rooms are being modernized. The unit has been operating at a reduced 
bed number of 54 beds during renovation and upon completion will have 54 beds available. 
SMMH has a license for 66 beds.

5. Renovation of the Psychiatric Unit. In the future, use can be adapted for Long Term Care.

HOSPITAL PHASING COMPONENTS

PHASE 1: 
PSYCH - Psychiatric Unit Addition 18 beds

Renovations: 
Expanded Dining Area 
Former Psychiatric Unit to Swing Unit / Heavy 
Long Term Care

PHASE 2:

SNF - LTC Addition, 2 Levels:  
Two (2) 24 bed units = 48 beds

Renovations: 
SNF - LTC renovated to all single beds: 27 beds

TOTAL SNF / LTC = 75 beds

ED right sized for 5 bays

SENIOR CENTER - Addition of Senior/Adult  
Daycare and Senior Center on ground floor of new 
building.

SMMH ADMINISTRATION - Relocation and  
expansion of SMMH Administration spaces  
including additional meeting rooms on the  
second floor of the new building.

Renovation - Former administration area  
reconfigured for AMR use.

See Page 4-5: Campus Program Summary
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HOSPITAL - ALTERNATIVES 

ADD SECOND STORY TO EXISTING

Designed in 1951, the Main Hospital is a single-story structure configured as three wings around a central courtyard.  
The three wings are the administration wing, the ancillary wing, and the patient wing. The patient wing is comprised 
of patient rooms designed for two or more patients to share a room and toilet facilities. This configuration does not 
meet current healthcare design guidelines which recommend single patient rooms with private bathrooms.  Plans for 
future renovation are to update to this single patient room model where feasible, however the existing structural grid 
is irregular and plumbing locations do not provide for efficient layout.  Further, the width of the existing floor plates are 
not standardized for double loaded patient rooms, as many areas are too narrow. This inefficiency results in increased 
corridor lengths between nursing stations and patients, negatively impacting operational efficiency. A second story 
over the existing limits the design of the new floor to the constraints of the existing, resulting in less patient rooms than 
program target. The single story relies on at-grade circulation around a central courtyard. This configuration does not 
lend itself to a two-story facility where a central elevator core is common to provide accessibility and safe exiting. The 
addition of a second story requires new vertical circulation elements including Exit Stairs and Elevators.  

The Main Hospital is constructed of reinforced concrete construction (roof, columns, wall, floor, foundation).  In the 
absence of documents that would indicate otherwise, the Main Hospital’s concrete roof slab, which slopes to drain, 
indicates that the structural system was designed for single story.  The addition of a second story would trigger the 
following:

1. New vertical supports, additional foundations and columns to support the loads of an additional  story.

2. Roof slab would need to be retrofitted for use as a second floor. The roof slab would need to be leveled or removed.  

3. An addition of a second story would require new shear walls to meet code and strengthen structure. The existing 
structure was designed prior to current building codes which have been modernized to consider structural 
resistance to seismic events. 

Since the construction of a second story would be considered a major structural retrofit and necessitate major 
construction, areas of the hospital will need to be made off limits resulting in a loss of operations for a significant length 
of time. The cost of a major structural retrofit typically is not economically feasible. Functionally there is little benefit to 
adding a second story to the existing structure, therefore new construction is recommended. Since the hospital would 
not be able to operate during construction, the cost is also in loss of operations. For these reasons the addition of a 
second story to the existing is not recommended.

NEW CONSTRUCTION

The SMMH site has sufficient undeveloped area to allow for a replacement facility consisting of entirely new construction.  
Once the new facility is complete the old is removed. The benefit of a replacement facility is that the existing facility could 
remain operational while a new facility is constructed. Another benefit to new construction would be to consolidate the 
footprint of the hospital which is inefficient due to the central courtyard and single level The siting of the replacement 
hospital is limited due to existing constraints. The preferred expansion would be makai of the existing facility, placing 
entries, parking and emergency department access further from Kawaihau Road which would result in higher volumes 
of traffic deeper into the site which is not as desirable for the adjacent residential uses. 

The greatest disadvantage of this alternative is the cost. It is the most costly of the alternatives studied. The replacement 
hospital studied would equal the program area stated in the Master Plan of approximately 120,000 SF for the hospital 
(including OT Clinic), and two stories of roughly 60,000 SF footprint. Utilizing today’s costs of $850/SF for construction, 
cost would be estimated at $102M. Project costs would be plus 30% - 40% to include equipment and soft costs yielding 
a forecasted project cost of $132.6 to 142.8M. 

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The preferred option for the hospital improvements is a strategic plan that manages the overall cost, allows for 
incremental improvements, and minimizes adverse operational impact.  It plans for expansion to accommodate growth 
in program but ties into existing building services (i.e. switch gear, emergency generator, fire sprinkler) for efficiency.  
It plans for replacing a small portion of the facility for greatest impact at the entry, and renovation of the majority of 
the facility to capture the value of the existing facility, as well as maintain operations.  This is the concept plan as  in the 
Master Plan.
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SENIOR ASSISTED LIVING FACILITY

PHASE 2: 
2 Buildings 
3 Levels 
155 Beds

Unit Tabulation: 
(30) Memory Care Studio (19%) @ 490 NSF/ea 
(32) Studio (21%) @ 490 NSF/ea 
(83) 1 bed unit (54%) @ 650 NSF/ea 
(10) 2 bed unit (6%) @1120 NSF/ea

Parking Tabulation: 
1 stall per 3 beds 
155 beds/3 = 52 stalls

Site Plan, Building Design and Facility  
Program is shown for planning purposes only. 
The actual Assisted Living Facility component 
will be determined by the State-selected 
Developer.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING  
GARDEN APARTMENTS

PHASE 2 
6 Buildings 
3 Levels

Site Plan, Building Design and Facility Program 
is shown for planning purposes only. The 
actual Affordable Housing Component will be 
determined by the State selected Developer. 
Total unit count and parking ratio developed for 
capacity planning. Plan configuration, unit count 
and parking ratio subject to change, dependent 
on developer's proposal as accepted by the 
State.

Development plan shall consider preserving 
view planes and sight lines from campus loop 
roadway.

Unit Tabulation: 
3 Level Walk-Up Units 
Accessible Units At Grade Level 
(4) 8 Plex @ 24 DU Each 
(1) 6 Plex @ 18 DU Each 
(1) 11 Plex @ 33 DU Each 
147 Total Dwelling Units

Unit Mix: 
 (72) 1 bed unit (49%) 
 (72) 2 bed unit (49%) 
 (3) 3 bed unit (2%)

Parking: 
9 ADA Parking Spaces 
167 Total Parking Spaces 
PV Canopies Over Parking
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PRESCHOOL

PHASE 2: 
1 Building 
1 Level

Site Plan, Building Design and Facility Program 
is shown for planning purposes only. The actual 
Preschool will be determined by the State-
selected Developer.

(4) Classrooms @ ~1,000 SF Each 
 ~4,000SF Total 
(2) Shared Support Spaces @ ~500 SF Each 
 ~1,000 SF Total 
 Restroom  
 Kitchen 
 Toilet 
 Teacher Workroom 
Outdoor Play Spaces @ ~6,000 SF 
Administration Offices @ ~1,000 SF 
Covered Lanai @ ~700 SF 
Drop Off 
19 Parking Spaces Required
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5.5  COMPONENT - INFRASTRUCTURE  

DRAINAGE

SMMH will manage all storm water runoff generated by the proposed on-site development. The 
new development will have similar drainage flow patterns to the existing drainage conditions, 
ultimately discharging into the adjacent gullies around the property. Low Impact Design (LID) 
will be incorporated into the drainage design of the new development. There will be rain 
gardens constructed around the new buildings of all phases and will comply to LID standards.

After grading and the proposed developments, the amount of sheet flow runoff from the site will 
experience an increase in flow due to a larger impervious area from the development. However, 
effects of this increase are mitigated through the utilization of proposed underground detention 
systems, where additional runoff volumes are stored and outlet peak flow rates are controlled 
through an outlet pipe prior to discharge into the existing gullies surrounding the property. 

Runoff will enter an underground drainage system through inlets and roof drain connections that 
conveys it to the underground detention system from within their respective basins as shown on the 
following Proposed Drainage map. Runoff peak flow rates for the 50–yr storm will be attenuated in 
the detention system and post-developed flows will be less than pre-developed flow rates. Runoff 
will be discharged from the detention system into the existing gullies surrounding the property.

Phase 1: The underground drainage conveyance system and detention system for the planned 
Kapa‘a Police Substation (Basin P5) can be installed as part of Phase 1. The partial underground 
drainage conveyance system for the new Psych Unit building (Basin P2) can also be installed, 
but a temporary above-ground detention basin will need to be built in the northern portion of 
the Affordable Housing Garden Apartments until Phase 2. 

Phase 2: The underground drainage conveyance system and underground detention 
systems for Basin P2 and P3 can be installed in Phase 2. Basin P1 will be the completion of the 
underground drainage conveyance system to the already installed system around the Psych 
Unit building and the installation of the underground detention system. Basin P4 will install 
a partial underground drainage conveyance system and underground detention system, 
excluding the area for the Community Healthcare Buildings 6 & 7.  

Phase 3: In Phase 3, Basin P4 can be completed with the installation of the underground 
drainage conveyance system to connect to the already installed Basin P4 system. 

SEWER

The onsite sewer system that services the senior assisted living buildings shall consist of a gravity 
flow system which will connect to the existing 6-inch sewer line with a new sewer manhole and flow 
into the existing off-site system. The onsite sewer system that services the rest of the site and the 
Hawai‘i Public Housing Authority Senior Housing property will consist of a gravity flow system which 
will connect to the existing 8-inch sewer line with a new sewer manhole and flow into the existing 
off-site system. It is anticipated that the existing Wailua Wastewater Treatment Plant will have the 
capacity to handle the anticipated wastewater generated by the proposed development.

Phase 1: A new sewer line will be constructed to provide service to the new Behavioral Health 
Residential Treatment Center and the planned Kapa‘a Police Substation. The existing sewer 
laterals that serve the existing Ho’ola Lahui Hawai’i Community Center, the existing Samuel 
Mahelona Memorial Hospital and the Hawai‘i Public Housing Authority Senior Housing 
property will be connected to the new sewer line. The existing sewer line that provides service 
to the existing Staff Housing will remain. Part of the existing sewer 8-inch sewer line will be 
abandoned or removed. See Proposed Utilities – Phase 1. 

Phase 2: In Phase 2, the on-site sewer system will be expanded to the new Affordable Housing 
Garden Apartments, the new Community Healthcare buildings 4 & 5 and the new Preschool. 
The existing Staff Quarter’s 6-inch sewer lateral will be reused for the new Senior Assisted 
Living buildings. See Proposed Utilities – Phase 2. 

Phase 3: In Phase 3, the on-site sewer system will be expanded to the new Community 
Healthcare buildings 6 & 7. See Proposed Utilities – Phase 3. 

WATER

According to the County of Kaua‘i Department of Water, it appears that they will be able to 
provide the additional water demand for Phase 1, but not for the water demands proposed for 
Phase 2 and Phase 3. There are two off-site projects: “Drill and Develop Kapa‘a Homesteads 
Well No. 4” and “Kapa‘a Homesteads 325’ Tanks, Two 0.5 MG Tanks” that will provide additional 
water availability and fire protection for the Kapa‘a area by April 2023. Any actual development 
of this area will be dependent on the adequacy of the source, storage and transmission facilities 
existing at that time. Another water availability request should be submitted after the off-site 
projects are completed to confirm that additional demand required by the Phase 2 and Phase 
3 developments can be supported. 

All proposed water infrastructure will be sized for anticipated losses and peak flow. Fixture unit 
credit will be given for the demolition of existing structures on the SMMH property. The proposed 
development will also need to meet the backflow prevention and cross-connection control 
requirements for the full buildout condition as designated by the DoW Water System Standards.

Phase 1:  Phase 1 will continue to be serviced by the exisinig 10-inch loop pipe. A 10-inch pipe 
will be extended towards the new Behavioral Treatment Center building. A new water meter 
box will be installed and connect to the 12-inch pipe within Kawaihau Road and service the 
new Kapa‘a Police Substation.  See Proposed Utilities – Phase 1. 

Phase 2:  In Phase 2, the on-site water system will branch off the existing water system and 
expand to the new Affordable Garden Apartments, the new Senior Assisted Living buildings, 
new Community Healthcare buildings 4 & 5 and new Preschool. See Proposed Utilities – Phase 2. 

Phase 3:  In Phase 3, the on-site water system will branch off the existing system and expand 
to the new Coummunity Healthcare buildings 6 & 7.  See Proposed Utilities – Phase 3.
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PROPOSED DRAINAGE

PHASE 1: Underground drainage collection 
is added for Basin P2 with temporary above-
ground collection until Phase 2. If developed, 
underground drainage collection added for 
Basin P5.

PHASE 2: Underground drainage collection 
added for Basins P2 and P3, and partial 
underground drainage system for P4. Adjacent 
State lands will be studied in the next planning 
phase for above- ground detention for 
development affordability.  

PHASE 3: Underground drainage collection 
completed for Basin P4. 
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PROPOSED UTILITIES

PHASE 1: On-site water and sewer is extended 
to new developments - Behavioral Health 
Treatment Center and planned Kapa’a Polic 
Substation, if developed. No off-site water or 
sewer improvements triggered. Note that the 
County expansion of water capacity is currently 
in construction and assumed complete for 
Phase 1; status of project to be confirmed in next 
planning phases. 

PHASE 2: On-site water and sewer is extended 
to new developments - Affordable Houding 
Garden Apartments, Community Healthcare/
Commercial buildings and the Preschool, if 
developed. Status of County expansion of 
water capacity to be confirmed in next planning 
phases. 

PHASE 3: On-site water and sewer extended 
to remaining Community Healthcare/
Commercial buildings. No off-site water or sewer 
improvements triggered. 

Phase 1 Phase 2

Phase 3
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5.6  COMPONENT - TRAFFIC

IMPACT OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT ON TRAFFIC

Based on the table, the completed project may potentially add up to 3,646 new daily trips to the 
area throughout the day, including up to 288 AM and 420 PM peak hour trips, assuming no trip 
reductions. (i.e. no decrease due to transit or walking trips).  

As an envisioned site for TOD, several mobility features and facilities are assumed to be 
constructed with the project to support and encourage more active transportation choices. For 
informational purposes, included are a 10% walk/bike/transit reduction and another 15% pass-by 
reduction (i.e. trips that stop at the project site that were already passing by in the neighborhood/
schools).  With these assumptions, the forecasted trip generation is 2,735 daily trips, including 
216 AM peak hour and 315 PM peak hour trips. The trip generation table is split by category. 
Most of the new traffic will be generated from the non-SMMH uses, including the library and 
affordable housing development. 

In 2019, Kawaihau Road was reported to carry approximately 6,700 daily trips. Two-lane collector 
roads like Kawaihau Road are typically designed to carry up to 10,000 vehicles per day, after 
which traffic is considered to exceed capacity. Therefore, the addition of 2,735 daily project trips 
(at full buildout with assumed reductions) to the existing 6,700 trips is a forecasted total of 9,435 
daily trips on Kawaihau Road with implementation of the project.

• The 10% Walk/Bike/Transit reduction is assuming transit service will be increasing to better 
serve the site.  If transit service was to increase significantly, then proportional reductions 
could be assumed. For example, if the transit frequency service increased (ex. from one bus 
arriving per hour to four buses per hour), a larger percentage of the forecasted trips would 
be reduced to account for individuals who are able to take transit instead of driving. 

• The 15% pass-by reduction is based on the existing land uses and proposed neighborhood-
serving uses (ex. library) that will capture the residents that already travel on Kawaihau Road 
to/from the schools and residential areas. 

Note these are only estimates as the increase in transit is unknown.

Table 1   Forecasted Project Trip Generation Net Add Totals by Phase

Land Use
Phase 

1
Phase 2

Phase 
3

Subtotal

With TOD 
Reduction 

(10% + 
15%)

Hospital 139 357 496 372

Library 648 648 486

Community Meeting 25 25 19

Health Clinic 38 38 29

Preschool 333 333 250

Behavioral Health 92 92 69

Convenience Retail (1) 496 315 811 608

Assisted Living 403 403 302

Apartments 800 800 600

Subtotal  231  2,427  988  3,646  2,735 

With TOD Reducation 
(10% +15%)

 173  1,820  741 2,735

% of Total 6% 67% 27%

Note (1): Phase 2 retail count reduced by KPAL temp location at Bldg 5 moves in Phase 3
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ACCESS  AND  MOBILITY  RECOMMENDATIONS

Provide continuous pedestrian facilities to/from 
adjacent areas, including high-visibility crosswalks 
and pedestrian-scaled lighting on Kawaihau Road 
and Nunu Road. Include ADA compliant curb 
ramps where paved sidewalks are installed.

Provide on-site bicycle amenities including secure 
bicycle parking, access to showers, lockers for 
storage, and repair/maintenance materials or 
stations.

Provide sufficient on-site turnaround area for fire 
trucks and emergency vehicles.

Additional Mobility Considerations:

Coordinate improvements with Kapa’a 
Elementary School based on parking 
and pedestrian needs along Nunu Road

Install a 8-10’ multi-use path for pedestrians and 
bicycles to provide a continuous connection 
between school, SMMH, library, and boardwalk

Realign intersection for 
improved traffic control 

Move transit stop to far side of 
the driveway to minimize 
queueing to SMMH

Evaluate feasibility for a pedestrian 
connection to the Ke Ala Hele Makalae 
multi-use path and access to (future) 
transit service on Kuhio Hwy

Add crosswalks between school, 
SMMH, library, transit stops, and 
boardwalk

Primary Mobility Hub Location
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PLANNED REGIONAL IMPROVEMENTS

County of Kaua‘i Planning and Public Works Departments indicated the following projects 
were planned in the immediate project vicinity:

• New peanut-shaped roundabout planned at Kawaihau Road / Mailihuna Road / Haua‘ala 
Road has been designed as a Complete Street and Safety Improvements project and 
will have crosswalks, raised medians, and an eight (8)-foot wide walkway for improved 
pedestrian visibility and access. Construction is anticipated to begin in 2020-2021. 

• County staff indicated Kuhio Highway/Mailihuna Road is a high crash location. A new 
roundabout is under construction at the intersection as part of the Kapa’a Stream Bridge 
replacement project along Kuhio Highway.  The bridge replacement construction began 
in 2019 and construction of the roundabout began in 2020. New sidewalk will be added 
along Mailihuna Road to provide pedestrian access from the Kapa’a residential and school 
areas to the beach.

• Hawai‘i Department of Transportation (HDOT) is considering converting Haua‘ala Road at 
Kuhio Highway from a full access intersection to right-in, right-out only due to the close 
proximity of intersections on Kuhio at Cane Haul Road, Haua‘ala Road, and Kawaihau 
Road. The closure of the left-turn lane from Kuhio Highway to Haua‘ala Road would allow 
for a longer left-turn lane at Kawaihau Road.  In addition, Cane Haul Road may become 
a two-way road. 

• Planned projects in the project vicinity include:

• Hokua Place by Kapa’a Middle School which proposes to construct up to 700 homes 
off of Olohena Road.

• Kealia Mauka Homesteads

KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE SMMH 
MASTER PLAN
• Determine what uses may share parking areas and which uses need to be separated/

secured, such as the behavioral health and youth facilities/school boundaries. 

• Provide continuous grade-separated sidewalks, high-visibility crosswalks, and pedestrian 
facilities on surrounding roadways, particularly between the neighborhood, schools, and 
SMMH. Pedestrian-scaled amenities are recommended, such as adequate lighting and 
landscaping for shade. 

• Future roadway improvements should consider Complete Streets and context- and 
community-sensitive design.

• County of Kaua‘i staff indicated that the community typically prefers roundabouts over 
traffic signals. Staff also suggested considering widening Nunu Road and Kawaihau Road 
to provide left-turn lanes, however new roundabouts in the area may alter travel patterns 
around the site, and should be re-evaluated in the future. 

• SMMH and County Transportation Agency need to confirm the ability to keep the existing 
bus stop location on-site. 

• The landscape strip on Kawaihau Road provides opportunity for bulb-out / pull-out areas 
for the bus. 

• Kapa’a High and Elementary school have students from Anahola to Wailua, therefore the 
schools attract a wide range of trips in addition to local neighborhood trips.

Recommendations for managing the neighborhood parking demand 

• DOE can prepare a Parking Management Plan, including Transportation Demand 
Management (TDM) strategies. TDM examples include: staggering school start/end 
times, provide shuttles/buses, issue transit passes. 

• Coordinate with the school during the master planning process at SMMH to determine 
if additional land is needed (similar to the conversation on realigning Nunu Road) or 
perhaps a drop-off zone (to minimize the number of vehicles parking cars and walking 
students in). 

• Provide comprehensive active transportation (walk/bike/transit) facilities along Kawaihau 
Road between Kuhio Hwy and Mailihuna Road

• Examples: continuous sidewalks and bike paths that connect to transit stops and key 
destinations (schools) and the highway/multi-use path 

• Improve circulation around the schools (i.e. have Nunu Road connect to Mailihuna or 
Kuhio Highway) to better disperse vehicle trip patterns 

• As mentioned on the mobility figure, it is advised to coordinate with adjacent school 
to determine what their current on-street parking and pedestrian needs are. I.e. how 
many spaces are used and where are pedestrian connections needed? Would providing 
a raised sidewalk remove needed on-street parking? 

• It is strongly recommended that this project is coordinated with the transit agency to 
determine the frequency of service available to help plan/forecast what parking demand 
will be.  In other words, the use of Honolulu parking rates would not be recommended if 
transit service does not substantially improve. 

• A feasibility study to extend Nunu Road to Kuhio Highway should be considered to provide 
increased access to and from the site and possibly the greater community. Currently, all 
trips access to SMMH and Kapa’a schools utilize Kawaihau Road or Mailihuna Road. The 
addition of a new access point from the highway would disperse traffic on the adjacent 
roadways and improve traffic flow during peak hours. However, the construction of the 
roundabouts at Mailihuna Road may improve traffic flow in the area and reduce the need 
for additional access. 
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PROPOSED ROADWAYS

The exisitng unsignalized intersection at the Kawaihau Road driveway and the two driveways off the adjacent private road 
will continue to provide vehicular accessway onto the property. There are also new proposed accessways onto the property: 

Phase 1: During Phase 1, a new driveway off of Nunu road will be constructed and leads to the new Psych Unit building and 
the new parking lot. Another driveway off of Nunu Road leads onto SMMH property and will be the main road throughout 
the property. A driveway off of Kawaihau will be constructed and lead to the proposed Kapa‘a Police Substation and its new 
parking lot.  See Page 5-2.

Phase 2: During Phase 2, the primary driveway off of Kawaihau Road will be improved with an additional right turn lane 
onto Kawaihau Road. Also the two existing driveways off of the private driveway will remain and will lead to the parking lots 
adjacent to SMMH and the Community Healthcare Buildings. A new driveway from Nunu Road will lead to the Affordable 
Housing Garden Apartments and its parking lot. See Page 5-3.

PROPOSED PARKING

The proposed parking supply of 648 spaces exceeds what would be required based on the parking requirements for similar 
facilities in equivalent jurisdictions. In absence of specific parking requirements, the City and County of Honolulu's Off Street 
Parking requirements were referenced to estimate the long-range TOD intent of the site. 

Phase 1: During Phase 1, parking lots will be constructed adjacent to the new Psych Unit Building, the new Behavioral Health 
Housing Building, and the new Kapa‘a Police Substation building. See Page 5-2. 

Phase 2: During Phase 2, parking lots adjacent to SMMH and new Community Healthcare Buildings 4 and 5 will be 
constructed. A parking lot for the new Affordable Housing Garden Apartments, the new Senior Assisted Living building and 
the new Preschool will be constructed as well. See Page 5-3. 

Phase 3: During Phase 3, a parking lot for the new Community Healthcare Buildings 6 and 7 will be constructed. See Page 
5-4. 

MOBILITY HUB

Given the mix of proposed land uses and the amount of new traffic that could be generated, one means of reducing reliance 
on single-occupant vehicles is to develop and operate a mobility hub within the project site. A mobility hub is a place 
where people can make seamless connections between public transit and other travel options, as well as integrating features 
designed to reduce vehicle trips.  Hubs can and should be designed to accommodate additional features over time to 
address changes in travel demand and as new technology becomes available and feasible. Each mobility hub should be 
designed specifically for the surrounding community it serves, ideally making it easier for residents, employees, and visitors 
to use transit to travel from home to work and a wide variety of destinations in between. A mobility hub area includes not just 
the transit station itself but all those services and destinations that are accessible within a five-minute walk, bike, or drive to/
from that location.  

A primary mobility hub location has preliminarily been identified within the parking lot serving the library and community 
commercial buildings. Potential mobility hub services and amenities for the SMMH campus can generally be grouped into 
five major categories: 

Transit Amenities - features located in the immediate transit station area to help riders plan their trips and make connections 

while offering them a convenient and comfortable place to wait for their ride.

• Enhanced transit waiting areas (bus stop shelters, benches/seating, refuse receptacles, safety lighting, etc.) 

• Passenger loading zones (designated spaces)

• Real-time travel information (centralized kiosk providing transit information)

Pedestrian Amenities - features are located within a five-minute walk to transit.

• Walkways (ADA-compliant, direct paths between transit stop and other modal options with clear wayfinding)

• Kawaihau Elevated Boardwalk extension (extend the boardwalk within SMMH)

• Crossings (paths across parking lot aisles with striping or signage indicating path of travel, ADA-ramps as needed) 

Bike Amenities - features are located within a five-minute bike ride to transit and provide connections to nearby “rideable” 
origins and destinations.

• Bikeways (direct off-street connection from primary mobility hub area to boardwalk, shared use path along SMMH main 
driveway and Nunu Road)

• Bike parking (ideally covered, secure area close to the primary transit stop)

• Bikeshare (space reserved for dockless bike share accommodating at least 10 bicycles)

Motorized Service Amenities - features including services and infrastructure that are located within a five-minute drive to 
transit and allow users to use motorized services when necessary.

• Rideables (wider sidewalks and shared use pathways)

• Electric bike share and scootershare (space for shared fleet of electric bikes or motorized scooters)

• Carshare (Enterprise, Zipcar or Turo where multiple individuals share a single vehicle)

• Microtransit  (could include shuttles from Lihue to enhance typical transit service at peak times)

• Neighborhood electric vehicle (option for the SMMH campus where speeds are low)

• Electric vehicle charging (dedicated electric vehicle spaces with multiple ports between stalls)

Support Service Amenities - features that may exist within all mobility hubs to enhance traveler convenience and encourage 
the use of non-automobile modes where feasible.

• Wayfinding (branded simple and direct signage)

• Package delivery (delivery lockers at a centralized parcel pickup)

• Mobile retail services (space for mobile vendors such as food truck or dry cleaning)

As each phase of the Master Plan is developed, the mobility hub features should be reviewed and chosen based on the land 
use context, frequency of transit service, likely use of services and amenities, and available physical space and infrastructure.





CHAPTER 6

Implementation Strategy
6.1 PROJECT SCHEDULE AND ENTITLEMENT STRATEGY

Implementation of the projects for expansion of the inpatient hospital services, outpatient 
service facilities, Assisted Living Facility, affordable housing, commercial buildings, library, 
preschool and associated infrastructure will take place following an improvements timetable. It 
is anticipated that SMMH and their partners will complete the projects over the next 20 years, 
pending the completion of financing, planning and design work, permitting and construction. 
The Master Plan projects will be implemented following a program of prioritized actions and 
budgeting by the Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation (HHSC) Kaua‘i Region Board of Directors. 
Table 4.1 identifies projections for each of the phases proposed in the Master Plan.

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be required, as the project is located on State 
lands and will use State funds. In conjunction with the preparation of the EIS, the State will 
expand the study area to include adjacent lands, further traffic studies and continue community 
engagement to inform plan development.

Use of the land at SMMH is regulated by the State of Hawai‘i and the County of Kaua‘i. SMMH is 
zoned as Urban for State Land Use, and R-1 Residential / ST-P Special Treatment District - Public  
Facilities under the County of Kaua‘i Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance.  SMMH is also located 

within the Special Management Area (SMA), and will therefore require an SMA permit. An SMA 
requires the EIS before it can be processed. The County designation of R-1/ST-P allows variation 
from the underlying zoning, which must be approved by the County Planning Commission 
utilizing a Project Development (PD) Use Permit and Class IV Zoning Permit. These two permits 
can be processed simultaneously along with the processing of the SMA permit for efficiency. 

Improvements at the hospital that change beds counts, bed types and services require a 
Certificate of Need (CON).  The CON program is administered by State Health Planning and 
Development Agency (SHPDA).  

There are other permits and approvals that are categorized as “ministerial” because they do 
not require approval by a Planning Commission, County Council or department director. These 
approvals include a Grading, Grubbing and Stockpiling Permit and Building Permits, which will 
be obtained in advance of construction. Approvals are required from the State Department of 
Health for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) construction stormwater 
permits.
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PPRROOJJEECCTT 22002211 22002244 22002277 22002288 22002299 22003300 22003311--3355 22003366--4400
EENNTTIITTLLEEMMEENNTTSS

1 Environmental Impact Statement
2 Project Developmet Use Permit/Class IV Development Permit
3 Special Management Area Use Permit
4 Entitlement updates - Phase 3

5 Acute Psychiatric Unit Extension
6 Behavioral Health Residential Treatment Facility
7 SMMH Café Renovation
8 Parcourse Fitness Trail
9 Campus Roadway

10 SMMH - Skilled Nursing Facility Expansion
11 SMMH - Administration, Senior Center
12 Senior Assisted Living Facility
13 Affordable Housing Rental Apartments
14 Outpatient Services and Convenience Retail/Services
15 Site Development
16 Preschool

17 Commercial Market
18 Library & Community Meeting Space
19 Site Development

Land Use Permits
RFP / Proposal / Selection / CoN
Design / Building Permit / Construct

22002266

PPHHAASSEE  22

22002233 2200225522002222

PPHHAASSEE  11

PPHHAASSEE  33

55  YYEEAARR  TTIIMMEE  FFRRAAMMEE 1100  YYEEAARR  TTIIMMEE  FFRRAAMMEE 2200  YYEEAARR  TTIIMMEE  FFRRAAMMEE

Table 1 Phasing Development Timetable
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6.2 PARTNERSHIPS AND FUNDING

The phasing of the development is dependent on the availability of funding from various 
identified sources. As funding timelines change the phasing of each development area can 
shift. The timeline as presented is the preferred phasing based on needs assessed as well as 
the projected timeframe to establish partnerships for developments. The Master Plan is a to 
serve as a framework. Each development area’s timeline is independent; this can accommodate 
delays/accelerations to one so as to not impact another development area’s timeline. 

Many of the proposed projects on the SMMH campus will require State, County and private 
partnerships to complete. Partnering with other public and private partners allows for a more 
creative, cost-effective result. The project site will remain owned by HHSC and leased to 
developers and/or tenants. All agreements and contracts will recognize obligations associated 
with ceded lands. The following are some initial possible partnerships and funding strategies 
that will bring the project to fruition.

PHASE 1

Funding in the amount of $500,000 for the EIS has been approved by the Hawai‘i State 
Legislature in the FY 2021 Executive Supplemental Budget for the Department of Health – 
Hawai‘i Health Systems Corporation Capital Improvements Budget. 

HHSC will seek funds to implement Phase 1 through State administrative and legislative 
processes. In addition to legislative funding, partnerships will be pursued with Kaiser, public/
private partnerships, federal funds such as Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA), and County residential drug funds.

Development of the Behavioral Health Residential Treatment Center will be completed in 
partnership with Department of Health, Adult Mental Health Division to address the most 
pressing needs and for consultation of appropriate funding mechanisms. County of Kaua‘i 
Department of Public Works and the Kaua‘i Police Department will continue development of 
the Police Substation.

PHASE 2

Funding for Hospital projects in Phase 2  will be the same as Phase 1, primarily funded through  
State administrative legislative funds. An outside operator for the Senior Center and the Senior 
/ Adult Daycare will be sought.

A Public / Private Partnership (P3) is envisioned for the Senior Assisted Living Facility, Affordable 
Housing and the Commercial Buildings. The P3 partner will be selected through a Request for 
Proposals (RFP) process.

The Senior Assisted Living Facility will seek a long term lease with a private entity that is already 
familiar with development and operations of this type of facility. Potential private partners 
such as The Regency or Ohana Pacific Management Company, Inc. were consulted in the 
development of the Master Plan.  It is the intent of this development to generate revenue to 
sustain SMMH enhancements and operations. HHSC would oversee this initiative through an 
RFP process.

Partnering with Hawai‘i Housing Finance and Development Corporation (HHFDC) on the 
Affordable Housing Rental Apartments is planned in order to manage and financially structure 
the project development. It is anticipated that through the RFP process, a development 
partner experienced in this type of housing development and operations will be selected.  The 
successful RFP proposer will understand how best to take advantage of tax credits. HHFDC or 
the County of Kaua‘i Housing Department may also be able to establish an endowment fund 
for workforce housing.

The Department of Accounting and General Services (DAGS) would most likely provide the RFP 
for a private developer to build the commercial facilities that would house Outpatient Services 
and Convenience Retail/Services. DAGS could also be a potential financing avenue. 

As part of the Executive Office on Early Learning (EOEL) vision for Hawai‘i, a preschool facility 
is projected in Phase 2. This is conceptual with more program development anticipated by  the 
Affordable Access to Childcare Pilot Program Kaua‘i in the next few years.

PHASE 3

The Library space will be developed in consultation with the Hawai‘i State Public Library System. 
The libraries prefer to own the buildings they occupy, but would be willing to share another 
floor with agencies who provide services and have expressed interest in sharing facilities with 
community meeting spaces. THe process would include library site selection, program and 
implementation.
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6.3 CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The projected construction costs for the completion of the individual projects in the Master 
Plan are summarized in Table 2. Additional to costs within Table 2, the Hospital Repair Costs 
estimated in 2019 dollars equaled $12,307,000 (Chapter 2, Table 1), with a 3.1% escalation 
brings the current cost to 12,687,000. In undertaking Improvement Projects the Repair Projects 
are to be assessed for schedule coordination of construction in order to minimize disturbance 
to operations. Repair Projects not related to improvements are anticipated to be undertaken as 
soon as funding is made available. 

Construction costs are order-of-magnitude projections for master planning purposes, and 
individual projects will undergo more detailed cost estimating during future design processes. 
Costs are based on 2020 construction pricing; escalation has not been factored into totals. 
These costs are to assist in budgeting for the project, funding requests and the structuring of 
the RFPs. The costs are limited to construction costs. Cost including exclusions are detailed in 
the cost estimate provided within the Appendix - Construction Cost Estimate Report prepared 
by Rider Levett Bucknall.

Table 2 Construction Cost Estimate Summary

Project Name Cost (State) Cost (Partner)

Phase 1

1_0 PCR Repairs and Maintenance $12,687,000 0

1_1 Acute Psychiatric Unit $7,930,000 0

1_2 Residential Treatment $18,300,000 0

1_3 SMMH Cafe Renovation $2,456,700 0

1_4 Phase 1 Site Improvements $7,808,000 0

1_5 Estimating & Design Contingency Of 20% $9,836,340

Subtotal $59,018,040 0

Phase 2*

2_5A SNF Expansion $15,698,472 0

2_5B SMMH Renovation $20,024,400 0

2_6 SMMH - Administration, Senior Center $13,087,032 0

2_7A Senior Assisted Living 0 $103,020,000

2_7B Affordable Housing (State Cost from Rental Housing Revolving Fund) $62,233,920 $62,233,920

2_8 Commercial Bldg - OP Services and Retail 0 $9,540,000

2_9 Phase 2 - Site Improvements $24,408,000 $10,800,000

2_10 Preschool 0 $4,872,000

Subtotal $135,451,824 $190,465,920

Phase 3*

3_11A Library $4,104,000 0

3_11B Community Meeting 0 $2,838,000

3_12 Commercial Bldg - Small Market $1,596,000 0

3_13 Phase 3 - Site Improvements $3,600,000 0

Subtotal $9,300,000 $2,838,000

Total $203,769,864 $193,303,920

Total Project Cost $398,000,000

* Phase 2 and Phase 3 Costs Include Estimating & Design Contingencies Of 20% Per Line Item
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